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ABSTRACT 
 

 

This research presents the development of a software application that 

implemented the generalization of a model to estimate the cost of electronic products that 

are being developed. The generalized cost model described the typical processes found in 

the electronics manufacturing industry. The proposed application allows users to define 

facilities, processes and products, calculate its cost and evaluate design alternatives in 

terms of cost. The application also contains also a default (virtual) facility with the 

typical processes of the electronics industry to make preliminary cost calculations of 

products. A relational database was designed to manage the information provided by 

users. The software was developed in Microsoft Visual Basic.NET®.  A validation of the 

model was performed using four products from a local electronic company. A discrete 

event simulation model was also generated to evaluate the precision of the model and its 

application. 
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RESUMEN 

 
 Esta investigación presenta el desarrollo de una aplicación de computadora    

donde se implementó la generalización de un modelo para estimar el costo de productos 

electrónicos nuevos siendo desarrollados. El modelo de costo generalizado describió los 

procesos típicos encontrados en la industria de la manufactura electrónica. La aplicación 

propuesta permite a los usuarios definir facilidades, procesos y productos, calcular su 

costo y evaluar alternativas de diseño en términos de costo. La aplicación también 

contiene a una facilidad predefinida (virtual) con los procesos típicos encontrados en la 

industria electrónica, para calcular preliminarmente el costo de productos. Una base de 

datos relacional fue diseñada para manejar la información provista por los usuarios. La 

aplicación fue desarrollada en Microsoft Visual Studio.NET®. Una validación del 

modelo fue hecha usando cuatro productos de una compañía local de productos 

electrónicos.  Un modelo de simulación de eventos discretos fue también generado para 

evaluar la precisión del modelo y de la aplicación.  
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CHAPTER 1: INTRODUCTION 
 

The cost of a product is essential for the competitive position of the organization that 

manufactures it. Probably the most challenging cost analysis is related to a product that 

has not been manufactured. The difficulty of making estimations of products not yet 

manufactured is that there are elements that need to be unavoidably forecasted. Other 

difficulty in estimating the cost of a new design is that most prospective products to be 

made are unique; that is, similar products have not been made in the past under the same 

conditions. “Due to this, outcome data that can be used in estimating the cost directly and 

without modification often do not exist” [6].  

“It has been pointed out by several electronic researchers that 85% of a product cost 

is already committed through decisions made during the product design stage even 

though only 5% of the total development costs have been expended” [14-16]. Since it is 

critical that a product be well designed to avoid high costs after implementation, efforts 

must be made to ensure efficient designs of electronic products.   

With this in mind, in 2001, the Center for Power Electronics Systems (CPES) 

sponsored a project called Development of Cost Models for Electronic Assemblies [1]; its 

main purpose was to construct a cost model that could be used to estimate the cost of 

electronic assemblies from the early stages of product conception, to guide research and 

development efforts. This model assumed a generic fabrication/assembly sequence and 

described how resources are typically consumed and costs incurred throughout the 

electronic assembly and fabrication processes. This model was completely formulated 
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[2], but was only crudely implemented using an Excel spreadsheet, and needed more 

validation. 

This project deals mostly with the development of a software application to 

implement the model by Mendez [1 and 2] to estimate the cost of an electronic product 

and to evaluate the feasibility of design alternatives in terms of cost. The first step was 

the revision of the assembly cost model by Mendez in order to generalize it and simplify 

it. Once the generalization of the assembly cost model was made, a software application 

was developed that implements it in a user friendly environment. An attempt was done to 

validate the revised cost model through several examples obtained from assembly 

companies, comparing the cost estimates provided by the companies with the estimates 

resulting from the revised cost model. Also, a simulation model was developed to further 

study the validity of the revised cost model. This cost model implementation will help 

electronic designers to calculate the cost of a new electronic product and to study the 

impact and feasibility of different design alternatives in terms of cost.      
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CHAPTER 2: LITERATURE REVIEW 
 

Mendez [1 and 2] presented a thesis and paper report that documents the research 

done as part of a project to develop a cost model that can be used to estimate the cost of 

the new power electronics systems and products that are being developed.  This research 

addressed a need for cost models to be used as a decision making tool from the early 

stages of the conception of the device to guide the research and development process. 

The main motivation of Mendez was power electronics products, but an examination 

of this type of product revealed that they share the basic characteristics of any modern 

electronic product, this is, a printed circuit board (PCB) with electronic components that 

are soldered to it. Given that assumption, Mendez developed a cost model for the board 

level fabrication and assembly of electronics products assuming a typical and generic 

fabrication/assembly sequence and processes. This sequence included all of the typical 

processes for the fabrication and assembly of a PCB-based electronic product. The 

processes identified were the ones used in the assembly of through-hole technology 

(THT) components, surface mount technology (SMT) components, chip on board wire-

bonded components, or any combination of them. Also, it included assembly of 

components on one-sided or two-sided PCB. 

The model described how resources are consumed and costs incurred in a typical 

electronics assembly operation. The resources and costs included in the model were 

direct labor, materials and components, equipment, support personnel, utilities, and 

space.  Each assembly and PCB manufacturing process step was analyzed to understand 

how resources were consumed and costs allocated to every board produced. Numerous, 
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but simple mathematical equations were developed to model this type of resource 

consumption and then estimate the total unit cost. 

 The Mendez model seems to be the most detailed work that has been made so far to 

estimate the cost of electronic assemblies. It provides the following factors that have not 

been considered so far by any cost model in the literature examined: 

o All the SMT and THT assembly processes were detailed and described. 

o One-sided or two-sided boards can be considered in the model 

o Overhead cost can be calculated and is included in the model. 

o Every process is explained in detail. 

A cost modeling of electronics assembly operations was discussed by Theng [3]. He 

presented station by station assembly cost equations for the estimation of total assembly 

cost of a seven station printed wiring board (PWB) assembly. Theng, also demonstrated 

the equations for the average production time of the assemblies at these stations. The total 

manufacturing cost equation in his model included three elements, which are inventory 

cost, assembly cost and test and rework associated cost. The cost model developed in this 

paper can be used by a design team to evaluate the associated manufacturing cost for 

design alternatives in concurrent engineering processes. 

The assembly equations proposed by Theng were very similar to those in the Mendez 

[1] model. Interesting costs considered in Theng’s model were the inventory cost of 

components and the rework of operations. Although these costs may not be of interest for 

a designer, they could be of interest for a process engineer or a planner that would like to 

estimate the inventory cost of the components at the facility and knows the defect rate of 

the electronic components or electronic boards. The inclusion of these costs in a model 
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could motivate process engineers and planners to collaborate with design engineers in the 

redesign of electronic components.  

 Nagarajan [4 and 5] presented a thesis and paper report that contains a computer 

aided cost estimation (CACE) system. Such system was developed to compare the costs 

of assembling a board with peripherally leaded devices such as Quad Flat Pack (QFP) or 

a Tape Automated Bonding (TAB) component with the costs of assembling a board with 

functionally equivalent Ball Grid Arrays (BGA) or Direct Chip Attach (DCA) devices. 

The CACE system permitted the user to execute “what if” analyses, allowing the user to 

recognize the key cost drivers. Also, the CACE system had the capability to read CAD 

drawings and incorporated Design for Manufacture (DFM) principles through interactive 

visual design to measure the effects of design changes when alternate packaging formats 

were studied. The final assembly cost per unit was the metric he used for cost 

comparison. The cost factors considered in the model were: equipment, material, labor, 

board, component, rework/ repair, cleaning and floor space. In addition, throughput 

variables (cycle times, production hours, etc.) were also incorporated in the CACE 

system, to the above factors. 

 The cost model application developed by Nagarajan was a great achievement 

because it included features such as reading CAD drawings; making comparisons 

between the use of different technologies and the inclusion of several cost factors that 

were included in Mendez model also. The only limitation of its cost model application 

was that it only considered the existing technologies available so far to manufacture 

electronic components. Is not clear how Nagarajan makes the association between the 
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types of components being studied on a particular product and the processes to locate or 

deal with those components.    

A development of an activity-based cost estimating system to help designers in 

computing the manufacturing cost of a printed circuit board assembly at the early concept 

stage of design was developed by Ong N.S [7]. Activities were identified, quantified and 

the costs allocated based on the amount and type of activities used by the printed circuit 

assembly (PCA). The activity costs were established using activity charts, worksheets 

and a cost build-up table. Ong stated that the cost estimating system developed will allow 

designers to identify those problematic activities that incur substantial cost so that efforts 

can then be made in reducing these costs. Therefore, by providing early manufacturing 

cost information during the design cycle, considerable improvements in productivity and 

manufacturing can be achieved. 

The model developed by N.S Ong was very similar to the approach used by Mendez 

but he did not detail the processes and their equations as explicitly as Mendez. Although 

this was a spreadsheet model, it was a good and simple tool to estimate the cost of 

PCA’s. 

Giachetti and Arango Juan [8] presented an activity-based printed circuit assembly 

(PCA) cost estimation model. Such model estimated PCB fabrication cost based on the 

design parameters. The activities were defined so that the design decisions become the 

cost drivers and thus enable the cost estimation model to be utilized early in the design 

process when sufficient time remains to make design changes. The cost model was used 

to rapidly compare different PCA design alternatives, let the designers assess the impact 

of their decisions on the final cost, and aid them in generating lower cost alternatives. An 
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analysis of the cost model reveals important relationships between design parameters and 

cost. The model developed by Giachetti and Arango is very similar to the work of 

Mendez but there was no description of the equations used to calculate cost and only a 

spreadsheet model was developed to calculate the cost of a product.  

Castillo C. and Malavé C.O [9] developed a system that was intended to provide the 

designers with the opportunity considerate manufacturing in the early design stages of a 

PCA. The model suggested by them consisted of a knowledge-based system for the 

automatic generation of PCA alternative designs. Their system decomposed an existing 

design and presented other design alternatives equivalent to the design under 

consideration. They had a dual purpose with their system. First, different, but equivalent, 

PCA designs could be evaluated for manufacturability to aid the designer to make the 

final PCB design replacement board or a spare without going the entire design process. 

Second, a PCB design-specific module can be produced and kept on hand to be utilized in 

cases where there is a need to find a substitution board or a spare without going through 

the entire design process. 

The knowledge based system developed by Castillo and Malavé was good because 

tried to replace the existing components used in a board design and make the equivalent 

necessary replacements to make a more competitive design in terms of cost and 

efficiency. Although the improvements at a PCA can be made, this article was focused 

only in the improvement of existing PCA designs as a concurrent engineering strategy 

and not on designs not previously considered. 

The concept of flexible costing in Flexible Manufacturing Systems (FMS’s) was 

presented by Koltai, Lozano and Onieva [10]. They proposed a method that changes the 
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overhead allocation, based on the production plan outcomes and on the process simulated 

performance. FMS’s are designed to integrate the flexibility of job shops and the 

efficiency of mass production systems. Product costing techniques need to adjust to this 

new technological environment.  At one side, the high production overhead cost of these 

systems requires a particular consideration to overhead allocation. In contrast, the 

frequently changing setup configuration and production plans require a regular 

recalculation of overhead allocation and an a priori evaluation of the estimated 

production cost. In FMS’s the same product can be produced along diverse paths, in 

different product mixes, and in diverse setup configurations. This flexibility of the 

production system must be reproduced in the costing system as well. The flexible costing 

system established in the paper connects production planning and the a priori estimation 

of the performance of the system with the costing process. The method applies Activity 

Based Costing (ABC) with the assistance of a production planning model and a discrete 

event simulation model that permitted a regular update of the overhead allocation bases 

and rates. Consequently, it is possible to reproduce the alterations in the FMS operation 

into the production cost. The system proposed is a good one because it combined discrete 

event system simulation of the processes being studied as an input to calculate the cost of 

products. 

Arieh [11] presented a hybrid cost estimation system for rotational parts that used 

a combination of the variant approach with explicit calculations. The variant approach is 

employed by them to retrieve machining parameters from a database of early period 

parameters. These parameters were extracted from many Numerical Control (NC) 

programs that were used by their industrial partner. The parameters reflect the optimal 
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machining circumstances on a particular NC machine, using a diversity of materials and 

tools available on the machine. The cost estimation developed considers the components 

geometry and design features such as tolerance, which affect the detailed set-up and 

machining plan. Thus, in order to estimate the cost, the system develops a set-up plan for 

chucking the parts and changing tools. In addition, the system considers the parts 

deflection in order to verify or correct the cutting parameters. This information is used to 

calculate the total machining time of the part and thus its cost. 

Although the approach of Arieh is for machined parts, it is a good one because it 

explores the capabilities of using two of the three types of cost estimation which are: 

estimation based on past experience (variant cost estimation), estimation based on 

explicit cost computations, and parametric cost estimation.  
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CHAPTER 3: REVISION OF MENDEZ’S MODEL 
 
 

Mendez [1] developed a cost model for the image level assembly of electronics 

products assuming a typical and generic assembly sequence and processes. These 

sequences included all typical processes for the assembly of a PCB-based electronic 

product. The processes identified were the ones used in the assembly of through hole 

technology (THT) components, surface mount technology (SMT) components, chip on 

board wire-bonded components, or any combination of them. Also, it included assembly 

of components on one-sided or two-sided PCB. 

 The cost model developed by Mendez (see Figure 1) was developed with the 

power electronics product developer as the main user.  Nevertheless, the user needs in 

this area are very similar to those of the developer of any other type of electronic product. 

This person will develop a series of product specifications.  Given those specifications, 

the cost model proposed can be used as a tool to estimate the cost of the product 

considering how it is manufactured. The basic product specifications to provide include: 

a bill of materials (BOM), the printed circuit board (PCB) characteristics (size and the 

expected market demand). The resulting cost estimates can be used to compare one 

design alternative versus another without actually having to build a unit of the product. 

 

 
 

 
 

COST 

MODEL 

Bill of Materials (BOM) 

PCB Characteristics 

Market Demand Cost Estimate 

Facility and Processes 
Characteristics

 
Figure 1 Cost Model Overview 
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(Reproduced with permission from “Development of Cost Model for Power Electronic Assemblies, 
Mendez M., University of Puerto Rico – Mayagüez Campus, 1998, ME Thesis.) 
 
 The Mendez cost model assumed that an electronic product consists essentially of 

a PCB with electronic components soldered to it. It was assumed that this kind of 

assembly will follow a series of generally sequential steps.  In each step of the assembly 

sequence, resources will be consumed and hence cost will be incurred (see Figure 2)  
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Figure 2  Consumption of resources in each processing step. 
(Reproduced with permission from “Development of Cost Model for Power Electronic Assemblies, 
Mendez M., University of Puerto Rico – Mayagüez Campus, 1998, ME Thesis.) 
 

The resources and costs included in the model were direct labor, materials and 

components, equipment, support personnel, utilities, and space.  Each assembly and PCB 

manufacturing process step was analyzed to understand how the resources were 

consumed and costs allocated to every board produced. The assembly cost model 

proposed by Mendez [1] included approximately 275 equations and 22 explicitly detailed 

processes.   

Manufacturing Processes Description 
 

A detailed study of the manufacturing processes and typical assembly sequences 

of electronics products was carried out by Mendez research to formulate the mathematical 

expressions of the cost model. The result of this study was the development of a generic 
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process chart, (see Figure 3). 

  The study of the manufacturing of electronic products included literature reviews 

(Hart [1], Prasad [2], and Hollomon [3]), plant tours to several electronics assembling 

plants and PCB fabricators, interviews with engineers, and the investigators experience. 

Low, medium and high volume assembly plants were studied by Mendez. Appendix A 

contains a brief description of the assembly processes presented in Figure 3. 

  THT 

Kit Segregation 
Preform

Preforming

Bin Up 

 SMT Top 

Screen Printing 

Chip on Board Wire Bonding 

Auto Insertion VCD 

Auto Insertion DIP 

  SMT Bottom 

Chip Shooter 

Reflow Oven 

SMT Inspector 

Panel Preparation 

Glue Application 

Glue Application

Chip Shooter Placement 

BGA/Fine Pitch Placement

SMT Manual Insertion

Reflow Oven

SMT Inspector 

Sequencer

Wave Solder 

Routing and Singulation 

Tests 

  Secondary Operations 

Touch-up 

Final Assembly 

Final Inspection 

Kit Segregation Bracket

Manual Insertion 

 
Figure 3 Process chart for assembly sequence 

 (Reproduced with permission from “Development of Cost Model for Power Electronic Assemblies, 
Mendez M., University of Puerto Rico – Mayagüez Campus, 1998, ME Thesis. 
 

 
Although Mendez model was completely formulated, it contained many 

equations. The idea behind this research is to generalize and reduce the number of 

expressions needed to describe the cost of an electronic product. Another purpose of this 

research is to introduce new equations that could serve to complement the equations 
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presented by Mendez that can be used to describe the new processes or technologies 

being created. This will be done assuming that the new processes or technologies being 

created could be described with the generalized cost model developed in this research.  

To do that and obtain a better understanding of the revised cost model, it is necessary to 

describe the following terms:    

 
1) Image- A substrate of epoxy glass, clad metal or other material upon which a 

pattern of conductive traces is formed to interconnect components.  

2) Panel – several images joined to be manufactured together. 

3) Part Number- refers to a unique component or part. A number that is assigned to 

identify and differentiate parts of a product. 

4) Batch- refers to the quantity to be made of a particular product. Typically refers 

to production orders 

5) Efficiency- It refers to the machine or operator run time versus available time. So, 

a machine or operator that was down two hours of an eight-hour shift has 75% 

process efficiency. It is a number > 0 and <= 1. 

The cost of the PCB’s has been allocated at the image level even though many 

operations are done in batches of images or in panels with several images per panel. 

3.1 Setup time per image in a process 
 

Setup time refers to the time that is spent before actual production occurs It is 

done to prepare a machine, manual operation or product to be processed. An example of 

setup time is when rolls of individual part numbers of a product are loaded on a Chip 

Shooter machine prior to starting the assembly of a batch of boards. All the setup time 
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equations in Mendez model, which are presented in Appendix B and the variations of the 

setup times considered for this research can be generalized in Equation 1: 

                                     
Equation 1 Setup Time per image in a process 

 

img
pl bh

TSUF+TSUV*Npn TSU = *(1+(1-E))
Nimg  * Npl  *Nplp*Nimgp

 

where, 
 
TSUimg = Setup Time per image 
TSUF = Fixed Setup time 
TSUV= Variable Setup Time 
Npn = Number of different part numbers processed in this given machine 
Nimgpl = Number of images per panel 
Nplbh = Number of panels per batch 
Nplp- Number of panels processed simultaneously 
Nimgp – Number of images processed simultaneously 
E- Efficiency 
 

With the general Equation 1, the variations presented in Table 1 will allow implementing 

the Setup Time of a process. 

Table 1 Variations or special cases of setup time equations 
Total Number of 
boards benefiting 

from a Setup 
Occurrence 

Comments Resulting Equivalent 
Equation 

Sample Process where 
Equation is applied 

Complete 
Production (Batch) 
with variable setup 

time for 
components to be 

processed 

In this variation, 
Nimgp and Nplp 

is 1. pl bh

TSUF+TSUV*Npn 
Nimg  * Npl

 Chip Shooter 
Placement 

Complete 
Production (Batch), 

no variable time 

In this variation, 
Nimgp and Nplp 

is 1. pl b

TSUF 
Nimg  * Npl h

 Reflow Oven 

One Panel with 
several images or 

boards 

In this variation, 
Nplbh Nimgp 
and Nplp is 1. pl

TSUF 
Nimg

 Suitable to occur in 
new processes 

One image or board 
In this variation, 

Nplbh Nimgp 
and Nplp is 1. 

TSUF  Final Assembly 
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Total Number of 
boards benefiting 

from a Setup 
Occurrence 

Comments Resulting Equivalent 
Equation 

Sample Process where 
Equation is applied 

Group of Panels 
Processed 

Simultaneously 

In this variation, 
Nplbh and 

Nimgp is 1. pl

TSUF
Nimg  *Nplp

 Suitable to occur in 
new processes 

Group of Single 
Images or Boards 

Processed 
Simultaneously 

In this variation, 
Nplbh and Nplp 

is 1. 

TSUF
Nimgo

 Suitable to occur in 
new processes 

Not Apply 
In this case, 
setup is not 

needed 
0   

Note: Efficiency is not stated in this table but it is considered in all the variations 
 
 

3.2 Loading time per image in a process 
 

Loading time refers to the time that is spent in a process locating a panel or 

image. An example of a loading time is when a PCB is loaded into Solder Paste Printing 

machine. All loading time equations in Mendez model, which are presented in Appendix 

B and the variations of the loading times considered for this research are generalized in 

Equation 2. 

                                              
Equation 2 Loading time per image in a process 

img
pl

TL   TL = *(1+(1-E))
Nimg *Nplp*Nimgp 

 

where, 
 
TLimg = Loading time per image 
TL = time spent to locate the panel or image to the machine or workstation where it will 
be processed. This operation can be made manually by an operator or by a machine. 
Nimgpl = Number of images per panel 
Nplp- Number of panels processed simultaneously 
Nimgp – Number of images processed simultaneously 
E- Efficiency 
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With the general Equation 2, the variations presented in Table 2 will allow to 

implement the loading time of a process. 

 

Table 2 Variations or special cases of loading time equations 
Total Number of 
boards benefiting 
from a Loading 

Occurrence 

Comments Resulting Equivalent 
Equation 

Sample Process where 
Equation is applied 

One Panel with 
several images or 

boards 

In this variation 
Nimgp and 
Nplp is 1. pl

TL  
Nimg

 Solder Paste Printing 

One image or board 
In this variation, 
Nplbh Nimgp 
and Nplp is 1.  

TL  Circuit Test or 
Functional Test 

Group of Panels 
Processed 

Simultaneously 

In this variation, 
Nplbh and 
Nimgp is 1. pl

TL
Nimg  *Nplp

 Routing and Singulation 

Group of Single 
Images or Boards 

Processed 
Simultaneously 

In this variation, 
Nplbh and Nplp 
is 1. 

TL
Nimgp

 Suitable to occur in new 
processes 

Not Apply 
In this case, 
loading is not 
made. 

0   

Note: Efficiency is not stated in this table but it is considered in all the variations 
 
 

3.3 Processing time per image  
 

Process time refers to the time that is spent processing a panel or image of a PCB 

in a machine or manual operation. An example of a process time is when Non Fine Pitch 

components of a PCB are assembled on a Chip Shooter Placement machine. All process 

time equations in the Mendez model, which are presented in Appendix B and the 

variations of the process times considered for this research can be generalized in 

Equation 3. 
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Equation 3 Process time per image in a process 
Npn

i
i=1

img  TP =
pl bhNimg  * Npl *Nplp*Nimgp 

TP * QPN
*(1+(1-E))

∑
 

or processing a component, panel or image. 
rt number processed in this process 

r of panels per batch 
plp- Number of panels processed simultaneously 

Nimgp
E- Efficiency 

With general Equation 3, the variations presented in Table 3 will allow to estimate 

me in a process. 

le 3 V  special cas ss time equa

 
TPimg = Process Time per image 
TP = time spent by a machine or operat
QNPNi = Quantity of a individual pa
Npn = Number of part numbers 
Nimgpl = Number of images per panel 
Nplbh = Numbe
N

 – Number of images processed simultaneously 

 

the processing ti

Tab ariations or es of proce tions 
Total Number of 
boards benefiting 
from a Processing 

Occurrence 

Comments Resulting Equivalent 
Equation 

Sample Process where 
Equation is applied 

One Panel with several  of 

images or boards 

In this variation 
the sum
QNPNi, Nplbh 
Nimgp and 
Nplp is 1. 

pl

TP  
Nimg

 Solder Paste Printing 

One ard 
.  

Circuit Test or Functional image or bo
In this variation, 
Nplbh Nimgp 
and Nplp is 1

TP  Test 

Group of Panels 
Processed 

Simultaneously 

In this variation, 
Nplbh and 
Nimgp is 1. Nplp* Nimg

TP

pl

 Suitable to occur in new 
processes 

Group of Single Images 
or Boards Processed 

Simultaneously 

In this variation, 
Nplbh and Nplp 
is 1. 

TP
Nimgp

 Suitable to occur in new 
processes 

Co
assem age  

iation 

Nimgp and 
Nplp is 1. 

Chip Shooter mponents to be Nimg
In this var

pl, Nplbh, nNpn

 TP * QPN∑  bled on an im i
i=1

Note: Ef
 

ficiency is not stated in this table but it is considered in all the variations 
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A variation to the process time equations previously presented is when the process 

time depends on the time a panel or image spends on a conveyor. An example of this is 

w  

time is calculated using Equation 4 or Equation 5.  

Equation 4 Used to calculate the process time per panel of a product being processed on a conveyor 
 

hen a panel or image is processed on a Reflow Oven process. In this case the process

( ) ( )pl plSD +SizeCVL
bh

img
pl bh

+ * Npl -1
CVS CVSTP = *(1+(1-E))

Nimg  * Npl
 

 

n 5 Used to calculate the process time per image of a product being processed on a conveyor Equatio

( ) ( )img img
bh pl

img
CVS CVSTP =

plNimg bh

SD +SizeVL + * Npl *Nimg -1
*(1+(1-E))

 * Npl
 

                                      

or Speed 
SD = Separation Distance between panels  

izepl = Panel Size 
Sizeimg 
Nimgpl = Number of images per panel 

E- Efficiency 

Unloading time refers to the time that is spent in a process removing a panel or 

image from a machine or manual operation. An example of an unloading time is when a 

PCB is unloaded from the Chip Shooter machine. 

C

                                   
where, 
CVL = Conveyor Length 
CVS = Convey

pl
SDimg= Separation Distance between images 
S

= Image Size 

Nplbh = Number of panels per batch 

3.4 Unloading time per image in a process 
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All unloading time equations in Mendez model, which are presented in Appendix B and 

the variations of the unloading times considered for this research can be generalized in 

. 

Equation 6 Unloading time per image in a process 

the Equation 6

                                             

img
TUTU = 

pl

 *(1+(1-E))
Nimg  * Nplp*Nimgp

 

g Time per image 
 remo or ima  wor

N  of pan
 i ultaneously 

 
tio esented in Table 4 will allow the

e pe . 

ble 4 V  cases of unloading me equa

where, 
TUimg = Unloadin
TU = time spent to
was processed 

plp- Number

ving a panel ge from the machine or kstation where it 

els processed simultaneously 
mages processed simNimgp – Number of

E- Efficiency 

With general Equa n 6, the variations pr

r image in a

 estimation of 

the unloading tim

Ta

 process

ariations or special ti tions 
Total Number of 
boards benefiting 

from an Unloading 
Occurrence 

Comments Resulting Equivalent 
Equation 

Sample Process 
where Equation is 

applied 

One Panel with several 
images or boards  1. 

In this variation, 
Nplbh Nimgp and 
Nplp is pl

TU  
Nimg

 Sold ting er Paste Prin

One image or board Nplbh Nimgp and Circuit Test or 
Functional Test 

In this variation, 
TU  

Nplp is 1.  
Group of Panels In this variation, 

Processed 
Simultaneously 

Nplbh and Nimgp 
is 1. plNimg  *Nplp new proces

TU  Suitable to occur in 
ses 

Gro
or 

Sim

up of Single Images 
Boards Processed 

ultaneously 

In this variation, 
Nplbh and Nplp is 
1. 

TU  Suitable to occur 
Nimgp

in 
new processes 

Not Apply 
In this case, 
unloading is not 
made. 

0  Sequencer 

Note: Efficiency is not stated in this table but it is considered in all the variations 
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3.5 Travel Time per image in a process 
  

Travel time refers to the time that is sp g a panel, image, etc of a 

 An example of a travel time in the processes is when a 

ssembled on a PCB. All travel time 

endez model, which are presented in Appendix B and the variations of the 

ravel time per image in a process 

ent transportin

PCB from one process to the next.

PCB is transported from the Solder Paste Printing process to the Chip Shooter Placement 

machine where the Non Fine Pitch components are a

equations in M

travel times considered for this research can be generalized in the Equation 7. 

                                      
Equation 7 T

imgTTR = *(1+(1-E))
Nimg  * Npl *Nplp*Nimgp

           
pl bh

TTR             

wh

TTRim e per image 
TTR = tim ove a panel or image from the machine or workstation where i
w t 
N s m
Nimgp – Number of images m

 
 
With general Equation 7, ill allow to estimate the 

travel tim  a 

r of travel time quations 

ere, 

g = Travel Tim
e spent to m t 

as processed to the nex
plp- Number of panel

one. 
oved simultaneously 

oved simultaneously 
E- Efficiency 

the variations presented in Table 5 w

process. e per image in

Table 5 Va iations or special cases  E
Total Number of 

Resulting Equivalent 
Equation 

Sample Process boards benefiting 
from a Travel 
Occurrence 

Comments where Equation 
is applied 

 
Complete Production In this variation, 

1.  
(Batch) Nimgp and Nplp is 

pl bh

 
Nimg  * Npl

 Auto Inser
DI

TTR tion 
P 

One Panel with several In this variation, 

Nplp is 1. 
images or boards Nplbh Nimgp and 

pl

TTR   Solder
Nimg

 Paste 
Printing 
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Total Number of 
boards benefiting 

from a Travel 
Occurrence 

 

Comments Resulting Equivalent 
Equation 

Sample Process 
where Equation 

is applied 

One image or board 
In this variation, 
Nplbh Nimgp and 
Nplp is 1.  

Circuit Test or 
Functional Test TTR  

Group of Panels moved In this variation, 
imgp is 

pl

TTR
Nimg  *Nplp

 
Simultaneously Nplbh and N

1. 

Suitable to occur 
in new processes 

Group of Single Images In this variation, 
Nplbh and Nplp is 1. 

TTR
Nimgp

 or Boards moved 
Simultaneously 

Suitable to occur 
in new processes 

Note: Efficiency is not stated in this table but it is considered in all the variations 

ns previously presented is when the travel 

age spends on a conveyor. In this case the travel 

r Equation 9.  

 panel of a product being moved by a conveyor 

 
to the travel time equatioA variation 

time depends on the time a panel or im

time is calculated using Equation 8 o

Equation 8 Used to calculate the travel time per
 

( ) ( )pl pl
bh

img
pl bh

SD +SizeCVL + * Npl -1

Nimg  * Npl

Equation 9 Used to calculate the travel time per image of a product being moved by a conveyor 

CVS CVSTTR = *(1+(1-E))  

( ) ( )img img
bh pl

img
bh

CVL + * Npl * Nimg
CVS CVS

 Npl

                                                              

CVL = Conveyor Length 

SD +Size

TTR = *(1+(1-E))  

where, 

CVL = Conveyor Length 
ed 

SDpl= Separation Dista
SDimg= Separation Distance between images 

Panel Size 
izeimg = Image Size 

CVS = Conveyor Spe
nce between panels  

Sizepl = 
S
Nimgpl = Number of images per panel 
Nplbh = Number of panels per batch 
E- Efficiency 
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3.6 Special Events per image in a process 
 

Special Events are events that occur either randomly or at programmed times such 

ined 

 image in a Touch-Up Process which occurs 

random

B and the variations of the Rework times considered for this 

search can

ion 10  per im

as the Cleaning of the Solder Paste Printing machine which occurs after a predeterm

number of times or the rework of a panel or

ly and is faulty rate is p. All Special Event equations in the Mendez model, which 

are presented as part of the setup time for the processes Solder Paste Printing and Glue 

Application in Appendix 

re  be generalized in Equation 10. 

                                 
Equat  Special events age in a process 

n

i=1PN

Nplo*Nimgo * Nimg

PN

i

img
pl

TSP * QPN  
P *(1+(1- ))  

*p

∑
 

w
 
T e 
T t d nce of a special event. An
of So ess where a leaning ope

e nels or images processed or to model 
u ges or components. 

Q rtic
Nplo ls per

 p
p= mpo
E- Efficiency 
 

u s presented in Table 6 will 

implementation of the Occurrence Time in Mendez model and to include Rework 

TS

here, 

E

SPimg = Special Event tim
SP = time that it is spen
 a situation could be in 

per image 
ealing with the occurre
lder Paste Printing proc

    example 
ration takes  c

place usually after a predet
Rework operations due to fa

NPN

rmined number of pa
lty rate of panels, ima
ular Part Number i = Quantity of a pa

= Number of Pane  Occurrence 
er Occurrence 

nent, image or panel 
Nimgo= Number of Images

defective rate of a co

With the general Eq ation 10, the variation allow the 

operations to the model. 
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Table 6 Variations or special cases of special event operations 
Total Number of boards 
benefiting from a Special 

Event operation 
 

Comments Resulting Equivalent 
Equation 

Sample Process 
where Equation 

is applied 

Programmed Special sum QPN , Nimgo, 
iation the  In this var

Event to one Panel with 
i

p are 1 
pl

TSP   
g

 Solder Paste 
Printing Nplo* Nimseveral images or boards 

 
Predetermined Special In this variation the 
Event to One image or sum QPN

board Nimg
i, Nplo, 

TSP   
Nimgo

 
pl and p are 1 

Suitable to occur 
in new processes 

Random Special Event  to 

images or boards 

In this variation the 

p are 1 pl bh

TSP    
Nimg *Npl *p

 one panel with several sum QPNi, Nimgo, Suitable to occur 
in new processes 

Rando sum QPNi, Nimgo m Special Event  to 
one image or board 

In this variation the 

are 1 pl

TSP   
Nimg *p

 Suitable to occur 
in new processes 

Random Special Event  to 
one component board 

sum QPN
In this variation the 

are 1 
i, Nimgo 

n

i=1

PN

i
PN

TSP * QPN

p

∑ Chip Shoo
Placement  

 

ter 

Note: Efficiency is not stated in this table but it is considered in all the variations 
 

3.7 Total Process time per image in a process 
 

The total time per image of a process can be summarized in Equation 11.  

                 
Equation 11 Total Process time per image in a process 

 TPT =TSU
n

img mg mg mg mg mg img
i=1

 + TL  + TP  + TU  + TTR  + TSP∑  

here, 
 
TPTimg = Total Process time per image
TSUimg = Setup time per image in a process (refer to section 3.1)  
TLimg = Loading time per image in a process (refer to section 3.2) 
TPimg= Process time per image in a process (refer to section 3.3) 
TUimg =Unloading time per image in a process (refer to section 3.4) 
TTR
TSPimg =Special Event Time per image in a pr ess (refer to section 3.6) 
n

w

 

img =Travel time per image in a process (refer to section 3.5) 
oc

 = Number of special events in a process 
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3 ines or operators of a particular process 
 

s calculated, Mendez model calculated the 

cess using Equation 12, but this is only 

used to calculate the cost of equipment and to calculate the number of machines required 

in Routing and Singulation and Tests processes. Equation 13 was used to calculate the 

tors needed in Manual Insertion of Through Hole Components. In the 

vised model, Equation 12 and Equation 13 are used to calculate the number of 

achines or operators that are needed on a process based on the demand of the product or 

the required number of images processed per hour in a process. When calculating the 

number of required machines or operators, the result is rounded up to the next number to 

obtain an integer number. 

 
E

.8 Number of required mach

Once the total time of a process i

number of required machines needed for a pro

number of opera

re

m

quation 12 Number of machines or operators of a particular process based on demand 
requirements 

( )
yr img

yr dayNday *Nhrs
D *TPT

Nrmo =Roundup 
⎡ ⎤
⎢ ⎥
⎢ ⎥⎣ ⎦

Equation 13 Number of machines or operators of a particular process based on cycle time 

 

img

hr

TPT
Nrmo =Roundup 1

Nimg

⎡ ⎤
⎢ ⎥
⎢ ⎥
⎢ ⎥
⎢ ⎥⎣ ⎦

 

Nrm –Number of required machines or operators for a particular process 

Ndayyr –Number of
Nhrsday –Number of wor
Nimghr – Number of required images per hour 

Dyr – Product annual demand 
TPTimg –Total process time per image (refer to section 3.7) 

 working days per year 
king hours per day 
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3.9 Labor Cost 
 
 
The labor cost can be classified in two ways: Direct and Indirect 
 

e an operator spends processing an image, panel, 

batch, etc. in a particu ration an 

employee participates in almost all the operations of the process.  

p and 

ctly in 

odel, which are presented in Appendix B 

an be 

 

The direct labor of a process is calculated using Equation 14.  

Equation 14 Direct Labor Cost per image in a process 

e in a process 
 The operations applicable to 
ravel and Special Events.  

cost per image in a group of processes is implemented using 

 Cost per image in a group of processes 
) *NpGroup*$Rate *NO  

• Direct labor refers to the tim

lar process. It is assumed that in a manual ope

• Indirect labor refers to the time spent by operators that are required to setu

maintain a group of processes in a facility but that do not participate dire

the assembly of a unit of product.  

All labor cost equations in the Mendez m

c generalized in Equation 14 and Equation 15. It must be emphasized that Equation 

15 differs from Mendez because the equation proposed in the model does not consider the 

fact of having unbalanced group of processes.    

n

img img hr
i=0

DLC = OPT(i) *Rate NOP∑  

DLCimg = Direct labor cost per imag
OPT = Time of the (i) operation where labor is required.
each process are: Setup, Loading, Process, Unloading and T
$Ratehr –Average assembly hourly wage rate 
NOP= Number of operators required in a process 
 
 
 

The indirect labor 

Equation 15 and is shown below.  

Equation 15 Indirect Labor

imgILC =max(TPTimg i hr
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ILCimg = Indirect labor cost per image in a group of processes 

PTimg)i –Total process time per image of a process  which belongs to the group i. 
Ratehr –Average assembly hourly wage rate 
pGroup= Number of processes in a particular group who required indirect labor. 
O= Number of operators in that group of processes 

 

                                               

E  

(T
$
N
N

3.10 Equipment Cost per image in a process 
 

The equipment cost equations in Mendez model, which are presented in Appendix 

B can be summarized in Equation 16. It should be noted that the cost of equipment is 

calculated before taxes.          

quation 16 Equipment Cost per image in a process
MEL

MEL MEL - 1

img
yrD

MARR * (1 + MARR  MARR IC* -  SV*
(1 +MARR)   - 1 (1 + MARR) 

EC  = 

⎡ ⎤) ⎡ ⎤
⎢ ⎥ ⎢ ⎥

⎣ ⎦⎣ ⎦  

achine 

 = the

MARR = the interest rate is the MARR established by the company representing the 
estments 

  MEL= Machine estimated life 

  IC=   Machine initial cost 

A/P= Ann
MA ceptable rate of return 
SV=   Machine salvage value 
A/F n a future
Dyr  = nd 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

where, 

ECimg = Equipment cost per image 
P = the present value is the initial cost (IC) of the m

F  future value is the salvage value (SV) of the machine 

expected profit percentage from capital inv

ualize given a present value 
RR= Minimum ac

 = Annualize give  value 
  Annual dema
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3.11 Consumables Material Cost per image in a process 
 

The consumables cost equation in Me ed i

Appendix B and the variations of the material costs considered for this research can

summarized in Equation 17: 

Equa er image in a process 

ndez model, which are present n 

 be 

tion 17 Material Cost p
NPN

i
i=1

img

MaterialC
lC =

Ni

mage i

pl bh

*Material* QPN
Materia

mg  * Npl

∑
 

where, 
 
MaterialCimg = Material Cost per i n a process 
MaterialC = Cost of the Ma  in a process. Its units will depend on the 
consumption made  
Material = Material consump  a particular process 
QPNi = Quantity of a partic
 

With the general Equa tions presented in Table 6 will allow 

implementation of the consum

 

Table 7 Variations or special cases of consumables material costs 

terial that is used

tion per image in
ular Part Number 

tion 17, the varia

ables cost.  

the 

Total Number of 
boa

Comments Resulting Equivalent Equation 

Sample rds benefiting Process 
where from a material 

consumable 
Occurrence 

 

Equation is 
applied 

Quantity of Part Nimg
In this variation, 

Numbers Processed 1 and Material 
consumption is per 

component. 

cp cp i
PN

Insertion 
DIP 

pl and Nplbh is iPN

MaterialC *Material ** QPN∑  Auto 
i=1

Batch 

In this variation, 

consumption is per 
component 

Material bh b

pl bh

halC *Material
Nimg  * Npl

 
Suitable to 

occur in new 
processes 

Materi
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Total Number of 
boards benefiting 
from a material 

consumable 
Occurrence 

 

Comments Resulting Equivalent Equation 

Sample 
Process 
where 

Equation is 
applied 

Panel 

In this variation, 

Material 

component is per 

Nplbh is 1 and 

consumption is per 

panel 

pl pl

pl

MaterialC *Material  
Suit

occu
proNimg  

able to 
r in new 
cesses 

Image 

In this variation, 

1 and Material 

image 

img imgMaterialC *Material  occur
Nimgpl and Nplbh is 

consumption is per 

Suitable to 
 in new 

processes 

Not Apply is not needed 0  occu
processes 

In this case, material Suitable to 
r in new 

 

3.12 Utilities Cost 
 

 A major overhead cost is related to utilities consumption. It is assumed that the 

consum

Equation 18 Utility Cost per image 

 
Utility Cost img = Utility Cost per image in a process 
Utility Consumption = Utility consumption in units. 
UtilityC= Utility cost per hour 
OPT = Time of the (i) operation where the utility is used. The operations applicable to 
each process are: Setup, Loading, Process, Unloading and Travel.  

ption of utilities is directly proportional to the time that a board requires in a 

process. In Mendez model, the utilities considered were Electricity, Water and Nitrogen.  

All the utilities in Mendez model, which are presented in Appendix B can be summarized 

in Equation 18.  

 

n

img img
i=0

UtilityC =Utility Consumption *UtilityC* OPT(i)∑  

where, 
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3.13 Space Cost 

at are either fixed amounts or variable 

le to allocate this cost to 

 space all cation cost was proposed in Mendez model. The typical 

overhead costs identified under this category were the following: heating, ventilation and 

ilding rent. Considering the space required by each 

r machine is needed. If the process is manual, the 

required space by operator is needed. A space allowance factor related to aisles and space 

between areas lculating the total required area for all processes.   

Finally, the total required square feet per proce er square feet of each 

overhead cost identified above, and the annual dem ulation of 

the space dependent overhead cost per board in a process. This formulation does not 

include the required space for other areas such as offices, warehouses, etc. The space 

c  are presented in Appendix B can be 

s

 
Equation 19 Space Cost per image in a process 

 
There are some overhead expenses th

amounts not assigned directly to any product.  In order to be ab

every unit produced, a o

air conditioning, illumination and bu

of these processes, the cost allocation can be made. 

The space for each process was expressed as the required area for a process. If the 

process uses machines, the space pe

must be used when ca

ss, the cost p

and are needed for the form

osts equation from Mendez model, which

ummarized in Equation 19.  

                       

[ ]
n

i
i=0

img
yr

Space*(1+SpaceFactor) $SOE
SpaceC =

D

⎛ ⎞
⎜ ⎟
⎝ ⎠
∑

 

where, 

pace = Number of Square feet used by a process. 
Factor= Space (aisles, etc. allowance factor) 

 
SpaceCimg = Space cost per image in a process 
S
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$SOEi 
Dyr = Annual demand  

3.14 Components and Image Cost 

The components cost and image cost equations in Mendez model can be summarized in 

Equation 20, Equation 21 and Equation 22. These equations were the same used in 

Mendez model.                                  

Equation 20 Total Components Cost per image 

TCC = TPNC∑  

                                 
Equation 21 Total Part number i cost 

i

 
ost 

= Cost of the (i) overhead expense justified by space use. 

 

 

NPN

img i
i=1

i iTPNC =QPN *PNC  

Equation 22  Image C

pl
img

plNimg
TPC

TIC =  

where, 

TCCimg = Total Components Cost per image 
TPNCi = Total Part number i cost 
PNCi = Part number i cost 

umber i  
NPN = Number of components part numbers 
PNCi = Cost per component of part number i 
TICimg=Total Image cost 
TPCpl = Panel Cost 
Nimgpl = Number of images per panel 

 

 account 

to the assembly of the 

QPNi = Quantity of Part N

 

 

3.15 Manufacturing Lead Time and Support Personnel Cost per image
 

Support Personnel Cost refers to the cost that is allocated to a product to

for the time that Administrative Personnel, Engineers, etc. dedicate 
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PCB’s. The calculation of the Support Personnel Cost was made using the equation 

provided in Mendez model, which are presented in Appendix B and can be summarized 

in Equation 23. To calculate this cost, the lead time of a product is first calculated and 

then Equation 23 is implemented. In simple terms, lead time is calculated as the time it 

takes from start to finish to manufacture one unit of product.  

                      

Equation 23 Support Personnel Cost per image 

yr
img hrs

yr img

AvgSUPC *Ntse
TSUPC = * MLT

D

⎛ ⎞⎛ ⎞
⎜ ⎟⎜ ⎟⎜ ⎟ ⎜ ⎟⎝ ⎠ ⎝ ⎠

 

where, 

TSUPCimg = Total support personnel cost per image 

Ntse= Number of technical support employees of the facility 

MLThrs/img = Manufacturing lead time per image in hours 

AvgSUPC = Average support personnel cost per year 

 
 

3.16 Total Product Cost 
 
 

 
 
where, 

DLCimg = Direct labor cost per image in a process (refer to section 3.9) 
ILCimg = Indirect labor cost per group of processes (refer to section 3.9) 
ECimg = Equipment cost per image (refer to section 3.10) 
MaterialCimg = Material Cost per image in a process (refer to section 3.11) 

Utility Cost img = Utility Cost per image in a process (refer to section 3.12) 

SpaceCimg = Space cost per image in a process (refer to section 3.13) 
TCCimg = Total Components Cost per image (refer to section 3.14) 
TICimg=Total Image cost (refer to section 3.1.15) 
TSUPCimg = Total support personnel cost per image (refer to section 3.16) 

img img img img img img

img img img

TP$= DLC + ILC + EC + MaterialC + UtilityC + SpaceC +

           TCC +TIC +TSUPC
∑ ∑ ∑ ∑ ∑ ∑  
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4.0 APPLICATION CONCEPTUAL STRUCTURE AND DATABASE 
DESIGN 

 

The initial motivation of this research was to generalize the cost model 

application of Mendez and generate a computer application to estimate the cost of the 

new power electronics systems and products that are being developed assuming that the 

new technologies could be described with the generalized model developed in this 

research. Chapter 3 presented the generalization of Mendez model and in this chapter the 

conceptual structure of the application developed will be explained. To do that and obtain 

a better understanding of the conceptual structure of the application, it is necessary to 

describe the following terms:    

1) Manufacturing facility –refers to a physical place where there are processes 

to manufacture product(s).  

2) Processes- individual activities or steps needed to manufacture products. 

Processes are contained within a determined facility. 

3) Part Number- refers to a unique component or part. A number that is 

assigned to identify and differentiate parts of a product. 

4) Product- any finished item ready to be used for its intended purpose. It is 

composed of several components of part numbers. 

5) Component type- designation that reflects the characteristics of a component 

and its assembly requirements. It is a method to associate part numbers to 

processes.  
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The basic requirements of the cost model application to be developed consider the 

following issues.  

  

1) User creation – The reason to create users in an application is to secure the 

information and analysis made by each user in the application. Before a user can 

access the application it needs to be registered. The information gathered includes 

a username and a password. The application will have two types of users. The 

first one of them is a Product Developer/ Designer and the other is a Process 

Engineer. The difference between each user is that a Product Developer/Designer 

is usually interested in the cost estimation of new designs that are being generated 

while a process engineer is usually seeking how to calculate the cost of the 

existing products in its facility and how to improve the efficiency of its processes 

to reduce the cost of its products. 

  

2) Default facility – a default facility refers to a generic or virtual facility containing 

the typical processes found on the electronics industry to estimate the cost of new 

electronic designs. The reason to create a default facility is to allow users the cost 

estimation of products without having a real facility defined. The processes 

considered for the default facility will be those contained in the Mendez assembly 

cost model. These processes are detailed in Appendix A. The costs and times 

included on the facility must be typical to represent the actual electronics 

industry.  
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3) Facility creation- the application has been prepared to permit the creation of new 

facilities. This feature is useful for the electronic designer when there is 

knowledge of a specific facility where the assembly may take place. It will 

provide a more accurate cost estimate of the products being developed. This 

feature will also allow process engineers of a facility to register the real facility in 

the application and calculate the cost of assembling products in this particular 

facility. This may be very useful to a process engineer because it allows the 

evaluation of the activities in the processes of a particular facility and focus on 

those that could reduce the cost of a product. The feature could also benefit 

electronic designers, planners and people from the top level of a company to 

evaluate the facility that could manufacture new designs at the lowest cost.  

4) Processes creation – the application will provide the capability to add new 

processes to the application. All the research made so far has not considered the 

situation when new technologies or processes are created to manufacture and 

estimate the cost of electronic products. The application also has by default the 

typical processes found on the electronics industry that were discussed in Mendez 

model and were described in Appendix A.      

5) Components Catalog – the application will contain a components catalog that 

will allow users to register part numbers in the application. Once the part numbers 

are registered, they can be used in product designs to calculate cost. 

 

To implement the requirements presented above, it was necessary to design a 

database. Its purpose was to maintain data grouped, organized and stored in a safe place. 
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A relational database is easy to operate and install making it simple to be integrated with 

other database management systems (DBMS).  For the purpose of this project, the 

database was developed in Microsoft Access 2003.  Although there are other DBMS such 

as Microsoft SQL Server or Oracle that are more robust and powerful that MS Access, 

these are considerably more expensive and required extensive operational knowledge.  

The relationship diagram of the designed database is shown in Figure 4. The 

structure of the tables and the relationship among them are explained next. The database 

has been designed to facilitate data management and become a valuable information 

holder.  The structure of the database was constructed using the relational database 

model.  This model offers independence for managing and organizing data in the system, 

because it can alter the structure of the data without altering the programs, and facilitates 

the exchange of information through tables. In general, 21 tables were built into a 

database.  The content and information management is described in detail next. Each 

table and its attributes are explained below and the fields that are not familiar are defined.   

 

 

 

 

 



 

Figure 4 Entity Relationship Diagram of Designed Database
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4.1 Users table   
 
 This table contains the registered users of the application and its design is shown 

in Table 8. 

Table 8 Design of Users table 
Primary 

Key? Field Name Data 
Type Description 

Yes Username Text This field contains the username of a user. 

Yes Password Text This field contains the password of a user. 

No User Type Text The types of user available are: Product 
Developer/Designer or Process Engineer 

 

A snapshot of this table is shown in Table 9. 

Table 9 Users Table 
Users 

Username Password User Type 
GEO 123 PRODUCT DEVELOPER/DESIGNER 
GEO2 1234 PROCESS ENGINEER 

LAURA LAURA PRODUCT DEVELOPER/DESIGNER 

4.2 Facilities table 
 

This table contains the general characteristics of a facility. The default facility of 

the application is already defined. Its design is shown on Table 10. 

Table 10 Design of Facilities table 
Primary 

Key? Field Name Data 
Type Description 

Yes Facility Name Text This field contains the name of a 
facility. 

No Facility description Text This field contains the 
description of a facility.  

No Num Days Per Year Integer 
Number 

It refers to the number of 
working days per year. This field 
cannot have a number greater 
than 365 or less than 1.  
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Primary 
Key? Field Name Data 

Type Description 

No Num Hours Per Day Double 
Number 

It refers to the number of 
working hours per day. It must 
be greater than 0 and at most 24. 

No Rate Per Hour Double 
Number  Average rate of operators (in $) 

No MARR Double 
Number 

It refers to the Minimum 
Attractive Rate of Return. Is a 
number greater than 0 and less 
or equal to 1.  

No Space factor Double 
Number  

The space factor is used to 
allocate aisle space, etc of the 
facility to each process. It is a 
percentage allocated to each 
process to account for spaces 
that are not directly related to a 
particular process. 
 

 

A snapshot showing part of this table is on Table 11. 

 
Table 11 Part of the facilities table 

Facilities 

Facility Name Facility Description Num Days Per 
Year 

Num Hours Per 
Day 

Rate Per 
Hour MARR Space 

Factor 
ABC COMPUTERS 248 8 7.44 0.15 1 

DEFAULT 
FACILITY 

DEFAULT 
FACILITY 252 8 10 0.15 1 

 
 

4.3 Facilities Space Dependent Costs table 
 
  This table contains the costs of the utilities that are measured in terms of space 

and that usually cannot be attributed to any product in particular. The typical ones to be 

used are: Heating and Ventilation, Building and Rent and Illumination. These space 

dependent costs were the ones considered in Mendez research. The design of this table is 

presented in Table 12. 
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Table 12 Design of Facilities space dependent costs table 
Primary 

Key? Field Name Data 
Type Description 

Yes Facility Name Text This field contains the name of a facility. 
Yes Cost Type Text It refers to the type of cost specified.  

No Cost Currency  

The cost of this field must be specified in 
dollars/square feet-year. As an example, 
building rent must be specified in 
$/square feet-year.  
 

 

 

A snapshot of this table is shown in Table 13. 

Table 13 Facilities space dependent costs 
Facilities Space Dependent Costs 

Facility Name Cost Type Cost
DEFAULT FACILITY Heating and Air Conditioning $0.07
DEFAULT FACILITY Lightning $0.02

 

4.4 Facilities Support Personnel Costs table 
 

This table contains the salary of all the support personnel of a facility. These 

salaries are used to calculate the support personnel cost of a product. The attributes of this 

table are shown in Table 14. 

Table 14 Design of the Facilities Support Personnel table 
Primary 

Key? Field Name Data 
Type Description 

Yes Facility Name Text This field contains the name of a facility. 

Yes Person Position Text It refers to the position of the support or 
administrative employee.  

No Salary Year Currency  
It refers to the annual salary of a support 
or administrative employee.  
 

 

A snapshot of this table is shown in Table 15. 
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Table 15 Support personnel costs 

Facilities Support Personnel Costs 
Facility Name Person Position Salary Year

DEFAULT FACILITY Process Engineer $50,000.00
DEFAULT FACILITY Process Technician $55,000.00
DEFAULT FACILITY Product Engineer $50,000.00
DEFAULT FACILITY Supervisor $27,000.00

 
 

4.5 Facilities Utility Costs table 
 

This table contains all the utility costs of the facility. The utility costs will vary to 

each facility, the typical ones being: Electricity, Water and Nitrogen. These utilities were 

the ones considered in Mendez research. The attributes of this table are shown in Table 

16. 

Table 16 Design of Facilities Utility Costs table 
Primary 

Key? Field Name Data 
Type Description 

Yes Facility Name Text This field contains the name of a facility. 
Yes Cost Type Text It refers to the type of cost specified.  

No Cost Currency  

This field contains the cost of the utility in 
$/unit*hour. As an example consider the 
cost of electricity which is charged in 
$/kilowatt*hour 
 

 

A snapshot of this table is shown in Table 17. 

Table 17 Facilities utilities table 
Facilities Utilities Costs 

Facility  Name Cost Type Cost
DEFAULT FACILITY Electricity $2.00
DEFAULT FACILITY Nitrogen $1.00
DEFAULT FACILITY Water $1.00
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4.6 Processes table  
 

 This table is special because it contains by default all the processes that are found 

in today’s electronic environment and its type. The default facility of the application has 

these processes defined to calculate the cost of products. Its attributes are explained in 

Table 18. 

Table 18 Design of Processes table 
Primary 

Key? Field Name Data 
Type Description 

Yes Process Name Text This field contains the name of a process.  

No Process Type Text This field contains the type of a process. 
This concept will be explained below. 

 

Process type refers to a method defined in this research to see if the process is 

manual, done by a machine or a conveyor. Typical examples of these types of processes 

in the electronics environment are: Manual Insertion of THT, Solder Paste Printing and 

Reflow Oven, etc. The type of process types available to add are: Conveyor, Machine or 

Manual. The idea of the process type is to use a specific input form in the application 

where the proper factors are supplied to the database. A snapshot of this table is presented 

in Table 19 where all the default processes that are included in the default facility of the 

application are shown in Table 19. 

Table 19 Processes table 
Processes 

Process Name Process Type
AUTO INSERTION DIP MACHINE 

AUTO INSERTION VCD MACHINE 
BIN UP MANUAL 

CHIP ON BOARD WIRE BONDING MACHINE 
CHIP SHOOTER MACHINE 

CHIP SHOOTER BOTTOM MACHINE 
CIRCUIT TEST MACHINE 

FINAL ASSEMBLY MANUAL 
FINAL INSPECTION MANUAL 
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Processes 
Process Name Process Type

FINE PITCH PLACEMENT MACHINE 
FUNCTIONAL TEST MACHINE 
GLUE APPLICATION MACHINE 

GLUE APPLICATION BOTTOM MACHINE 
KIT SEGREGATION MANUAL 

MANUAL ASSEMBLY OF SMT MANUAL 
MANUAL INSERTION OF THT MANUAL 

PANEL PREPARATION MANUAL 
PREFORMING MACHINE 

REFLOW OVEN BOTTOM CONVEYOR
REFLOWOVEN CONVEYOR

ROUTING AND SINGULATION MACHINE 
SEQUENCER MACHINE 

SMT VISUAL INSPECTION MANUAL 
SMT VISUAL INSPECTION BOTTOM MANUAL 

SOLDER PASTE PRINTING MACHINE 
TOUCH UP MACHINE 

WAVE SOLDER CONVEYOR
 
 

4.7 Facilities Processes table  
 

This table contains all the processes contained in a facility.  The attributes of the 

table are specified in Table 20.  

Table 20 Design of Facilities Processes table 
Primary 

Key? Field Name Data 
Type Description 

Yes Facility Name Text This field contains the name of a facility. 
Yes Process Name Text This field contains the name of a process. 

No Group Name Text This will be explained in more detail 
below. 

No Global Groups Integer 
Number 

This will be explained in more detail 
below. 

No Level Integer 
Number 

This will be explained in more detail 
below. 
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Primary 
Key? Field Name Data 

Type Description 

No Order Lead Time Integer 
Number 

This field contains the order in which the 
processes in a global group are carried 
out. The explanation of why this filed is 
important will be presented in section 
5.15.  
 

No Setup Time Type Text 

This field is used to specify the setup time 
variation or special case that applies to a 
process. Those variations were discussed 
in Section 3.1 
 

No Num Panels Or Images 
Processed Setup Text 

An input that is required if the setup time 
variation is set to Group of Panels 
Processed Simultaneously or Group 
Images Processed Simultaneously. It can 
contain Integer numbers and the text “Not 
Apply”. It refers to the number of panels 
or images that are processed in the setup 
activity simultaneously. 

No Loading Time Type Text 

This field is used to specify the loading 
time variation or special case that applies 
to a process. Those variations were 
discussed in Section 3.2 
 

No Num Panels Or Images 
Processed Loading Text 

An input that is required if the loading 
time variation is set to Group of Panels 
Processed Simultaneously or Group 
Images Processed Simultaneously. It can 
contain Integer numbers and the text “Not 
Apply”. It refers to the number of panels 
or images that are processed in the 
loading activity simultaneously. 

No Process Time Type Text 

This field is used to specify the process 
time variation or special case that applies 
to a process. Those variations were 
discussed in Section 3.3.  

No Num Panels Or Images 
Processed Process Text 

An input that is required if the process 
time variation is set to Group of Panels 
Processed Simultaneously or Group 
Images Processed Simultaneously. It can 
contain Integer numbers and the text “Not 
Apply”. It refers to the number of panels 
or images that are processes in the process 
activity simultaneously. 
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Primary 
Key? Field Name Data 

Type Description 

No Unloading Time Type Text 

This field is used to specify the unloading 
time variation or special case that applies 
to a process. Those variations were 
discussed in Section 3.4 

No 
Num Panels Or Images 

Processed 
Unloading 

Text 

An input that is required if the unloading 
time variation is set to Group of Panels 
Processed Simultaneously or Group 
Images Processed Simultaneously. It can 
contain Integer numbers and the text “Not 
Apply”. It refers to the number of panels 
or images that are processes in the 
unloading activity simultaneously. 

No Travel Time Type Text 

This field is used to specify the travel 
time variation or special case that applies 
to a process. Those variations were 
discussed in Section 3.5. It refers to the 
number of panels or images that are 
processed in the travel activity 
simultaneously. 

No 
Num Panels Or Images 

Processed 
Travel 

Text 

An input that is required if the travel time 
variation is set to Group of Panels 
Processed Simultaneously or Group 
Images Processed Simultaneously. It can 
contain Integer numbers and the text “Not 
Apply” 

No Setup Time Double 
Number 

This field contains the fixed amount of 
setup time applied to a process if the setup 
time variation of section 3.1 is not “Not 
Apply”. This field must be specified in 
minutes if apply. 

No Variable Setup Time Double 
Number 

This field contains the variable setup time 
of a process. It applies only when the 
setup time variation chosen is set to 
Complete Production (Batch) with 
variable time for components to be 
processed. 
This field must be specified in minutes if 
apply. 

No Loading Time Double 
Number 

This field contains the loading time of a 
process if the loading time variation of 
section 3.2 is not set to “Not Apply”. 
This field must be specified in minutes if 
apply. 
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Primary 
Key? Field Name Data 

Type Description 

No Process Time Double 
Number 

This field contains the process time of a 
process if the process time variation of 
section 3.3 is not set to “Not Apply” and 
the process type on the table “Processes” 
is not set to “CONVEYOR”. 
 This field must be specified in minutes if 
apply. 

No Conveyor Length Double 
Number 

This field contains the length of a 
conveyor if the process type on the table 
“Processes” is set to “CONVEYOR”. 
 This field must be specified in feet if 
apply. 

No Conveyor Speed Double 
Number 

This field contains the speed of a 
conveyor if the process type on the table 
“Processes” is set to “CONVEYOR”. 
This field must be specified in feet/minute 
if apply. 

No Separation Distance 
Between Panels or Images 

Double 
Number 

This field contains the separation distance 
between panels or images when a panel or 
image is being processed in a conveyor. 
This field applies if the process type on 
the table “Processes” is set to 
“CONVEYOR”. 
 

No Unloading Time Double 
Number 

This field contains the unloading time of a 
process if the loading time variation of 
section 3.4 is not set to “Not Apply”. 
This field must be specified in minutes if 
apply. 

No Travel Time Double 
Number 

This field contains the travel time of a 
process if the loading time variation of 
section 3.4 is not set to “Not Apply”. 
This field must be specified in minutes if 
apply. 

No 
Separation Distance 

Between Panels or Images 
Travel 

Double 
Number 

This field contains the separation distance 
between panels or images when a panel or 
image is being transferred to another 
process by a conveyor. This field applies 
if the travel time variation is from a 
conveyor.  
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Primary 
Key? Field Name Data 

Type Description 

No Machine Efficiency Double 
Number 

It is the machine's run time versus 
available time. So, a machine that was 
down two hours of an eight-hour shift has 
a 75% Machine Efficiency. It is a number 
> 0 and <= 1. 

No Operator Efficiency Double 
Number 

It is the operator’s production time versus 
available time. So, an operator that had 
one hour of lunch of an eight-hour shift 
has 87.5% operator efficiency. It is a 
number > 0 and <= 1. 

No Number of Machines Or 
Operators Available Text 

It refers to the number of operators or 
machines that are required in a process. 
The specification depends on which 
Process Type was specified in the table 
“Processes”. If Process Type is 
“MACHINE” or “CONVEYOR”, the 
number of machines must be specified. If 
the Process Type is specified as 
“MANUAL” then the number of 
operators required must be specified.    
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Primary 
Key? Field Name Data 

Type Description 

No Series Or Parallel Text 

fers to machines that are one 

This field is used when the number of 
machines or operators in a process is 
greater than one. Only two values can be 
chosen. These are: Series or Parallel.  
 
SERIES- re
next to the other as in the following 
diagram. In this case a unit needs to be 
processed by the first Machine 1 in order 
to be processed by the second Machine 1.  
 

 
 
            

PARALLEL- it refers to the following 
diagram. In this case the incoming 
product can be processed by either one of 
the Machines 1 

 
 
 

No Is Machine Needed in 
Manual Process? Text 

n the option chosen by the 

Machine 1 Machine 1 

Machine 1 

Machine 1

This field contains a “YES” or “NO” text 
depending o
user. The user must specify if a machine 
is needed in a process which its “Process 
Type” was set to “MANUAL” in the table 
Processes.  

No Initial Cost Double 

 initial cost of a 

Number 

This field contains the
machine in dollars if the process type of a 
process is set to “MACHINE” or 
“CONVEYOR” or if the field “Is 
Machine Needed in Manual Process?” is 
set to “YES”  
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Primary 
Key? Field Name Data 

Type Description 

No Salvage Value Double 
Number 

This field contains the salvage value cost 
of a machine in dollars if the process type 
of a process is set to “MACHINE” or 
“CONVEYOR” or if the field  “Is 
Machine Needed in Manual Process?” is 
set to “YES”. Salvage Value It refers to 
the value of a machine at the end of its 
useful life.  

No Machine Estimated Life Double 
Number 

) if the process 

R” or if the field “Is 

This field contains the machine estimated 
life   of a machine (in years
type of a process is set to “MACHINE” or 
“CONVEYO
Machine Needed in Manual Process?” is 
set to “YES”. Salvage Value It refers to 
the value of a machine at the end of its 
useful life.  

No Material Type Text rocess.  

This field is used to specify the 
consumables material cost variation or 
special case that is applied to a p
Those variations were discussed in section 
3.11     

No Material Cost Double 
Number 

 the equation 

ess Solder Paste 

This field contains the cost of material in 
$/unit if the variation of
presented in section 3.11 is not set to “Not 
Apply”. As an example consider the cost 
of solder paste in the proc
Printing as $.0065/gram.   

No Quantity of Material Used Double 
Number s an example, the quantity of 

This field is an input that is required if the 
consumables material cost of section 3.11 
is not “Not Apply”. It refers to the 
quantity of material that is used in a 
process.  A
solder paste used is .00025 gram/ 
component.   

No Space Number  in 
square feet.  

Double 

This field is required if space dependent 
costs are defined on the table “Facilities 
Space Dependent Costs”.  
If required, space must be provided
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Primary 
Key? Field Name Data 

Type Description 

No Human Intervention 

NDIRECT.  

.  

Required Text 

This field is used to specify the type of 
labor that is required in a process whose 
process type in the table Processes is set 
to “MACHINE” or “CONVEYOR”. This 
field contains the following options 
“YES”, “NO”, PARTIAL, INDIRECT 
and PARTIAL AND I
“YES” means that operator(s) are required 
to operate the machine.  
“NO” means that operators are not 
required on this machine.  
“PARTIAL” means that operator or 
operators are needed in some of the 
activities of the process
INDIRECT- this means that operators are 
required to maintain a group of processes 
and that this process is included on those.  
PARTIAL AND INDIRECT- this is a 
combination of the two options previously 
presented.  

No 
Number Operators Required 

in Integer 
Number 

 the Process Type 

Machine Processes 

This field is required if
in the table “Processes” is set to 
“MACHINE” or “CONVEYOR” and the 
field “Human Intervention Required” in 
this table is set to  “YES”, “PARTIAL” 
OR “PARTIAL AND INDIRECT”.    

No Setup Intervention Text 

in this table is set 
This field is required if the field “Human 
Intervention Required” 
to “PARTIAL” OR “PARTIAL AND 
INDIRECT”. It is used as a “YES” or 
“NO” decision that is used to specify if an 
operator is required in the setup operation 
of a process. 

No Loading Intervention Text 

equired” in this table is set 
to “PARTIAL” OR “PARTIAL AND 
INDIRECT”. It contains a “YES” or 
“NO” decision that is used to specify if an 
operator is required in the loading 
operation of a process. 

This field is required if the field “Human 
Intervention R
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Primary 
Key? Field Name Data 

Type Description 

No Process Intervention Text 

This field is required if the field “Human 
Intervention Required” in this table is set 
to “PARTIAL” OR “PARTIAL AND 
INDIRECT”. It contains a “YES” or 
“NO” decision that is used to specify if an 
operator is required in the process 
operation of a process. 

No Unloading Intervention Text 
at is used to specify if an 

This field is required if the field “Human 
Intervention Required” in this table is set 
to “PARTIAL” OR “PARTIAL AND 
INDIRECT”. It contains a “YES” or 
“NO” decision th
operator is required in the unloading 
operation of a process. 

No Travel Intervention Text 

ired in the travel operation 

This field is required if the field “Human 
Intervention Required” in this table is set 
to “PARTIAL” OR “PARTIAL AND 
INDIRECT”. It contains a “YES” or 
“NO” decision that is used to specify if an 
operator is requ
of a process. 

No Rework or Occurrence 
Intervention Text 

S” or 

which will be 

This field is required if the field “Human 
Intervention Required” in this table is set 
to “PARTIAL” OR “PARTIAL AND 
INDIRECT”. It contains a “YE
“NO” decision that is used to specify if an 
operator is required in the special 
operations of a process. If “YES” is 
specified, the operations where the 
operators participate must be specified in 
the table “Facilities Processes Op Rework 
OC Operators needed” 
presented later.  

No Travel Type Human or 
Machine Text ted in section 3.5 is not 

This field is used to specify if a machine 
or operator is needed to move a panel, 
image, etc of a PCB to another process. 
This field is required if the travel time 
variations presen
set to “Not Apply”.  It will contain the 
following options: “MACHINE” or 
“MANUAL”.  
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Primary 
Key? Field Name Data 

Type Description 

No 

This field contains the initial cost of a 
machine in dollars if the travel variation 

or 
the field “Travel Type Human or 

Initial Cost Travel Double 
Number of a process is set to “CONVEYOR” 

Machine” is set to “MACHINE”.   

No Salvage Value Travel Double 
Number 

machine in dollars if the travel variati

the field “Travel Type Human 

This field contains the initial cost of a 
on 

of a process is set to “CONVEYOR” or 
or 

Machine” is set to “MACHINE”.  Salvage 
Value refers to the value of a machine at 
the end of its useful life. 

No Machine Estimated 
Life Travel 

Double 
Number 

This field contains the machine estimated 
life (in years) of a machine if the travel 
variation of a process is set to 
“CONVEYOR” or the field “Travel Type 

achine” is set to 
“MACHINE”.   
Human or M

No 
 is 

 
 in 

Calculate Machines, 
Conveyors or Operators 

Automatic 
Text 

This field contain a “YES” or “NO” 
decision that if specified to “YES” it
used to calculate the number of machines,
conveyors or operators that are required
an operation.  

 

 

The Group Name, Global Groups, and Level fields will be explained through an 

example because these concepts have been developed in this research to implement 

Mendez model in a computer application.  The concept of a group will be explained first. 

Suppose that a new facility has been created and that the processes registered in this 

facility are those shown on Figure 5.  
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Figure 5 Sample facility to explain field’s concept 

The processes Preforming, Chip Shooter and Manual Insertion are painted in red 

because they are the only ones th al directly with components of a 

product. It is also assum he co nt ha  eac ess 

respectively are THT, Non Fine Pitch, and THT. Let’s suppose also that a product has 

be d and the types of part nu s requi ed by th s product re THT and No  

Fine Pitch. The first thing to  produc s to  

processes needed to assemble these components. The next thing to do is to find the 

 

at locate, insert or de

ed that t mpone types t t can be handled in h proc

en designe mber r i a n

 do to calculate the cost of a t i locate those
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processes that complement these processes. Complementary processes refer to those 

processes that are needed when a particular process that locate or insert components is 

needed. The method used to find the complementary processes in the cost model 

ap eveloped is associating sses by defining groups. In this case, the 

co ry pro  Chip ter process are Solder Paste Printing and 

eflow Oven and are all assembled in a yellow box in Figure 5. with the name SMT. In 

 the group of processes Solder Paste Printing, Chip 

Shoote

oups and Levels. 

These concepts are introduced in this research to calculate the lead time of a product. In 

section 3.12 the lead time e support personnel cost 

al  to a product. We will proceed to explain thes

seen in Figure 5 that a green horizontal and vertical line divide pr

processes. The vertical line represents the d sion of processes or group of processes that 

can be made simu axim e times in each global group 

is used to calculate the lead time of a product. Bas  group is 

used to find the maximum time that w  diff  

made simultaneously to be included in the lead tim vel 

is defined to establish the order in which the sequential order of group of processes is 

carried out. In Figure 5 the sum of the times at ea  

product.     

 
A s hot of par ble is shown ble 21
 
 

plication d proce

mplementa cesses of the  Shoo

R

this case the name SMT refers to

r and Reflow Oven.  

The second and third concepts to be explained will be Global Gr

 of a product was needed to calculate th

located e concepts using Figure 5. It can be 

ocesses or group of 

ivi

ltaneously. In this case, the m um of th

ically the concept of a global

erent group of processes which can be

e of a product. The concept of a le

ill take to

ch level represents the lead time of a

naps t of this ta  in Ta .  
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Table 21 Part of the Facilities Processes table 
Facilities Processes 

Facility Name Process Name Group 
Nam  

Global 
e Level 

Global 
Group 

Order 
Lead Time 

Setup Time 
Type 

D ULT EFA
FACILITY 

SOLDER PASTE 
PRINTING 

SMT 
TOP 

1 2 0 NOTAPPLY 

DEFAULT 
FACILITY 

CHIP SHOOTER SMT 
TOP 

1 2 2 NOTAPPLY 

D ULT EFA
FACILITY 

GLUE APPLICATION SMT 
TOP 

1 2 1 NOTAPPLY 

DEFAULT 
FACILITY 

FINE PITCH 
PLACEMENT 

SMT 
TOP 

1 2 3 NOTAPPLY 

D ULT EFA
F LITYACI  

MANUAL ASSEMBLY 
OF SMT 

SMT 
TOP 

1 2 4 NOTAPPLY 

DEFAULT 
FACI ITY 

REFLOWOVEN SMT 
TOP 

1 2
L

 5 NOTAPPLY 

DEFAULT 
FACILITY 

SMT VISUAL 
INSPECTION 

SMT 
TOP 

1 2 6 NOTAPPLY 

 
 

4.8 Facilities Processes U
 

ble e uti n f at a 

pa ility th re presented in Table 22. 

cesses Utilities table 

tilities  

This ta contains all th lity co sumptions o  a process th  belongs to 

rticular fac . The attributes of is table a

 

Table 22 Facilities Pro
Primary 

Key? Field Name Data Type Description 

Yes Facility Name Text This field contains the name of a 
facility. 

Yes Process Name Text This field contains the name of a 
process. 

No Cost Type Text It refers to the name of the utility in a 
process.  

No Consumption Double 
Number 

consumption of electricity in a 

current requirements of a machine 

used in the “Facilities Utility Costs

Refers to the quantity used by a 
process. As an example, the 

machine depends on the voltage and 

and it must contain the same units 
” 

table. 
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Primary Field Name Data Type Description Key? 

No Setup Text 

This field will only have a “YES” or 
“N
re
p

 participation O” decision to specify if a utility is 
quired in the setup operation of a 

rocess. 

No Loading 
participation Text 

T
“N
required in the loading operation of a 
process. 

his field will only have a “YES” or 
O” decision to specify if a utility is 

No Process Text participation 

This field will only have a “YES” or 
“NO” decision to specify if a utility is 
required in the process operation of a 
process. 

No Unl
p

 have a “YES” or 
” decision to specify if a utility is 

d in th nloading operation of 
process. 

oading 
articipation Text require

This field will only
“NO

e u
a 

No Travel participation Text 

This field will only have a “YES” or 
“NO” decision to specify if a utility is 
required in the travel operation of a 
process. 

 

 
A snapshot showing part of this table is shown in Table 23. 

 
Table 23 Facilities Processes Utilities table 

Facilities Processes Utilities 

F ame acility N Process Name Cost 
Type Consumption Setup 

Participation 
Loading 

Participation 
DEFAULT 
FACILITY 

A Electric 3 YES YES UTO INSERTION 
VCD ity

DEFAULT 
FACILITY 

CHIP ON BOARD 
WIRE BONDING Electricity .025 YES YES 

DEFAULT 
FACILITY CHIP SHOOTER Electricity 10 YES YES 

DEFAULT 
FACILITY 

CHIP SHOOTER 
BOTTOM Electricity 10 YES YES 
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4.9 Facilities Processes Indirect Labor Required table 
 

This roce a f

Indirect labor was defined previously to b an ed to 

ributes are shown on Table 24 . 

Table 24 Design 

table contains all the p sses in 

e the qu

acility that requires indirect labor. 

tity of operators that are assign

maintain up and running a group of processes. The att

of the Facilities Processes Indirect Labor Required table 
Primary 

Key? Field Name Data 
Type Description 

Yes F n  ility. acility Name Text This field co tains the name of a fac
Yes Group Name t This field cont e cess. Tex ains th  name of a pro

No Indirect Labor Integer 
Number 

o the number of 
a ssigne to various 

processes of a group simultaneously.   

This field 
operators th

refers t
t are a

 
d 

 
 

 snapshot of this table is shown in Table 25. 

Table 25 Facilities processes indirect labor required 

A

Facilities Processes Indirect Labor Required 
Facility Name Group Name Indirect Labor 

DEFAULT FACILITY MANUAL INSERTION 1 
DEFAULT FACILITY SMT TOP 1 

  

5.10 Rework and occurrence operations table 
 

s table he planne random special ev ur in a 

pro of a facili of this t re s

 

e Rewor ccur

  Thi contains all t d and ents that occ

cess ty.  The attributes able a hown in Table 26. 

Table 26 Design of th k and o rence operations table 
Primary 

Key? Field Name Data 
Type Description 

Yes Facility Name Text This field contains the name of a facility. 
Yes Process Name Text cess. This field contains the name of a pro

Yes Name of Occurrence or Text 
This field contains the name of a special 
event that is applied to a process in a 
facility.   Rework 
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Primary 
Key? F Data 

Type Dield Name escription 

No

s the type of a special 
event that is applied to a process in a 

c s es can be 
R r URRENCE” 

referring to the Predetermined or Random 
Special Events discussed in section 3.6.  

 Process T faype Text “

This field contain

ility. The po sible valu
EWORK” o  “OCC

No Fraction Of Unsuccessful Double 
is field is required if the process type 

field of this table is set to “REWORK”. It 
f a 

component, image or panel in a product.  

Th

Components Number refers to the defective rate o

No Or Components Per 
used 

only when the special event occurs in 
Num Panels Or Images 

Occurrence 

Integer 
Number 

This field is an input in section 3.6 

panels or images.  
 
A snapshot of part of this table is shown in Table 27. 

 
 Table 27 Rework and occurrence operations 
Rework and Occurrence Operations 

Process Name Facility Name Occurrence 
Type 

Name of 
Occurrence or 

Rework 
Process 

Type 
Process Time 

per Occurrence

GLUE 
APPLICATION DEFAULT FACILITY OCCURRENCE Cleaning Glue 

Application Top PANEL 5 

  
 

ties Pro onent Typ cess table 
 

pone es t

on an image. The attribu table are n in

 
 

Table 28 Desi cess table 

4.11 Facili cesses Comp es Pro

This table contains all the com nt typ hat a process in a facility can locate 

tes of this  show  Table 28.  

 
 
 

gn of Facilities Processes Component Types Pro
Primary 

Key? Field Name Data 
Type Description 

Yes ame of a facility. Facility Name Text This field contains the n
Yes e name of a process. Process Name Text This field contains th
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Primary 
Key? Field Name Data 

Type Description 

Yes

is field contains the type of component 
that can be assembled in a process. This 

 in 
section 5.7. 

Th

 Component Type Text concept was discussed previously

No Group Name Text 
s the group name of a 

process in a facility. This concept was 
discussed previously in section 5.7. 

This field contain

 

 of this  in Table 2

 
 

ities Processes pon

A snapshot table is shown 9. 

Table 29 Facil  Com ent Types Process 
Facilities Processes C nenompo t Types Process 

Facility Name Process Name Component Type Group Name 
DEFAULT FACILITY MANUAL ASSEMBLY OF SMT SMTMANUAL SMT TOP 
DEFAULT FACILITY SMT VISUAL INSPECTION SMTNFP_TOP SMT TOP 
 

4.12 Facilities Processes Components Material tab
 

This table contains all the type of components that need material in a particular 

process of a facility if the variation presented in section 3.11 is set to Quantity of Part 

Numbers Processed. As an example, consider the solder paste that is applied to a product 

that has SMT compone Paste Printing and the 

co l de quanti components that require solder paste, this 

tab ain the typ compone q te 

its cost he attributes of this table are shown in Table 30. 

le 

nts. If a facility contains the process Solder 

st of materia pends on the ty of 

le will cont e of nts that re uire material on this process to alloca

. T

 

 
Table 30 Design of Facilities Processes Components Material table 

Primary 
Key? Field Name Data 

Type Description 

Yes Facility Name Text This field contains the name of a facility. 
Yes Process Name Text This field contains the name of a process. 
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Primary 
Key? Field Name Data 

Type Description 

Yes Component Type Text 
nent 

that can be assembled in a process. This 
This field contains the type of compo

concept was discussed previously. 
 

 

A snapshot of this table is shown in Table 31. 

  

Table 31 Facilities Processes Components Material 
Facilities Processes Components Material 

Facility Name Process Name Component Type 
DEFAULT FACILITY SEQUENCER VCD 
DEFAULT FACILITY SOLDER PASTE PRINTING SMTNFP_TOP 

  

ticular 

process of a facility. The attributes of this table are shown in Table 32.  

 

Table 32 Design of Facilities Processes Rework Components table 

 

4.13 Facilities Processes Rework Components table 
 

This table contains all the type components that require rework on a par

Primary 
Key? Field Name Data 

Type Description 

Yes Facility Name Text This field contains the name of a facility. 
Yes Process Name Text This field contains the name of a process. 

Yes Name of Occurrence or 
Rework Text 

This field contains the name of a special 
event that is applied to a process in a 
facility. 

No Occurrence Type Text 
This field contains the group name of a 
process in a facility. This concept was 
discussed previously in section 5.7. 

No Component Type Text 

This field contains the type of component 
that can be assembled in a process. This 
concept was discussed previously in 
section 5.7. 

  

 snapshot of this table is shown in Table 33. A
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Table 33 Facilities Processes Rework Components 
Facilities Processes Rework Components 

Facility Name Process Name Occu Name of Occurrenrrence ce or 
Rework Type 

Component 
Type 

DEFAULT 
FACILITY 

AUTO INSERTION 
DIP REW AUTO DIP COMPONENTS DIP ORK 

 

.14 Facilities Processes Required Processes from Other Groups table 
 

The reason e. Suppose that a 

facility ha . 

From the disc  prese  the only is facility are: 

Auto I . Let’s a t two products 

have been created and that the types of components of product 1 are THT and DIP. 

Product 2 only has DIP component types. From the discussion made about groups in the 

will be processed by all the processes in this 

facility

 

4

 to create this table will be exposed with an exampl

s been cre eat d and that the proce ses registered are those s shown on Figure 6

ussion nted in the section 5.7,  two groups in th

nsertion DIP and Manual Insertion of THT lso suppose tha

“Facilities Processes” table, product 1 

 but product 2 will only be processed by the process Auto Insertion DIP. It is 

known from the electronics industry that a product that is processed in an Auto Insertion 

DIP machine is also processed on a Wave Solder machine. In this case, the method of 

groups to locate complementary processes is not effective in this case because the Wave 

Solder process is not included in the cost calculation of product 2. To alleviate this 

problem, this table was created to link processes that locate or deal with components as 

Auto Insertion DIP with processes like Wave Solder that belong to another group.  
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Auto Insertion DIP

Auto Insertion DIP

Wave Solder

Manual insertion

Manual    Insertion of     
THT

 

Figure 6 Ex r groups”. 

 
Once the concept ned, Table nta

 
ble 34 De Processes R d Pr

planation of the concept “Required processes from othe
 

has been explai  34 co ins the attributes of this table.  

Ta sign of Facilities equire ocesses from Other Groups table 
Primary 

Key? Field Name Data 
Type Description 

Yes Fac me e of a facility. ility Na Text This field contains the nam
Yes Process Name Text This field contains the name of a process. 

Yes Required Process from Text ld will be made 
Other Group 

The explanation of this fie
below.  

 
A snapshot of this table is shown in Table 1. 

Table 35 Facilities Processes Req. Proc Other Groups table 
Facilities Processes Req. Proc Other Groups 

Facility Name Process Name Required Process From Other Group 
ABC AUTO INSERTION DIP WAVE SOLDER 

DEFAULT FACILITY AUTO INSERTION DIP WAVESOLDER 
DEFAULT FACILITY AUTO INSERTION VCD WAVESOLDER 
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4.15 Facilities Processes Levels table  
 

son ill b xplained ith an exam  again 

that a new facility has  and tha he proce s in a level ity are 

those shown on Figure 7. It can be seen in th figure th the pr e 

processes in the group SMT can be made 

proc uto Inser . This kin portant be considered 

because the lead time of a product can be affected. This table has been nsider 

this ations to cons

roup of processes with processes from another global group. Considering the facility 

used to explain the concept, the global group Sequencer must be linked with the process 

rder of the processes in each global group must be 

specifi e 

alculations are 

affected, if the lead time is calculated using the maximum time of each global group, the 

results will be incorrect. ime of a product in this 

si is  to take e bet e Sequencer and S nd then 

add the time a pro uto tion ad time of a 

product on that level.  

The rea  to create this table w e e  w ple. Suppose

been created t t sse  of the facil

is at ocess Sequencer and th

simultaneously and then a product will be 

essed in A tion VCD d of situations are im

created to co

 kind of situ . The procedure ider this kind of situations is to link a global 

g

Auto Insertion VCD and the o

ed to make the correct calculation of the lead time of a product. The order of th

processes is contained in the Facilities Processes table. To see how the c

 The correct from to calculate the lead t

tuation  the maximum tim ween th MT groups a

duct is processed in A  Inser  VCD to calculate the le
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Figure 7 Explanation of Process bond between global groups concept 
 
 
Once the concept has been explained, Table 36 contains the attributes of this table.  

 
Table 36 Design of the Facilities Processes Levels table 

 

Primary 
Key? Field Name Data 

Type Description 

Yes Facility Name Text This field contains the name of a facility. 
Yes Process Name Text This field contains the name of a process. 

Yes Group Name Text The explanation of this field was made in 
Facilities Processes table. 

Yes Level Text The explanation of this field was made in 
Facilities Processes table.  

No is field was made in Global Group Text The explanation of th
Facilities Processes table. 

No Same Level 
 

Text The explanation of this field will be made 
below. 

Process Bond Groups 
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A shot of this table is shown in Table 37. 

Table 37

 snap

 Facilities Processes Levels Lead Time table 
Facilities Processes Levels Lead Time 

Facility Name Group Name Global Global 
Group 

Process Bond Groups Same 
Level Level 

DEFAULT 
FACILITY AUTO INSERTION DIP 1 2 NOTAPPLY 

DEFAULT 
FACILITY 

AUTO INSERTION 
VCD 1 2 NOTAPPLY 

DEFAULT 
FACILITY MANUAL INSERTION 2 4 NOTAPPLY 

DEFAULT 
FACILITY 

REQUIRED 
OPERATIONS 2 4 NOTAPPLY 

DEFAULT 
FACILITY SEQUENCER 1 3 AUTO INSERTION VCD 

DEFAULT 
FACILITY SMT BOTTOM 1 2 NOTAPPLY 

DEFAULT 
FACILITY SMT TOP 1 2 NOTAPPLY 

DEFAULT 
FACILITY THT 1 1 NOTAPPLY 

DE ULT FA
FACILITY WIRE BONDING 1 2 NOTAPPLY 

 
 

 

4.16 Globa up Ty

This table contains all the groups defined. The concept of groups was defined in 

e table in section 5.7. The attributes of this table are shown in Table 38.  

l Gro pe table 
 

th

 

Table 38 Design of Global Group Type table 
Primary 

Key? Field Name Data 
Type Description 

Yes Group Name Text to associate processes.  
This field contains all the groups defined 

 

A snapshot of this table is shown in Table 39. 
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Table 39 Global Group Type table 
Global G  Type roup

Gro e up Nam
AUTO INS N DERTIO IP 

AUTO INSER N VTIO CD 
COATING PRO ANDCESS  OVEN

FINAL ASSEMBLY 
MANUAL INSERTION 

REQUIRED OPERATIONS 
SEQU R ENCE

SMT BOT  TOM
SMT TOP 

THT 
 

This table contains th the name “REQUIRED 

OPERATI as been 

defined o ations that are required in all the products being 

manufactured in a facility but that are not necessarily related to the nt or insertion 

of comp  ed in fault facili l the products 

eing manufactured will pass through a circuit and functional test. In this case, the 

rocesses called Functional test and Circuit test will belong to the group REQUIRED 

table 
 

ontains the special events that r labor in a process. The attributes of this 

table are shown in Table 40. 

 

Table 40 Design of the Facilities Processes Op Rew eeded table 

 a special group defined wi

ONS”. This group is highlighted in red in the previous table. This group h

as a method t include those oper

 placeme

onents. As an example, it is assum  the de ty that al

b

p

OPERATIONS.         

 

4.17 Facilities Processes Op Rework OC Operators needed 

This table c equire 

ork OC Operators n
Facilities Processes Op Rework OC Operators needed 

Facility Name Process Name Name of Occurrence Or Rework 
DEFAULT FACILITY SOLDER PASTE PRINTING Cleaning 
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4.18 Products table 
 
  This table contains the general characteristics of a product. The attributes of this 

table are shown in Table 41. 

able T 41 Design of the Products table 
Primary 

Key? Field Name Data 
Type Description 

Yes  Name e of a product.  Product Text This field contains the nam

No Product Descripti cription of a o product.  n Text This field contains the des

No N  Images P ber of panels umber anel Text This field contains the num
per image in a product.  

No nel Cost a panel in $. Pa  of Text This field contains the cost 

No Panel Size (length) Text This field contains the size of a panel in 
feet.  

No f a image in Image Size (length) Text This field contains the size o
feet.  

 
A snapshot of part of this table is presented in Table 42.  
 

Table 42 Snapshot of products table 
Product Name Product Description Number Images Panel Panel Cost Panel Size 

A Computer Board 1 $7.68 1.739 
B Computer Board 4 $1.04 1.0072 
C Computer Board 1 $21.28 .9583 

N20 ard 1 $5.00 .6458 Computer Bo
ABC Computer Board 1 $3.45 1.45 

 
 
 

.19 Components Catalog table 
 

This table contain all the part numbers that can be assembled in products, a 

description and its component type. The concept of component types was introduced in 

the explanation about groups in the table “Facilities Processes” and it is a method to 

associate part numbers of an electronic product to processes.  

The attributes of this table are shown in Table 43.  

4
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Table 43 g table  Design of the Components Catalo
Primary 

Key? Field Name Data 
Type Description 

Yes Part er xt This field contains the number of text 
assigned to a component. Numb Te

No Part Numb cri xt This field contains the description or 
specifications of a part number.  er Des ption Te

No Compo yp xt The concept of this field was discussed in 
the table Facilities Processes  nent T e Te

No Unit Part Number Cost Text This field contains the unit cost of a part 
number in $.  

 

 snapshot of this table is shown in Table 44. 

Table 44 Components Catalog table 

A

Components Catalog 
Part Number Part Number Description Component Type Unit Part Number Cost 
1508-0033-01 CAP,.1UF,35V MI DIP 0.0248305 
1508-0050-01 CAP ,4700P,100V,1 DIP 0.0342795 
1510-0095-01 CAP 10UF,200V,5% THT 1.909393 
1510-0105-01 CAP,5UF,200V,5% THT2 1.174117 
1540-0050-01 CAP,100UF,35V MI DIP 0.028017 
2101-0057-06 TBLK,CPRN,1/4C,S THT4 2.233777 
2103-0115-01 TM,QD,.205X,032 THT 0.022401 

 
 
 

4.20 Global Components types table 
 

This table contains all the component types available to associate part numbers to 

processes. The attributes of this table are shown in Table 45.   

Table 45 Design of the Global Components types table 
Primary 

Key? Field Name Data 
Type Description 

Yes Component Type Text The concept of this field was discussed in 
the table Facilities Processes.  

No Description Text This field contains the description of a 
component type. 

 
A snapshot of this table is shown in Table 46. 
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Table 46 Global Component Types 

Global Component Types 
Component Type Description 

BRACKETS OR SOCKETS Usually assembled in the process Final Assembly 
DIP Usually assembled in the process Auto Insertion DIP 

GOLD PLATED PARTS Usually assembled in the process Panel Preparation 
SMTCHIP_BOTTOM Usually assembled in the process Chip Shooter Bottom 

SMTFINEPITCH Usually assembled in the process BGA/Fine Pitch Placement 
SMTMANUAL Usually assembled in the process SMT Manual Insertion 
SMTNFP_TOP Usually assembled in the process Chip Shooter Top 

THT Usually assembled in the process THT Manual Insertion 
THT2 Usually assembled in the process THT Manual Insertion 2 
THT3 Usually assembled in the process THT Manual Insertion 3 
THT4 Usually assembled in the process THT Manual Insertion 4 
VCD Usually assembled in the process Auto Insertion VCD 
WIRE Usually assembled in the process Chip on Board Wire Bonding

4.21 Product Part List table 
 

This table contains the part numbers required on a product, its quantity, its 

component type and the product it belongs. The attributes of this table are shown in Table 

47.  

Table 47 Design of the Product Part List table 
Primary 

Key? Field Name Data 
Type Description 

Yes Product Name Text This field contains the name of a product.  

Yes Part Number Text This field contains the number of 
assigned to a component. 

text 

No Quantity Text This field contains the quantity of a 
number that belongs to a product. 

part 

Yes Component Type Text The concept of this field was discusse
the table Facilities Processes. 

d in 
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A snapshot of this table is shown in Table 48. 

Table 48 Product Part List table 
Product Part List 

Product Name Part Number Quantity Component Type
ABC 1508-0033-01 2 DIP 
ABC 1508-0050-01 2 DIP 
ABC 1510-0095-01 3 THT 
ABC 1510-0105-01 1 THT2 
ABC 1540-0050-01 2 DIP 

 

.  
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CHAPTER 5: APPLICATION ARCHITECTURE 
 

A cost model application has been developed to implement the revised cost model 

presented in chapter 3. This cost estimation tool has several modules which have been 

divided based upon their functionality. Software tools such as Microsoft Visual 

Basic.Net, Microsoft Access 2003, and Crystal Reports were used to build these modules. 

The software developed includes in its database, a default (virtual) facility that includes 

the typical processes used in today’s electronic industry. This allows product 

developer/designers that do not have a particular facility in mind, to estimate the cost of a 

new design. The default facility included in the application has the capability to expand 

itself depending on the volume required of a product. This means that it will calculate the 

number of machines or operators required in an operation based on the demand of a 

product. This capability tries to improve the conditions of a facility in terms of 

performance.  

The primary objective of this research was to develop an application to help electronic 

designers, which might not have knowledge of the particular facility in which the product 

will be assembled, to estimate the cost of a product. It allows design engineers to 

determine the cost of new designs prior to manufacture and see the impact of design 

features prior to implementation. In addition, the system developed allows process 

engineers to work with data from their own facility to get a more accurate and realistic 

cost estimate. Process engineers of a particular facility can focus on those activities that 

impact the cost of its products. Cost comparisons of multiple products can also be made 

simultaneously.  Output from the cost estimations or cost comparisons are presented on a 

Crystal Report that allows you rosoft Excel, Microsoft Word,  to export them to Mic
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po

ent of application users, facilities, processes 

and the cost calculation of products using the equations 

in the cost model presented in Chapter 3. The last two sections of this chapter present an 

xample of the application and the implementation details of the application.   

 
 have two types of users: Product 

 

The ca

• Create a product copy. 

Adobe Acrobat and in Rich Text Format. The next sections of this chapter present the 

com nents of the application, an explanation of the application through an example and 

the implementation details of the application.  

5.1 Application Components 
 

The application uses two important components in its structure.  These 

components are: the creation and managem

and products through a database 

e

5.1.1 Application Users 

The application has been prepared to

Developers/Designers and Process Engineers.  Each type of user has different capabilities

while using the software tool.  

pabilities of a Product Developer/ Designer are the following: 

• Create, edit or delete products. 

• Add, edit or delete part numbers from products. 

• Add component types. 

• Calculate the cost of products in all the registered facilities or the 

default facility of the application and evaluate the feasibility of a 

design in different facilities. 

• Edit the Components Catalog of the application. 



The capabilities of a process engineer include those of the Product Developer/ Designer, 

plus the following: 

• Create, edit or delete a facility. 

• Create, edit or delete processes from a facility. 

• Calculate product cost in the facility created. 

It can be seen from the previous capabilities presented to each user, that a Product 

Developer/Designer possesses fewer capabilities than a Process Engineer. The reason of 

this is that a Product Developer/Designer does not necessarily know the details of the 

processes in a facility. Figure 8 presents the login process of the users in the application.  

 

Figure 8 User login process 
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5.1.2 Creation and management of facilities, processes and products  
 

The application has been prepared to manage the creation and management of 

facilities, processes and products. The creation of facilities, processes and products is 

anaged through the user inter  maintain integrity in the data 

eing supplied. The data provided by the user is then stored in a database to be used in 

e cos

 

m face of the application to

b

th t analysis of products. Figure 9 illustrates the steps in which the creation of a 

facility is executed.  

 

Utility Costs of the 
facility if any are 

specified 

Facility 
information is 

stored in 
database

Space Dependent 
Costs  of the 

facility if any are 
specified

General 
Characteristics of 

the facility must be 
specified

Support Personnel 
Costs if any are 

specified

Start

Is the information 
provided correct and 

complete?

Yes

No

 

Figure 9  Flowchart of facility creation 
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eation  must be repeated to register all the processes of 

a facility.   

If the default facility of the application is to be used instead of a new customized 

facility, the previous two processes can be skipped (creation of facilities and processes). 

Once all the processes needed in your facility are registered, the user must specify the 

level, global groups and the order of the processes in the facility. If there are groups of 

processes that require indirect labor, or processes that require processes from other 

groups, it must also be specified. At this point a facility is ready to make cost calculation 

of products. The next step to be m

estimated. Figure 11 presents the process executed to create a product.  

Once you create a facility, you must add processes to this facility.  

Figure 10 Flowchart of process creation  shows how to register a process in a facility. 

The steps in  

Figure 10 Flowchart of process cr

ade is the creation of products whose costs are to be 



 
Figure 10 Flowchart of process creation  
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Figure 11 Pr
 
 

 

oduct creation 

 

Once a product has been created, the next step is the registration of part numbers 

to a product.  Figure 12 presents the registration process of part numbers in a product. 
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Are the part numbers 
required registered in  
database application?

Part Numbers are 
added to Product 

Part List

User is referred to 
Components Catalog 

to register 
components and 

specify its 
Component Type

 Yes

No

Part Nu
are reg

mbers 
istered 

in Components 
talogCa

Pro
part

duct has a
 numbers

its ready to make 
cost calculations 

with it

ll its 
 and 

Does the available 
Component Types 

describe all your part 
numbers?

No

Yes

Cont  Engine
to reg ponent

requ o register
process(es)

components types onto the

act a Process
ister the com

er to  
 types 
 the 

se 
ired and t

 that locates tho
 PCB

Start

 

e 

a 

Figure 12 Registration of product par  
 

s point  f s, proces  and p as been h

next section will explain how the developed applicati te the cost of 

product in a facility.  

 

t calcu  of produc h the st mo

he application developed has been designed to calculate the cost of PCB-based 

electronic designs. To do that, the revised cost model presented in chapter 3 was 

implemented.  Figure 13  and Figure 14  presents the logic of the routine that is 

t numbers

roducts h

on will calcula

 

At thi , the registration of acilitie ses  explained. T

5.1.3 Cos
 
 T

lation ts wit  revised co del.  
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implem

calcula

ented to find the required processes of y and the routines implemented to 

te the cost of a product.  

a facilit

Start

The distin
component types 
of a product are 

identified

ct 

Th
characteristics of a 
product and its part 

numbers
retrieved 

database 

e general 

 are 
from 

Dem
and t
pane
of a

s

and per year 
he number of 
ls per batch 

 product are 
pecified

The processes
faci

assemble the dis
component types
product are

 of the 
lity chosen to 

tinct 

 ide
 of the 

ntified

The
facilit
cost

 product and 
y to make the 
 analysis are 
chosen

The comp
processe

processes th
components 

electronic prod
identifie

lementary 
s of those 
at assemble 

on the 
uct are 

d

The processes that are 
required for all products 

e identified.

The processes from 
other groups that are 

required if a process that 
assemble components is 

ded are identifienee d

ar

 
re 13 Routine implemented in cost model application to find the processes required to 

manufacture an electronic product. 
Figu
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Start

A he requill t red 
information of a 

facility is retrieved 
from  database

The 
calcul

in se
implem

loading 
ation pr
ction 3.
ented t

process

time 
esent
1.2 
o e

ed 
is 
ach 

The set e time 
calculation presented 

in section 3.1.1 is 
implemented to each 

process

up tim

The process time 
calculation presented 

in section 3.1.3 is 
implem o eented t

process
ach 

The unloading time 
calculation presented 

in section 3.1.4 is 
implemented to each 

process

Th
calcul

in s
imple

e travel time 
ation prese
ection 3.1.5
mented to
process

nted 
 is 

 each 

The special events 
calculation presented 

ection 3.1.6 is 
mented to e
process

in s
imple ach 

Total pr me of 
each process is 

calculated using the  
calculations presented 

in section 3.1.7 is 
implemented

ocess ti

The Num chines 
or operators required 

calculation  presented in 
section 3.1.8 is 

implemented to each 
process 

ber of ma

Does option t ate the 
number of nes or 

operators in a process was 
chosen or has not been  

made?

o calcul
 machi

Yes

The labor cost of
process pr

 a 
esented in 

sections 3.1.9.1 and 
3.1.9.3 is implemented 

to each process

Th
calc

im

e equipment cost 
ulation presented in 
section 3.1.10 is 
plemented to each 

process. This equation 
also applies to travel 

equipment 

The material cost 
calculation presented in 

section 3.1.13 is 
plemented to each 

process. 
im

The utilities costs  
calculation presented in 

section 3.1.14 is 
plemented to each 

process. 
im

All the information 
of a product is 
retrieved from 

database

The components cost per 
image calculation 

presented in section 
3.1.11 is implemented

The space cost 
calculation presented in 

section 3.1.15 is 
plemented to each 

process. 
im

The indirect labor cost  
calculation presented i

section 3.1.9.2 is 
implemented to each 

group requiring it. 

n 

Lead Time is calculated and 
the the support person

cost calculation present
section 3.1.12 is 

implemented  
  

nel 
ed in 

Does costs have been 
calculated for all the 

processes required to 
manufacture a product?

Yes

Tot uct cost 
nted

al Prod
is prese

No

Is the number of machines or 
operators required greater 

then one
Create process name 

 

                                          Figure 14 Routines and logic implemented to calculate the cost of an electronic product 

 



At this point, the architecture of the application developed has been shown. The 

next section will present a detailed example of the application to apply all the concepts 

previously presented.  

5.2 Explanation of application through an example 
 

In this section, the implementation of the revised cost model w ed   

an exam . In the e  a at ity are 

created to calculate the cost of the product.  

f 

ill be present

and product through ple xample it is ssumed th a new facil

Assume that a new facility called ABC is created. The general characteristics o

this facility are shown on Table 49 . 

Table 49 ABC characteristics 

Facility 
name 

Facility 
description 

Number 
of 

working 
days 
per 
year 

Number 
of 

Average 
rate per 

Electricity 
Cost ($/ 

kilowatt) 

Building 
and Rent 

Cost working 
hours 

hour of 
operators ($/square 

feet) per day ($/hour) 

Space 
factor 

Minimum 
Attractive 
rate of 
return 
(MARR) 

ABC Com 250 8 10 .50 .2 .15 puter .12 
manufacturer 

 
 

This new facility ha ing, Solder Paste Printing, 

ef Man n. Th  are

manu  of electronic ducts. Figure hows th heir seq .  

s five processes called Preform

Chip Shooter, R low Oven and ual Insertio ese processes  typical in the 

facture  pro 15 s e processes and t uence
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Figure 15 ABC processes 

Preforming, Chip Shooter and Manual Insertion are painted in red because they 

are the only ones in facility ABC that place, insert or deal directly with components in a 

product. It is also assumed that the component types that can be handled in each process 

respectively are THT, Non Fine Pitch, and THT.  The information assumed for each 

processes is shown in Table 50. 
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                    Table 50 Details of ABC processes 

Process 
Name Preforming 

Solder 
Paste 

Printing 

Chip 
Shooter 

Reflow  
Oven 

Manual 
Insertion 

Wave 
Solder 

Group 
Name 

THT 
Prepara

Manual Manual 
sertion 

of THT tion SMT SMT SMT Insertion of 
THT 

In

Setup time N/A 275 300 
sec/batch 

250 
sec/batch 

200 
sec/batch N/A sec/batch 

Proce
time panel componen

t 

A conveyor 
is used to 
process 
panels and 
its length is 
15 ft, the 
separation 
distance 
between 
panels is 0 
and  its 

ft/min 

5 sec/ 
component 

 
conveyor 
is used to 
process 
panels and 
its length 
is 15 ft, 
the 
separation 
distance 
between 
panels is 0 

d  its 
speed is 

 ft/min 

A

ss 5 sec/ 30 sec/ 2 sec/ 

component 

speed is 4.5 an

4.5
Component 
types that a 
process can 
assemble or 

deal with  

THT N/A Non fine 
pitch N/A THT N/A 

Tra

A conveyor 

move  

next process 
and its 
length is 6 
t, the 

separation 

between 
ls is 2 ft 

and  its 
speed is 30 
ft/min 

A 
conveyor 

move  

the next 
process 
and its 
length is 6 
ft, the 

distance 
between 
panels is 2 
ft and  its 
speed is 
30 ft/min 

60 sec/ 
batch 5 sec/ panel 60 

sec/panel 

is used to 

panels to the 

is used to 

panels to 

vel time 60 sec/batch f

distance 

pane

separation 
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Process 
Name Preforming 

Solder 
Paste 

Printing 

Chip 
Shooter 

Reflow  
Oven 

Manual 
Insertion 

Wave 
Solder 

Machine or 
operator 
efficiency 

.95 .95 .80 1 .90 1 

Number of 
re
machines 

or 
operators 

1 1 1 1 1 1 
quired 

Are 
operators 

mac
series or 
parallel? 

N/A N/A or 
hines in N/A N/A N/A N/A 

Initial Cost 
of 

Equipment 
($) 

1000 75,000 250,000 100,000 N/A 50,000 

Sa
Value 0 0 0 0 N/A 0 lvage 

Machine 
Estimated 

Life (
10 10 10 10 N/A 10 

years) 
Initia

Equipment 
in travel 

operation 
($) 

N/A 1000 1000 N/A N/A N/A 

l Cost 
of 

Salvage 
Value of 

Equipment 
in travel 

operation 
($) 

N/A 0 0 N/A N/A N/A 

Machine 
Estimated 

L
Equipment 

in
operation  

(y

N/A 10 10 N/A N/A N/A 
ife  of 

 travel 

ears) 
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Process 
Name Preforming 

Solder 
Paste 

Printing 

Chip 
Shooter 

Reflow  
Oven 

Manual 
Insertion 

Wave 
Solder 

Space 
occupied by 
operation 
(square 

feet) 

15 20 20 45 9 45 

Electricity 
consumptio

n 
(kilowatt/h

our) 

.25 .25 1 2 N/A 2 

Activities 
where 

Ele
is r

Setup 

Travel 

Setup 

Travel 

Setup 

 

Setup 
Process ctricity 

equired 

Process Process Process Process N/A 

Material 
Cost N/A $.0065/gram N/A N/A N/A N/A 

M
consumptio

n 
N/A 

1/8 gram 
per 

component 
N/A N/A N/A N/A 

aterial 

Is
req Yes Indirect1  Indirect 

Partial.  
Operator is 
needed to 

next process 

Yes Yes  labor 
uired?  move batch 

of panels to 

Number of 
operators 
required 

1 Will be 
specified.  

Will be 
specified. 

Will be 
specified. 

N/A because 
process id 

manual and 
was specified 

previously 

1 

 
The numbers of operators required to setup and maintain the SMT group of processes is 

1.  It is also assumed that a new product with the name XYZ has been designed. The 

general characteristics of this product are presented in Table 51.     

 

                                                 
1 It must be remembered from section 3.1.9.2 that indirect labor refers to the number of operators 
required to setup and maintain a group of processes. 
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Table 51 General characteristics of product XYZ 
Product Name Number of images per panel Panel Cost ($) Panel length (feet)

XYZ 1 1.00 1 
 
 Let’s also assume that this new product has only three part numbers. The three part 

numbers of the product and its details are shown on Table 52. 

Table 52 Product Part List of XYZ 

Product Name Part Number Quantity Component 
Type 

Unit Part 
Number Cost 

($) 
XYZ P1 10 Non Fine Pitch 1.00 
XYZ P2 15 Non Fine Pitch .50 
XYZ P3 10 THT .10 

  

At this point, the cost calculation of product XYZ can be made in facility ABC. It is 

assumed that assembly will be carried out in lots of 200 panels and that the demand per 

the first thing to be done is to find the process(es) in the ABC facility that assemble 

th at the only processes that 

assemble components or deal with components in the facility ABC are Preforming, Chip 

Shooter and Manual Insertion. So, the first thing to do is to locate the processes needed 

for these components. The next thing to do is to find the processes that complement these 

processes. These are the processes that are also needed when a particular process is 

needed. In this case, the complementary processes of the Chip Shooter process are Solder 

Paste Printing and Reflow Oven. The method used to find the complementary processes 

in the cost model application developed is associating processes by defining groups. Let’s 

assume that the processes Solder Paste Printing, Chip Shooter and Reflow Oven belongs 

to a group called SMT so that when the Chip Shooter is needed, a routine is implemented 

to find all the processes that belongs to that group to complement this process. Once all 

year of this product is 10,000 images.  To calculate the cost of XYZ product in facility 

ABC, 

e components of product XYZ. It was stated previously th
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the pro

in five elements as follows: 

1) Labor Cost 

Labor Cost will be divided in two: 

1) Direct labor- refers to the labor that is applied on a process when 

an operator is required to participate in all the operations of a 

process. 

2) Indirect labor- indirect labor refers to the labor that is applied to 

a group of processes where operators are assigned to support 

various processes (usually automated processes) at the same time 

and not only to one.  

2) Equipment Cost 

p nents and Image Cost 

4) Overhead Cost  

rhead cost is divided in three: 

it 

duct based on the time that support personnel dedicates to the 

processing of products. 

2) Utilities Cost 

3) Space dependent costs 

cesses needed to manufacture the product XYZ are identified, we proceed to 

calculate the cost of the product. To calculate the cost of the product, we use the 

information provided in Table 51 and Table 52.  The cost of the product will be divided 

3) Material, Com o

The ove

1) Support Personnel Cost- it refers to the cost that is attributed to a un

of pro
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Each cost is calculated separately. Each of the costs that apply to a particular process will 

be calculated first and then the overall costs applied to a product will be calculated. 

 

Preforming times and costs 

There was no setup, loading, unloading and special operations in this process, so these 

are set to zero and not presented 

n

i=1

PN

i
PN

img
pl bh

TP * QPN
  TP = *(1+(1-E))

Nimg  * Npl *Nplp*Nimgp 

∑
 

img
5sec 10components 1min .874965min  TP =  * * *(1+(1-.95))=

component image 60sec image
⎛ ⎞
⎜ ⎟
⎝ ⎠

 

Note: In the previous equation the variables Nimg , Npl , Nplp and Nimgp are set to 1. pl bh

img
pl bh

 TTR =
Nimg  * Npl *Nplp*Nimgp

 TTR 

img

60sec
1min .00525minbatch TTR = * *(1+(1-.95))=1 image 200 panel 60sec image*

panel batch

⎛ ⎞
⎜ ⎟
⎜ ⎟
⎜ ⎟
⎜ ⎟
⎝ ⎠

 

N   In the previous equation the variables Nplp and Nimgp are set to 1. 

 + TTR  + TSP∑  

ote:

n

img mg mg mg TPT =TSU  + TL  + TP  + TUmg mg img
i=1

img
.874965min .00525min .880215min TPT = + =

image image image
 

Note: In the previous equation the variables TSUimg, TLimg, TUimg and the sum of TSP are 0.

n

img img hr
i=0

DLC = OPT(i) *Rate NOP∑  

img
.874965min .00525min $10 1hr $ 0.1467025DLC =  + * * *1  operator  =

image image hr 60min image
⎛ ⎞ ⎛ ⎞
⎜ ⎟ ⎜ ⎟

⎝ ⎠⎝ ⎠
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Note: In the previous equation the only two operations applicable are process and travel.

 
MEL

MEL MEL - 1 IC* -  SV*
(1 +MARR)   - 1 (1 + MARR) 

EC  = img
yr

MARR * (1 + MARR)  MARR

D

⎡ ⎤ ⎡ ⎤
⎢ ⎥ ⎢ ⎥

⎣ ⎦⎣ ⎦  

 
10

10 10 - 1

img

.15 * (1 + .15)  .15$ 1000* -  $0*
(1 +.15)   - 1 (1 + .15) $.019925EC  = =10000 image image

year

⎡ ⎤ ⎡ ⎤
⎢ ⎥ ⎢ ⎥

⎣ ⎦⎣ ⎦  

 

  The only utility of this process is electricity and its cost is calculated with the 

utility equation. It should be noted that the only time considered to calculate the 

s 

 in the process activity.   

electricity cost is the process time because it was stated previously that electricity wa

only required

n

img img
i=0

UtilityC =Utility Consumption *UtilityC* OPT(i)∑  

img
$.12 1hr .874965min $.000437Elec($) =.25kilowatt * * * =

kilowatt*hr 60min image image
⎛ ⎞
⎜ ⎟
⎝ ⎠

 

 

[ ]
n

i

img

Space*(1+SpaceFactor) $SOE
SpaceC =

⎛ ⎞
⎜ ⎟∑

i=0

yrD
⎝ ⎠  

( )2
2

img

$.5015ft *(1+.2) *
$.0009ft *yearSpaceC = =10000images image

year

 

Note: In the previous equation the only space dependent cost allocated are the $.50/ sq *year of the 2

facility ABC. 
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Total Process Cost = 
$ 0.1467025 $.019925 $.000437 $.0009 $.167965+ + + =

image image image image image
 

 

Solder Paste Printing times  

There are no loading, unloading or special operations in this process, so these are set to 

zero and not presented. 

img
pl bh

TSUF+TSUV*Npn TSU = *(1+(1-E))
Nimg  * Npl  *Nplp*Nimgp

 

img

300sec
1min .02625minbatch TSU = * *(1+(1-.95))=1 image 200 panel 60sec image * 

panel batch

⎛ ⎞
⎜ ⎟
⎜ ⎟
⎜ ⎟
⎜ ⎟
⎝ ⎠

 

Note: In the previous equation the variables TSUV, Npn are 0 and Nplp and Nimgp are set to 1. 

n

i=1

PN

iTP * QPN∑
PN

img
pl bh

  TP = *(1+(1-E))
Nimg  * Npl *Nplp*Nimgp 

 

img

30sec
1min .525minpanel    TP =  * *(1+(1-.95))=1 image 60sec image

panel
⎜ ⎟

⎛ ⎞⎛ ⎞
⎜ ⎟⎜ ⎟
⎜ ⎟⎜ ⎟
⎜ ⎟
⎜ ⎟⎜ ⎟⎝ ⎠

 

i bh

⎝ ⎠

Note: In the previous equation the variables the sum over QPN , Npl , Nplp and Nimgp are set to 1. 

( ) ( )pl pl
bh

img

+ * Npl -1
CVS CVSTR = *(1+(1-E))  

pl bh

SD +SizeCVL

T
Nimg  * Npl
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img

2 ft 1 ft+
panel panel6ft 200 panel+ * -130 ft 30 ft batch

.105525minmin minTTR = *(1+(1-.95))=1 image 200 panel image *
⎜ ⎟
⎜ ⎟

⎜ ⎟
⎜ ⎟
⎝ ⎠

 

panel batch

⎛ ⎞⎛ ⎞
⎜ ⎟⎜ ⎟

⎛ ⎞⎝ ⎠⎜ ⎟⎜ ⎟⎜ ⎟⎝ ⎠
⎜ ⎟

⎜ ⎟

 

n

img mg mg mg mg mg img
i=1

 TPT =TSU  + TL  + TP  + TU  + TTR  + TSP∑  

img
.02625min .525min .105525min .656775min TPT = + + =

image image image image
 

This process does not contain direct labor. Its labor is indirect and it will be calculated 

later. 

MEL

MEL MEL - 1

img

MARR * (1 + MARR)  MARR IC* -  SV*
EC  = 

⎡ ⎤

yr

(1 +MARR)   - 1 (1 + MARR) 
D

⎡ ⎤
⎢ ⎥ ⎢ ⎥

⎣ ⎦⎣ ⎦                                                           

10

10 10 - 1

img

.15 * (1 + .15)  .15$ 75000* -  $0*
(1 +.15)   - 1 (1 + .15) $1.49439EC  = =10000 image image

year

⎡ ⎤ ⎡ ⎤
⎢ ⎥ ⎢ ⎥

⎣ ⎦⎣ ⎦  

The cost of equipment to travel the product from the process Solder Paste Printing to the 

ated now. next process will be calcul

MEL

img

MARR * (1 + MARR)  MARR IC* -  SV*
(1 +MARR)

EC  = 

⎡ ⎤
MEL MEL - 1

yr

  - 1 (1 + MARR) 
D

⎡ ⎤
⎢ ⎥ ⎢ ⎥

⎣ ⎦⎦  ⎣
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10

10 10 - 1

img
(1 +.15)   - 1 (1 + .15) $.019925EC  = =10000 image image

.15 * (1 + .15)  .15$ 1000* -  $0*

year

⎡ ⎤ ⎡ ⎤
⎢ ⎥ ⎢ ⎥

⎣ ⎦

The only utility of this process is electricity and its cost is calculated with the 

utility equation. It should be noted that the total time of the process was considered to 

s of the process.   

⎣ ⎦   

calculate the electricity cost because electricity is used in all the activitie

n

img img
i=0

UtilityC =Utility Consumption *UtilityC* OPT(i)∑  

img
$.12 1hr .656775min $.000328Elec($) =.25kilowatt * * * =

kilowatt*hr 60min image image
⎛ ⎞⎛ ⎞
⎜ ⎟⎜ ⎟

⎝ ⎠ ⎝ ⎠
 

NPN

iMaterialC*Material* QPN∑
i=1

img
pl bh

MaterialC =
Nimg  * Npl

 

1 gram $.0065 25 component $.020313 MaterialC = * * =img 8 component gram image image
 

Note: In the previous equation the variables Nimgpl, Nplbh are set to 1. 

[ ]
n

i
i=0

Space*(1+SpaceFactor) $SOE
SpaceC =

⎜ ⎟
⎝ ⎠
∑

 
img

yrD

⎛ ⎞

( )2
2

$.5020ft *(1+.2) * $.0012ftSpace$ = =
images image

 

otal Process Cost = 

img 10000

Note: In the previous equation the only space dependent cost allocated are the $.50/ sq2*year of the 

facility ABC. 

T $1.49439 $.019925 $.000328 $.020313 $.0012 $1.536156+ + + + =
image image image image image image
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Chip Shooter times  

There are no loading, unloading or special operations in this process, so these are set to 

zero and not presented. 

img
pl bh

TSUF+TSUV*Npn TSU = *(1+(1-E))
Nimg  * Npl  *Nplp*Nimgp

 

img

250sec
1min .025minbatch TSU = * (1+(1-.80))=1 image 200 panel 60sec image

panel batch

 
 * 

N  In the previous equation the variables Nplp and Nimgp are set to 1. ote:

n

i=1

PN

i
PN

img
pl bh

TP * QPN
  TP = *(1+(1-E))

Nimg  * Npl *Nplp*Nimgp 

∑
 

img
2sec 25 components 1min .99996min  TP =  * * (1+(1-.80))=

component image 60sec image
 

Note: In the previous equation the variables Nimgpl, Nplbh, Nplp and Nimgp are set to 1. 

( ) ( )pl pl
bh

img
pl bh

SD +SizeCVL + * Npl -1
CVS CVSTTR = *(1+(1-E))

Nimg  * Npl
 

img

2 ft 1 ft+
panel panel6ft 200 panel

⎛ ⎞
⎜ ⎟

+ * -130 ft 30 ft batch
.1206minmin minTTR = (1+(1-.80))=1 image 200 panel image *

panel batch

⎛ ⎞
⎜ ⎟
⎝ ⎠

 

⎝ ⎠

n

img mg mg mg mg mg img
i=1

 TPT =TSU  + TL  + TP  + TU  + TTR  + TSP∑  

img
.020833min .8333 min .1005min 1.14556min TPT = + + =

image image image image
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This process does not contain direct labor. Its labor is indirect and it will be c  

later.                                                                                  

 

alculated

MEL

MEL MEL - 1

img
yr

MARR * (1 + MARR)  MARR IC* -  SV*
(1 +MARR)   - 1 (1 + MARR) 

EC  = 
D

⎡ ⎤ ⎡ ⎤
⎢ ⎥ ⎢ ⎥

⎣ ⎦⎣ ⎦  

 
10

img

.15 * (1 + .15)  .15$ 250000* -  $0*
EC  = 

⎡ ⎤
10 10 - 1(1 +.15)   - 1 (1 + .15) $4.981302=10000 image image

year

⎡ ⎤
⎢ ⎥ ⎢ ⎥

⎣ ⎦⎣ ⎦  

The cost of equipment to travel the product from the process Chip Shooter process to the 

next process will be calculated now. 

MEL

MEL MEL - 1

img
yr

MARR * (1 + MARR)  MARR IC* -  SV*
(1 +MARR)   - 1 (1 + MARR) 

EC  = 
D

⎡ ⎤ ⎡ ⎤
⎢ ⎥ ⎢ ⎥

⎣ ⎦⎣ ⎦  

10

10 10 - 1

img

.15 * (1 + .15)  .15$ 1000* -  $0*
(1 +.15)   - 1 (1 + .15) $.019925EC  = =10000 image image

year

⎡ ⎤ ⎡ ⎤
⎢ ⎥ ⎢ ⎥

⎣ ⎦⎣ ⎦  

The only utility of this process is electricity and its cost is calculated with the 

tility equation. It should be noted that the total time of the process was considered to 

y ost because electricity is used in all the activities of the process.   

UtilityC

u

calculate the electricit  c

n

i=0
=Utility Consumption *UtilityC* OPT(i)∑  img img

img
$.12 1hr 1.14556min $.002291Elec($) =1 kilowatt * * * =

⎛ ⎞
kilowatt*hr 60min image image

⎛ ⎞
⎜ ⎟⎜ ⎟

⎝ ⎠ ⎝ ⎠
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[ ]
n

im

Space*(1+SpaceFactor) $SOE
SpaceC

⎛ ⎞∑ i
i=0

g
yr

=
D

⎜ ⎟
⎝ ⎠  

( )2
2

img

20ft *(1+.2) *
ftSpace$ =

$.50
$.0012=

10000images image
 

Note: In the previous equation the only space dependent cost allocated are the $.50/ sq2*year of the 

 

Total Process Cost = 

facility ABC. 

$4.981302 $.019925 $.002291 $.0012 $5.004718+ + + =
image image image image image

 

 

Reflow Oven times  

a ing, unloading or special operations in this process, so these are set to There are no lo d

zero and not presented. 

img
TSUF+TSUV*Npn= *(1+(1-E))

Nimg  * Npl  *Nplp*Nimgp
 

pl bh

 TSU

img

200sec
1min .016667minbatch TSU = * *(1+(1-1))=
60sec image * 

panel batch

 

In the previous equation the variables TSUV, Npn are 0 and Nplp and Nimgp are set to 1. 

The pro

1 image 200 panel

cess time of this process will be calculated using Equation 8 of section 

3.3. It should be noted that the reason to use this equation is because the process Reflow 

Oven is a conveyor process and that panels are processed through the process.  
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( ) ( )pl pl
bh

img
pl bh

SD +SizeCVL + * Npl -1
CVS CVSTP = *(1+(1-E))

Nimg  * Npl
 

img

0 ft 1 ft+
panel panel15ft 200 panel+ * -14.5 ft 4.5 ft batch

.237778minmin minTP = *(1+(1-1))=1 image 200 panel image *
panel batch

⎛ ⎞
⎜ ⎟

⎛ ⎞⎝ ⎠
⎜ ⎟
⎝ ⎠

 

img
pl bh

TTR  TTR = *(1+(1-E))
Nimg  * Npl *Nplp*Nimgp

 

img

60sec
1min .005minbatch TTR = * *(1+(1-1))=1 image 200 panel 60sec image*

panel batch

 

Note: In the previous equation the variables Nplp and Nimgp are set to 1. 

n

img mg mg mg mg mg img
i=1

 TPT =TSU  + TL  + TP  + TU  + TTR  + TSP∑  

img
.016667min .237778min .005min .259445min TPT = + + =

image image image image
⎛ ⎞
⎜ ⎟
⎝ ⎠

 

This process contains direct labor because an operator is needed to move a batch 

DLC = OPT(i) *Rate NOP∑                                                                                       

of panels to the next process and it also contains indirect labor that will be calculated 

later.   

n

img im
i=0

g hr

img
.00 min $10 1hr* *

⎞5 $ 0.000833DLC =  *1  operator =
image hr 60min image

⎛ ⎛
⎜

⎞
⎟ ⎜

⎝ ⎠⎝ ⎠
 ⎟
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MEL

MEL MEL - 1

img
yr

MARR * (1 + MAR* R)  MARR IC -  SV*
  - 1 (1 + MARR) 

EC  = 
D

⎡ ⎤
(1 +MARR)

⎡ ⎤
⎢ ⎥ ⎢ ⎥

⎣ ⎦⎣ ⎦  

10

10 10 000*
(1 +.15)   - 1⎢ ⎥

⎣ ⎦
10 - 1

img

.15 * (1 + .15)  .15$ 0 -  $0*
(1 + .15) $1.992521EC  = =age image

ar

⎡ ⎤ ⎡ ⎤
⎢ ⎥
⎣ ⎦  

e only utility of this process is electricity and its cost is calculated with the 

utility equation. It should be noted that times used to calculate the electricity cost are the 

setup and p ecause electricity is used in these activities.   

*UtilityC* OPT(i)∑  

10000 im
ye

Th

rocess activities of the process b

n

img img
i=0

UtilityC =Utility Consumption 

imElec($) g
$.12 1hr .016667min .237778min $.001018=2kilowatt * * * + =

kilowatt*hr 60min image image image
⎛ ⎞⎛ ⎞
⎜ ⎟⎜ ⎟

⎝ ⎠ ⎝ ⎠
 

[ ]
n⎛

i
0

img
yr

Space*(1+SpaceFactor) $SOE
SpaceC =

⎞
⎜ ⎟

⎠
∑

 i=

D
⎝

( )2
2

img

$.5045ft *(1+.2) *
$.0027ft *yearpace$ = =10000images image

year

 

Note: In the previous equation the only space dependent cost allocated are the $.50/ sq2*year of the 

facility ABC. 

Total Process Cost = 

S

$ 0.000833 $1.992521 $.001018 $.0027 $1.997072+ + + =
image image image image image
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Manual Insertion times  

There are no setup, loading, unloading or special operations in this process, so these are 

set to zero and not presented. 

nPN

TP * QPN∑
i=1

i
PN

bh

  TP = *(1+(1-E))
 Npl *Nplp*Nimgp 

 img
plNimg  *

img
5sec 10 components 1min  TP =  * *

component image 60sec
.91663min*(1+(1-.90))=

image
 

mgpl, Nplbh, Nplp and Nimgp are set to 1. In the previous equation the variables Ni

img
pl bh

TTR  TTR = *(1+(1-E))
Nimg  * Npl *Nplp*Nimgp

 

image
min091663.))90.1(1(*

sec60
min1*

 
panel
image 1
panel

=−+=  

Note: In the previous equation the variables Npl

5sec

TTR img

. 

=
1i

imgmgmggimg TSP  TTR  TU  TSTPT 

bh, Nplp and Nimgp are set to 1

∑
=

+++
n

++ TP  TL  U mmgmg  

image
min008329.1min091663.min91663.

=+
imageimageimg =  

imgimg

TPT 

NOPRate*)i(OPTDLC
n

0i
∑ hr
=

=
 

image
168055.  $ operator  1*

min60
hr1*

hr
10$*

image
min091663.

image
min91663.DLCimg =⎟

⎠
⎞

⎜
⎝
⎛+=                                                                                 

 

[ ]
n

i
i=0

img
yr

Space*(1+SpaceFactor) $SOE
SpaceC =

D

⎛ ⎞
⎜ ⎟
⎝ ⎠
∑
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( )2 $.509ft *(1+.2) * 2 $.00054ft *yearSpace$ = =

year

 

 s ace dependent cost allocated are the $.50/ sq2*year of the 

Total Process Cost = 

img 10000 images image

Note: In the previous equation the only p

facility ABC. 

$  .168055 $.00054 $.168595+ =
image ima eg image

 

Wave Solder times  

There are no loading, unloading or special operations in this process, so these are set to 

zero and not presented. 

 

img
pl

 TSU =
Nim bh

TSUF+TSUV*Npn *(1+(1-E))
g  * Npl  *Nplp*Nimgp

 

img

275sec
1min .022917minbatch TSU = * =1 image 200 panel 60sec image

b

 

he process time of this process will be calculated using Equation 8 of section 3.3. It 

should be noted that the reason to use this equation is because the process Reflow Oven is 

 conveyor process and that panels are processed through the process.  

 * 
panel atch

Note: In the previous equation the variables Nplp and Nimgp are set to 1. 

 

T

a

( ) ( )pl pl
bh

img
pl bh

CVL + * Npl -1
CVS CVS

Nimg  * Npl

SD +Size

TP = *(1+(1-E))  
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img

0 ft 1 ft
panel panel15ft 200 panel+ * -14.5 ft 4.5 ft batch

.237778minmin minTP = *(1+(1-1))=1 image 200 panel
panel batch

⎛ ⎞+

image *

⎜ ⎟
⎛ ⎞⎝ ⎠
⎜ ⎟
⎝ ⎠

 

img
pl bh

TTR  TTR = *(1+(1-E))  
Nimg  * Npl *Nplp*Nimgp

img

60sec
1min 1minpanel TTR = * *(1+(1-1))=1 image 60sec image

panel

 

Note: In the previous equation the variables Nplbh, Nplp and Nimgp are set to 1. 

 

n

img mg mg mg mg mg img
i=1

 TPT =TSU  + TL  + TP  + TU  + TTR  + TSP  ∑  

img
.022917min .237778min 1min 1.260695min TPT = + + =

image image image image
⎛ ⎞
⎜ ⎟
⎝ ⎠

 

 

n

img img hr
i=0

DLC = OPT(i) *Rate NOP∑  

img
.022917min .237778min 1 min $10 1hr $  .210116DLC = + + * * *1  operator=  

image image image hr 60min image
⎛ ⎞ ⎛ ⎞
⎜ ⎟ ⎜ ⎟

⎝ ⎠⎝ ⎠
             

MEL

MEL MEL - 1

img
yr

MARR * (1 + MARR)  MARR IC* -  SV*
(1 +MARR)   - 1 (1 + MARR) 

EC  = 
D

⎡ ⎤ ⎡ ⎤
⎢ ⎥ ⎢ ⎥

⎣ ⎦⎣ ⎦                                                       

10

10 10 - 1

img

.15 * (1 + .15)  .15$ 50000* -  $0*
(1 +.15)   - 1 (1 + .15) $.99626EC  = =10000 image image

year

⎡ ⎤ ⎡ ⎤
⎢ ⎥ ⎢ ⎥

⎣ ⎦⎣ ⎦  
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 The only e utility 

equation. 

 utility of this process is electricity and its cost is calculated with th

n

img img
i=0

UtilityCost ($) =Utility Consumption *Utility Cost ($)* OPT(i)∑  

img
$.12 1hr .022917min .237778min $.001043

kilowatt*hr 60min image image image
⎛ ⎞⎛ ⎞

⎝ ⎠ ⎝ ⎠

[ ]

Elec($) =2kilowatt * * * + =⎜ ⎟⎜ ⎟  

n

i

img
yr

Space*(1+SpaceFactor) $SOE
SpaceC =

D

⎛ ⎞
⎜ ⎟∑

( )

i=0⎝ ⎠  

2
245ft *(1+.2) *

$.0027ft *year
10000images image

year
 

Note: In the previous equation the only space dependent cost allocated are the $.50/ sq

img

$.50

Space$ = =

 

2*year of the 

facility ABC. 

Total Process Cost = 
$  .210116 $.99626 $.001043 $.0027 $1.210119+

image
+ + =

image image image image
 

or will be 

alcula

ple the indirect labor cost of the SMT processes group is as 

follow: 

Once all the costs of the processes have been calculated, the indirect lab

c ted. Indirect labor refers to the quantity of labor that is applied to a group of 

processes that require labor mostly for support activities. As an example, consider a 

group of processes in which an operator needs to setup and maintain the machines of that 

group. Due to the fact that this operator is not assigned to a machine or process directly, 

the labor required in each process is distributed along the machines with the Equation 15 

of Section 3.9.3. In this exam
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img imgILC =max(TPT ) *NpGroup*$Rate  i hr

Cost of Indirect labor in SMT =  

.656775min 1.14556min .259445min $10 1hr $.57278max , , *3* * *1 operators=
image image image hr 60min image

⎛ ⎞ ⎛ ⎞
⎜ ⎟ ⎜ ⎟

⎝ ⎠⎝ ⎠
 

Components and Image Cost 

i

Components Cost of XYZ = 

NPN

img i
i=1

TCC = TPNC∑  

i iTPN =QPN *PNC  

$1.00 10 component $.50 15 component $.10+ * + * =10 component $18.50*
component image component image component image image
 

pl
img

pl

TPC
TIC =

Nimg
 

$1.00
$1.00panel =1image image

panel

 Image Cost = 

Support Personnel Cost  

One of the most difficult costs to allocate to a product is the support personnel 

cost. The reason is that the time that support personnel dedicate to the processing of a 

particular product is not easy to measure. We will use Equation 23 to calculate the 

support personnel cost per image. To calculate the support personnel cost of the product 

XYZ, we will first calculate the lead time of the product and then proceed to implement 

Equation 23.  
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Figure 16 ABC Processes with Levels and Global Groups 
 

Let us calculate the lead time of product XYZ to understand better the concept of levels 

and global groups. As you can see from Figure 16, the global groups and levels are 

divided as follows: 

Global Group 1  

• Preforming(PRE) 

Global Group 2 

• Solder Paste Printing (SPP) 
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• Chip Shooter (CS) 

• Reflow Oven (RO) 

Global Group 3 

• Manual Insertion (MI) 

• Wave Solder (WS) 

Level 1  

• Preforming (Pre) 

• Solder Paste Printing (SPP) 

• Chip Shooter (CS) 

• Reflow Oven (RO) 

Level 2 

• Manual Insertion (MI) 

• Wave Solder (WS) 

To calculate the Lead Time of the product, the cycle time of the Global Groups need to 

be calc

 

Cycle time of Global Group 1= TPT of PRE 

= 

ulated.  

.880215 min 
mage

 

Cycle t                            ime of Global Group 2= (max (TPT of SPP, TPT of CS, TPT of RO)) * NGM   

.656775min 1.14556min .259445min 3.43668min = max , , *3=
⎛ ⎞⎛ ⎞
⎜ ⎟⎜ ⎟image image image image⎝ ⎠⎝ ⎠

 

Note: NGM me

 

ans Number of machines in this group. 
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Cycle tim

114

e of Global Group 3 = (max (TPT of MI, TPT of WS)) * NMG 

1 = max , *2=
mage image image

⎛ ⎛
⎜ ⎟⎜ ⎟

⎝ ⎠⎝ ⎠
 

Now that the cycle times of the groups have been calculated, proceed to calculate the 

level times. To do that, we will proceed to calculate the lead time as follows:  

Level 1 Time = max (Cycle time of Global Group 1, Cycle time of Global Group 2) 

                      = .880215 min 3.43668min 3.43668min max , =
mage image image

⎛ ⎞
⎜ ⎟
⎝ ⎠

 

Level 2 Time = Cycle time of Global Group 3 

                      =   
2.52139min

image
 

Lead Time of the Product = Level 1 Time + Level 2 Time 

3.43668min 2.52139min in+ =
image image

 

Once it is known the lead time of the product, the calculation of the support 

personnel cost will be made. It will also be assumed that the support personnel of the 

facility ABC and the salary of each person are as shown on Table 53. 

Table 53  Support Personnel in ABC  

.008329 min 1.260695min 2.52139min⎞⎞

5.95807m
image

 Salaries of facility
Person Position Salary ($) 

70,000 
60,000 
65,000 

on, the support personnel cost of the product 

Product Engineer 
Process Engineer 

Average of the salaries 
 

Now that we have all the needed informati

A ulated using Equation 23 which is shown below. BC is calc

yr
img hrs

yr img

AvgSUPC *Ntse
TSUPC = * MLT

D

⎛ ⎞⎛ ⎞
⎜ ⎟⎜ ⎟⎜ ⎟ ⎜ ⎟⎝ ⎠ ⎝ ⎠

 



 

Once all the costs have b

Preform

Chip Shooter Total P
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img

$65000 *2
5.95807min 1hr $1.290915yearT$SUP = * * =10000image image 60min image

year

⎛ ⎞
⎜ ⎟ ⎛ ⎞
⎜ ⎟ ⎜ ⎟
⎜ ⎟ ⎝ ⎠⎜ ⎟
⎝ ⎠

 

een calculated, the total cost is calculated. 

ing Total Process Cost = 
$.167965

image
 

Solder Paste Printing Total Process Cost  
$1.536156=

image
 

rocess Cost  
$5.004718=

image
 

n Total Process Cost  Reflow Ove
$2.009441=

image
 

sertion Total Process Cost = Manual In
image
168595$.

=  

ve Solder Total Process Cost = Wa
$1.210119

image
 

Cost of Indirect labor in SMT 
$1.150141

ag
 

Components Cost of XYZ = 

im

$ 18.50
image

Image Cost =  
$ 1.00 
image

 

Support Personnel Cost per image = 
$1.290915

image
  

  

e



Total Product Cost = 

$.167965 $1.536156 $5.004718 $1.997072 $.168595 $1.210119 $.57278 $ 18.50 $1.00 $1.290915= + + + + + + + + +
image image image image image image image image image image

$31.44832=
image

 

 The example presented previously is a simple example of how the cost application 

developed works.  

 

5.3 Implementation Details  
 
 The cost model proposed is developed using Microsoft Visual Studio.Net. 

Appendix B contains a user manual for the cost model application developed that guides 

a product developer to create a new product, add part numbers to it and calculate the cost 

of uct in the default facility of the application. Appendix C contains also a user 

m l but this one is prepared for a process engineer interested in the creation of a 

facility to calculate the cost of its products. Appendix A contains the description of the 

m elevant routines of the application. Next chapter will present the validation of the 

cost model application developed and the simulation model developed to evaluate the 

efficiency of the deterministic estimate given by the cost model application. 

 
 
 

 this prod

anua

ost r
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 CHAPTER 6: TESTING, VALIDATION AND RESULTS 

The validation was carried out in

calculation of four products provided by a local electronic manufacturing company using 

the cost m

The second step consisted in the cost comparison of the products with a spreadsheet 

model developed by an engineer of the com

comparison between the com

made to test the app

discrete eve

event sim odel. The 

Company pr

the cost of each product.

all the costs of these products, we only had access 

products and their material cost.  

6.1 Comparison between company and cost model application developed.  
 

Table 54, Table 55, Table 56 and Table 57 contain the analysis made for the 

products of the Company. These tables contain the times, direct labor and material cost 

calculation with the cost model application and also with the spreadsheet model 

developed by the engineer of the company. The processes needed to manufacture each 

product are also shown on these tables and an analysis per process of the times is also 

made to find discrepancies.  

 

This chapter summarizes the validation of the cost model application developed. 

 three steps. The first step consisted in the cost 

odel application with the times and cost information provided by the company. 

pany with the cost model application. A 

pany estimate and the one provided by the application was 

lication developed. The third step consisted in the generation of a 

nt simulation model. A comparison between the application and the discrete 

ulation model was made to evaluate the validity of the cost m

ovided the standard time of each operation in their facility used to calculate 

 Although the initial motivation of the validation was to evaluate 

to calculate the direct labor cost of the 
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Table 54 Product A from the local electronic manufacturer 

Processes Application Company % Difference
LABELS AREA 0.485050 0.485050 0%

AUTO INSERTION DIP 0.8440 0.8440 0%
AUTO INSERTION VCD 0.5641 0.5641 0%

MANUAL INSERTION OF THT 1.9352

Product A

MANUAL INSERTION OF THT 2 0.1489
TOUCH UP 1.5533 1.5533 0%

WAVESOLDER 0.3920 0.8357 72%
ATE TEST 1.0020 1.0020 0%

Total Time (min)
Direct Labor Cost

2.0841 0%

BENCH TEST 3.0000 3.0000 0%
9.9245 10.3682 4%
1.3630 1.4239 4%

Material 17.9730 18.0339 0.0437

Material Costs 16.6100 16.6100 0%
Product Cost considering only Direct labor and 

 

Table 55 Product B from the local electronic manufacturer 

Processes Application Company % Difference
LABELS AREA 0.485050 0.485050 0%

AUTO INSERTION VCD 0.3969 0.3969 0%

TOUCH UP 0.6119 0.6119 0%
WAVESOLDER 0.2337 0.8357 113%

ATE TEST 1.0020 1.0020 0%
BENCH TEST 3.0000 3.0000 0%

Dire
M

Product B

MANUAL INSERTION OF THT 1.1909 1.1909 0%

Total Time (min) 6.9205 7.5225 8%
ct Labor Cost 0.9504 1.0331 8%

aterial Costs 3.2800 3.2800 0%
Product Cost considering only Direct labor and 

Material 4.2304 4.3131 0.0834  

Table 56 Product C from the local electronic manufacturer 

Processes Application Company % Difference
LABELS AREA 0.970100 0.970100 0%

AUTO INSERTION VCD 3.0920 3.0920 0%
MANUAL INSERTION OF THT 28.5815

MANUAL INSERTION OF THT 2 0.5954

TOUCH UP 15.6272
WAVESOLDER 0.2232

Product C

29.4747 0%
MANUAL INSERTION OF THT 3 0.2977

15.6272 0%
0.8357 116%

ATE TEST 1.0020 1.0020 0%
BENCH TEST 3.0000 3.0000 0%

Direct Labor Cost 7.3321 7.4162 1%

Material 36.2821 36.3662 0.0114

Total Time (min) 53.3892 54.0017 1%

Material Costs 28.9500 28.9500 0%
Product Cost considering only Direct labor and 

 

It can be seen in Table 54,Table 55, and Table 56 that the only discrepancy 

between the cost model application and the spreadsheet model developed by the engineer 
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of the 

Table 57 Product D from the local electronic manufacturer 

company is in the time of the process wave solder. The difference in the 

calculation is because the time of the wave solder process in the cost model application is 

calculated with Equation 4 of section 3.3. In the spreadsheet model of the engineer, the 

wave solder time is the same for all the panels passing through the process.  This 

difference logically affects the direct labor cost of the product. Table 57 contains the 

analysis of the four product of the company considered in the comparison. As opposed to 

the previous three products where only THT components are required for the products, 

this product also contains SMT components.   
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In Table 57, two differences affect the estimate of the time and labor cost of the 

produc s of the conveyor processes 

wh a nce to 

be 

sum of

model ent. The reason to be made different is 

bec e

machin

the cos nd this 

log l

6.2 Comparison betw

The idea behind the creation of a discrete event simulation model was to evaluate 

the precision of the cost estimate provided by application developed. The reason to point 

this is because although a comparison was made in the previous section to evaluate the 

cost model application with the spreadsheet model developed by the company, there is no 

way to know which of the models is closer to the reality. Knowing this, a discrete event 

simulation model was developed to examine in detail what happens in the production 

floor to take this as the best representation of the reality.  

In the simulation model, the company standard times were used as mean values to 

adjust triangular distributions to represent the service times at each operation, assuming 

the mean value as the mode and adding a variability of more or less 20% to the mean to 

represent the minimum, and maximum. The discrete event simulation model contained all 

the processes of the Company needed to manufacture the product under study. Figure 17 

t. In this product, there are differences again in the time

ich re: Reflow Oven, Reflow Oven Bottom and Wave Solder. The other differe

noted is that in the company model, to obtain the direct labor cost of the product, the 

 the times of the operations is used to calculate the labor cost while in the cost 

application the calculations are made differ

aus  in the SMT Top and Bottom lines, an operator is not assigned to each of the 

e of the line. In these lines, there are two operators to maintain a complete line and 

t of labor in these lines is calculated using Equation 15 from section 3.9.2 a

ical y affects the labor cost of the product.  

een cost model application discrete event simulation  
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shows the logic and animation of the simulation model developed.  The product analyzed 

 this phase was presented in T ulation was replicated ten times 

parison between the 

u

 

ean value of the time generated by the simulation 

y if the time estimate provided by the 

age 

 value of the 

in able 57. The sim

assuming that batches of 200 images were assembled in each replication and statistics 

about the ten replications were generated.   Table 58 presents the com

sim lation model and the application in terms of time, which is the variable that could 

take variability in the cost estimate of a product. The content of the table is as follows:  

1) The first column contains the name of each process in the facility. 

2) The second column contains the time estimate given by the application for 

each process. 

3) The third and fifth column contain the 95% lower and upper bound of a

confidence interval generated by the simulation model for the ten replications 

that were carried out. 

4) The fourth column the m

model for the ten replications that were carried out. 

5)  The sixth column is used to specif

application is inside the intervals calculated in the simulation model.  

6) The seventh and eighth columns contain the minimum and maximum aver

of the ten replications of the simulation model.  

7) The ninth and tenth column present the minimum and maximum

reported for each process in all the replications made in the simulation.   
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Figure 17 Simulatio del to evalu the ef of the c o plicatio veloped n deost m del apficiency 
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ate developed n mo
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Table 58 Comparison between cost model application estimate and simulation model 

 

  

 
 



From Table 58, the following observation can be made. 

mination of the application estimate against the confidence 1) Exa intervals 

pplication are inside the minimum and maximum 

of the ten replications. 

rences between the times provided by the 

n in the following processes: Reflow Oven, Reflow 

Ove

time o

differen of the product is 23%.  

Fro

underestim

influenced

calculated for each process shows that only four processes fall inside the intervals. 

2) Few processes fall between the minimum and maximum average of the 

replications.  

3) All the values provided by the a

4) It should be noted that exist great diffe

application and the simulatio

n Bottom and Wave Solder. These differences affect dramatically the total 

f the product and logically the labor cost of the product. The percent 

ce in the total time and direct labor 

m the previous results, it can be concluded that the application developed 

ate the labor cost of the product.  The reason for this can be greatly 

 by the difference in the times of the conveyor of the facility. 
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CHAP

7.1 Conclusio
 

The m

application to h ost of new, 

improved o x

The pro ision 

and generalization of the cost model developed by Mendez.  The second stage was the 

explanation

development o

processes and products needed to calculate the cost of products.  The fourth stage was the 

implement

application dev

 

The design

interaction between the model and the end user, converting it in a useful tool, easy to 

operate and understand.  The mechanism

creation of pro

cost of product

 
 

Wit t

electronic man

spreadsheet mo  and the 

cost reported by application was made and the discrepancies between models were 

discussed.  

TER 7: CONCLUSIONS, CONTRIBUTIONS AND FUTURE 
WORK 

ns 

ain contribution of this project is the development of a computer based 

elp electronic designers and process engineers to estimate the c

r e isting electronic products.  

ject was accomplished in five stages. The first stage included the rev

 of the conceptual structure of the application.  The third stage was the 

f the database created to manage and store the information of facilities, 

ation of the model. The fifth stage was the validation of the cost model 

eloped.  

ed application uses a graphical user interface allowing a friendly 

s incorporated into the application include the 

ducts and facilities to calculate its cost and it also allows calculating the 

s in a default facility defined in the application. 

h he purpose of validating the application, four products from a local 

ufacturer were used to calculate its cost. A comparison between the cost 

del developed by the company to estimate the cost of its products
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A d

of the cost mo

found as the m tion and 

although t

application dev

that this estim etween the simulation model 

and the co

fast and cheap 

 

7.2 Contributions of this research  
 

1) The Mendez cost model has been generalized and simplified. 

2) The generalized model has been implemented in a computer application to 

estimate the cost of electronic designs. 

3) It was demonstrated that the application developed produces very similar 

results to those obtained by a specific model developed by a company to 

calculate the cost of its products. 

4) The limitations of the model were understood when it was compared with a 

simple simulation model. Although there were differences between the 

simulation model and the cost model application developed, the tool provided 

an easy, fast and cheap estimate of the cost of an electronic product.  

 

  

iscrete event simulation model was also constructed to evaluate the precision 

del application developed. In this analysis, the times of the conveyor were 

ain difference that affects the estimate provided by the applica

he percent difference between the estimates was 23%, the cost model 

eloped could be used as a tool to estimate the cost of its designs knowing 

ate could vary.  Although exist differences b

st model application developed, the application developed provides an easy, 

estimate of the cost of an electronic product.  
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7.3 Fut  res
 

As future 

1. A standar

2.  It is also

generate l industry values of the 

ault

3.  A standa

the comp onics industry and design a database to maintain the 

4.  If such e

designs in a CAD program and obtain a cost estimate of the designs being 

integrated

5. The model and its application should have the ability to account for possible 

random variations in the processes. The times in the processes of a facility are not 

always the same and logically the total cost of a product is affected by this. A 

better result should be an interval instead of a point estimate.  Due to the inherent 

uncertainty this would be a more realistic way to represent the cost of a product.  

 

ure earch 

research, the following thins must be done.  

d case study must be generated to prove the cost model proposed. 

 imperative to collect data from different companies of the industry to 

a standard data set that could represent typica

def  (virtual) facility of the application. 

rd should be generated to characterize the assembly requirements of all 

onents in the electr

characterization, required drawings or specifications of these components. 

ffort is made, a designer using the standard database could generate its 

generated if the developed application in this research is complemented in an 

 application.   
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APPENDIX A. BRIEF DESCR THE TYPICAL ASSEMBLY 
OCESS RY  

pendix sembly processes in 

t ic indu n from “Development of 

C  Power rsity of Puerto Rico – 

Mayagüez C us, 19

 

A sses of

T ole T
 

it Seg s: 

eparin

luded

b. Preform ponents require a special treatment, 

like bending or cutting its legs, before being manually inserted on the 

PCB. The preforming process is done manually and/or with special simple 

d for specific components. In this operation, the 

com ts are usually taken from bags placed on the Kit Segregation 

 the appropriate machine. 

c. Bin-Up – The THT components to be manually assembled are classified 

and placed in the manual insertion bins. This includes the identification of 

e processed and placing the components (from 

ns. The bins are usually placed on a rack for 

rtion area. 

IPTION OF 
PR ES IN TODAY S ELECTRONIC INDUST’

 

This ap contains a brief description of the typical as

oday’s electron stry. It was reproduced with permissio

ost Model for  Electronic Assemblies, Mendez M., Unive

amp 98, ME Thesis. 

ssembly ocepr  electronics products  

HT (Through H echnology) 

a. K regation – This operation is composed of two sub-operation

pr g THT components to be preformed, and preparing any brackets 

inc  in any assembly process.  

ing – Some of the THT com

machines designe

ponen

racks and processed in

the part numbers to b

preforming or not) in the bi

the manual inse
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d. Sequencer  machine that prepares a 

ents on the specified sequence to be ass mbled using 

able Center Distance (VCD) process.  

e. Auto Insertion VCD – In this operation, the THT components previously 

prepared in Sequencer are automatically inserted on the board. 

ackage (DIP) – In this operation, the THT 

dual in tically inserted on the board.  

S ace Mo
Sold hat applies solder paste to the board on 

the specified locations where SMT components are going to be placed 

perf

Glue d on the specified 

loca re bonded later are going to be placed. 

This nd bottom sides of a two-sided 

boar

i. Chip lacement machine 

auto ponents on the 

boar  two-

side

Fine acement machine 

auto  

connections such as ball grid ar

– This operation requires the use of a

tape of THT compon e

the Auto Insertion Vari

f. Auto Insertion Dual In-line P

-line packages (DIP) are automa

MT (Surf unt Technology) 
g. er Paste Printing – a machine t

orms this operation. 

h.  Application – A machine applies glue to the boar

tions where chips that will be wi

 operation may be performed for top a

d. 

 Shooter Placement – In this operation a p

matically places the small, usually leadless SMT com

d. This operation may be performed for top and bottom sides of

d boards. 

j.  Pitch Placement – In this operation a pl

matically places large components with many closely spaced

ray (BGA) packages on the board. 
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k. Manual Assembly of SMT – In this operation, SMT components that for 

 ent 

c

 Reflow – In this operation a reflow oven melts the solder paste to adhere 

the S y be performed for 

op a . 

SMT Visual Inspection – A visual insp

sold d functional and cosmetic defects 

on t placed. This operation is performed for 

top a

Chip achine is used to 

au on chip types of components while 

bo

n rds 

ar e 

la

Man ith multiple sequential 

st T components that were previously 

pl

Wav lders the THT components 

to

Rou cess a machine is used to 

di vidual and identical boards. 

any reason cannot be placed automatically on the component placem

ma hines (usually connectors) are placed manually on the board. 

l.

MT components to the board. This operation ma

t nd bottom sides of the two-sided board

m. ection is performed to the already 

ered SMT components in order to fin

he solder and/or components 

nd bottom sides of two-sided boards. 

2)  on Board Wire Bonding – In this operation a m

tomatically placed wires to silic

nding them to the board. 

3) Pa el Preparation – In this operation some sensitive areas of the boa

e protected in order to process it through a Wave Solder machin

ter. 

4) ual Insertion of THT – This is an operation w

ations where most of the TH

aced in the bins, are manually assembled. 

5) e Solder – In this operation a machine so

 the board. 

6) ting and Singulation – During this pro

vide a PCB panel into multiple indi
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7) Tests – In this area, two types of tests are typically performed to the 

boards. The first one is the electrical in-circuit test where each 

co ually. The second one is the 

fu ntire assembly is electrically tested 

si of the board. 

Tou ve 

S  functional or 

co

Fina ion mechanical components that do not 

require soldering (brackets, screws, sockets, labels, etc.) are assembled 

on the board. 

10) Final Inspection – In this area a final inspection is performed to the board 

 custo

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

mponent of the board is tested individ

nctional test where the e

mulating the intended function 

8) ch-up – In this operation the THT components soldered by the Wa

older are inspected and repaired if necessary, for

smetic reasons. 

9) l Assembly – In this operat

to ensure mer specifications are met. 
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APPENDIX B. EQUATIONS FROM MENDEZ ASSEMBLY COST 
MODEL  

 

Mendez assembly cost model which were 

gene The material was reproduced with permission from 

“Development of Cost Model for Power Electronic Assemblies, Mendez M., Uni  

of Puerto Rico – Mayagüez Campus, 199 , ME Th

Setup time terminology and equations  
 

This appendix contains the equations of 

ralized in this research. 

versity

8 esis. 

Setup time terminology 
TKSpre  preparation for kit segregation per board pBD –  Time of
TKSpre f preparation for kit segregation per batch pBH –  Time o
TSUpre BD ing setup time per board f  –  Preform
TSUprefBH –  Preforming setup time per batch 
TSUbinBD –  Bin-up setup time per board 
TSUbinBH –  Bin-up setup time per batch 
TSUseq  – Sequencer setup time peBD r board 
TreelsPN – Time to change reels per part number 
NpnvcdBD  board –  Number of radial THT (VCD) part numbers per
TSUvcdBH – Auto insertion VCD setup time per batch 
TSUdipBD – Auto insertion DIP setup time per board 
TSUdipBH – Auto insertion DIP setup time per batch 
TSUscprBD – Screen printing setup time per board 
TSUIscprBH – Initial screen printing setup time per batch 
TCLscprOCC – Screen printing cleaning time per occurrence 
NplscprOCC – Number of panels processed per screen printing cleaning occurrence 
TSUglapBD – Glue application setup time (top) per board 
TSUglapbBD – Glue application setup time (bottom) per board 
TSUIglapBH – Initial glue application setup time (top) per batch 
TSUIglapbBH – Initial glue application setup time (bottom) per batch 
TCLglapOCC – Glue application cleaning time per occurrence 

NplglapOCC – Number of panels processed per glue application cleaning 
occurrence 

TSUchshbBD – Chip shooter setup time (bottom) per board 
TSUIchshBH – Initial chip shooter setup time (top) per batch 
TSUIchshbBH – Initial chip shooter setup time (bottom) per batch 
TRPchshPN –  Chip shooter reels pick up time per part number 

NpnnfptopBH –  e placed on top of Number of SMT non fine pitch part numbers to b
batch 
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Setup time terminology 
TRCchshPN –  r Chip shooter reel change time per part numbe

NpnnfpbotBH –  Number of SMT non fine pitch part numbers to be
of batch 

 placed on bottom 

TSUfipiBD – Fine pitch setup time per board 
TSUIfipiBH – Initial fine pitch setup time per batch 
TRPfipiPN – Fine pitch reels pick up time per part number 
NpnfpBD – Number of SMT fine pitch part numbers per board 
TRCfipiPN – Fine pitch reel change time per part number 
TSUrefBD – Reflow setup time (top) per board 
TSUrefBH – Reflow setup time (top) per batch 
TSUbrefBH – Reflow setup time (bottom) per batch 
TSUrefbBH – Reflow setup time (bottom) per batch 
TSUwireBD – Wire bonding setup time per board 
TSUwireBH – Wire bonding setup time per batch 
TSUprepBD – Panel preparation setup time per board 
TSUprepBH – Panel preparation setup time per batch 
TSUmanthtBD – Manual insertion setup time allocated per board 
TSUmanthtBH – Manual insertion setup time per batch 
TSUwaveBD – Wave solder initial setup time per board 
TSUwaveBH – Wave solder initial setup time per batch 
TSUrsgBD – Routing and singulation setup time per board 
TSUrsgBH – Routing and singulation setup time per batch 
TSUtestsBD – Tests setup time per board 
TSUcircuitBH – In-circuit test setup time per batch 
NbdPL – Number of boards per panel 
NplBH – Number of panels per batch  

 
Setup Time equations  

Kit Segregation BH
BD

PLNbd BH

rep
*Npl

 TKSpTKSprep =

Preforming BH
BD

PL

TSUpref =
Nbd * BH

ref
Npl

 TSUp

Bin Up BH
BD

PL BH

TSUbinTSUbin =
Nbd *Npl

 

Sequencer PN BD
BD

PL BH

Treels *NpnvcdTSUseq =
Nbd *Npl

 

A  BH
BD

PL BH

TSUvcdTSUvcd =
Nbd *Npl

 uto Insertion VCD

Auto Insertion DIP BH
BD

PL BH

TSUdipTSUdip =
Nbd *Npl
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Setup Time equations  

Solder Paste Printing ( )

BH

PL BH
BD

OCC OCC

PL

TSUIscpr           +
Nbd *Npl

TSUscpr =
TCLscpr Nplscpr

Nbd

⎡ ⎤
⎢ ⎥
⎢ ⎥
⎢ ⎥
⎢ ⎥
⎣ ⎦

 

( )

BH

PL BH
BD

OCC OCC

PL

TS
Nbd

UIglap           +
*Npl

TSUglap =
TCLglap Nplgl p

Nbd
a

Glue Application 

⎡ ⎤
⎢ ⎥
⎢ ⎥
⎢ ⎥
⎢ ⎥
⎣ ⎦

 

( )

BH

PL BH
BD

OCC OCC

PL

TSUIglapb          +
Nbd *Npl

TSUglapb =
TCLg p Nplglap

Nbd
la

Glue Application Bottom 

⎡ ⎤
⎢ ⎥
⎢ ⎥
⎢ ⎥
⎢ ⎥
⎣ ⎦

 

( )
( )

BH

PN BH

PN BH
BD

PL BH

               TSUIchsh
+ TRPchsh *Npnnfptop

+ TRCchsh *Npnnfptop
TSUchsh =

Nbd *Npl

⎡ ⎤
⎢ ⎥
⎢ ⎥
⎢ ⎥
⎣ ⎦  

Chip Shooter Placement 

Chip Shooter Placem
Bottom 

( )
( )

BH

PN BH

PN BH
BD

PL BH

             TSUIchshb
+ TRPchsh *Npnnfpbot

+ TRCchsh *Npnnfpbot
TSUchshb =

Nbd *Npl

⎡ ⎤
⎢ ⎥
⎢ ⎥
⎢ ⎥
⎣ ⎦  

ent 

Fine ent 
( )

( )

BH
PN BD

PL BHBD

PN BD

TSUIfipi + TRPfipi *Npnfp
Nbd *NplTSUfipi =
                  + TRCfipi *Npnfp

⎡ ⎤
⎢ ⎥
⎢ ⎥
⎢ ⎥⎣ ⎦

  Pitch Placem

R  BH
BD

PL BH

TSUrefTSUref =
Nbd *Npl

 eflow Oven

Re  BH
BD

PL BH

TSUrefbTSUrefb =
Nbd *Npl

 flow Oven Bottom

BH
BD

PL BH

T
Chip On Board Wire Bonding 

SUwireTSUwire =
Nbd *Npl

 

Manual Insertion of THT BH
BD

BH

TSUmanthtTSUmantht =
Nbd

 

Wave Solder BH
BD

PL BH

TSUwaveTSUwave =
Nbd *Npl
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Setup Time equations  

Routing and Singulation BH
BD

PL BH

TSUrsgTSUrsg =
Nbd *Npl

 

Circuit and Fun BH BH
BD

TTSUtests =ctional Test 
PL BH

SUcircuit +TSUfunctional
Nbd *Npl

 

 
 

Loading and Unloading time 
 

terminology and equations  

Terminology  
TLUvcdBD – e per board Auto insertion VCD loading/unloading tim
TLUvcdPL – Auto insertion VCD loading/unloading time per panel 
TLUdipBD – Auto insertion DIP loading/ unloading time per board 
TLUdipPL – Auto insertion DIP loading/ unloading time per panel 
TLsmtBD – SMT processes loading time per board 
TLsmtPL – SMT processes loading time per panel 
TLUsmtBD – SMT processes loading/unloading time per board 
TLUsmtPL – unloading time per panel SMT processes loading/
TLUsmtBD – SMT processes loading/unloading time per board  
THGvinsPL – Time to place panels on rack once inspected 
THGwireBD – Wire bonding handling time per board 
THGwireBD – ire bonding handling time per board W
THGprepBD – Panel preparation handling time per board 
THGprepPL – anel Panel preparation handling time per p
TLUwaveBD –  Wave solder loading/unloading time per board
TLUwavePL – Wave solder loading/unloading time per panel 
TLUrsgBD – uting and singulation loading/unloading time per board Ro
TLrsgPL – Routing and singulation loading time per panel 
TUrsgBD – Routing and singulation unloading time per board 
THGtestsBD – rd Tests handling time per boa
THGcircuitBD – In-circuit test handling time per board 
THGfunctionalB er board D – Functional test handling time p

THGrkcyBD – ve board from functional test to the rack or Handling time to mo
conveyor 

THGtouchBD – rd Touch-up handling time per boa
THGfinalBD – Final assembly handling time per board 
THGfininsBD – ard Final inspection handling time per bo
NbdPL – Number of boards per panel 
NplBH – Number of panels per batch  
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Loading and Unloading equations 
PL

BD
PL

TLUvcd =
Nbd

 Auto Insertion VCD 
2*TLUvcd

Auto Insertion DIP loading and unloading 
time 

PL
BD

PL

2*TLUdipTLUdip =
Nbd

 

SMT processes loading ti PL
BD

PL

TLsmtTLsmt =
Nbd

 me 

SMT processes loading and unloading time PL
BD

PL

2*TLUsmtTLUsmt =
Nbd

 

Chip on PL
BD

PL BH

2*THGwireTHGwir Board Wire Bonding handling 
time 

e =
Nbd * pl

 
N

Panel Preparation ha PL
BD

PL

2*THGprepTHGprepndling time =
Nbd

 

Wave Solder loading and unloading time PL
BD

PL

2*TLUwaveTLUwave =
Nbd

 

Routing and Singulation loading and 
unloading time 

PL
BD BD

PL

TLrsgTLUrsg = +TUrsg
Nbd

 

Circuit Test, Functional Test and Rack 
Conveyor handling time 

THGfunctional +
      THGrkcy

BD

BD BD

BD

  THGcircuit  + 
THGtests =

⎡ ⎤
⎢ ⎥
⎢ ⎥
⎢ ⎥⎣ ⎦

 

Touch Up handling time BDTHGtouch2∗  

BDTHGfinal2∗  Final Assembly handling time 
Final Inspection handling time BDTHGfinins2∗  

 
 
 

 Process time Terminology and equations 
 

Terminology  
TPKBD –  Time to prepare a kit per board 
Npn –  Number of components part numbers 
Tretpn –  Time to retrieve part numbers from rack 
TcountCP –  Time to count per component 
NcpPNi –  Number of components per part number i 
NbdP er of boards per panel L – Numb
NplBH er of panels per batch   – Numb
TprefBD –  Tim  to preform per board e
TprefCP –  Time to preform per component 
NprefcpBD – Number of components to be preformed per board 
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Terminology  
TbinBD –  Time to bin-up per board 
TbinCP –  Time to bin-up per component 
NcpPN – Number of components per part number 
Npn – Number of components part numbers 
TseqCP – Sequencer time per component 
NcpvcdBD –  Number of radial THT (VCD) components per board 
TvcdBD – uto insertion VCD machine time per board  A
TvcdC  insertion VCD process time per component P – uto A
Ncpvc ber of radial THT (VCD) components per board dBD – Num
TdipB  insertion DIP process time per board D – Auto
TdipCP – Auto insertion DIP process time per component 
NcpdipBD –  Number of components to place in auto insertion DIP per board 
TscprBD – Screen printing machine time per board 
TscprPL – Screen printing machine time per panel 
TglapBD – Glue application machine time (top) per board 
TglapbBD – Glue application machine time (bottom) per board 
TglapCP – Glue application machine time per component 

NcpwrtopBD – Number o ts to be wire bonded on 
top of board 

f SMT non fine pitch componen

NcpwrbotBD – Number of SMT non fine pitch components to be wire bonded on 
bottom of board 

TchshBD – Chip shooter machine time (top) per board 
TchshbBD – Chip shooter machine time (bottom) per board 
TchshCP –  Chip shooter machine time per component 

topBD –   top of Number of SMT non fine pitch components to be placed onNcpnfp board 

NcpnfpbotBD –  omponents to be placed on bottom 
of board 
Number of SMT non fine pitch c

TfipiBD – ard Fine pitch machine time per bo
TfipiCP – Fine pitch machine time per component 
NcpfpBD – ents per board Number of SMT fine pitch compon
TmansmtBD – Manual assembly time per board 
TmansmtCP –  Manual assembly time per component
NcpconnBD – bled manually on board Number of SMT connectors to be assem
TrefBD – Reflow machine time per board 
TrefPL1 – el Reflow machine time for first pan
TrefPLS – Reflow machine cycle time 
NplBH – Number of panels per batch 
CVLref – Reflow conveyor length size 
CVSref – Reflow conveyor speed 
SDrefPL – Reflow conveyor separation distance between panels  
SizePL – Assembly panel size (length) 
TTRvinsPL – Time to move to visual inspection per panel 
TIsmtBD – Inspection time (top) per board   
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Terminology  
TIsmtCP – Inspection time per component 
NcpsmttopBD – n top of board Number of SMT components to be placed o
NcpfpBD – Number of SMT fine pitch components per board 

NcpnfptopBD – nts to be placed on top of Number of SMT non fine pitch compone
board 

NcpnfpbotBD – Number of SMT non fine pitch components to be placed on bottom 
of board 

TwireBD – Wire bonding machine time per board 
Twire  – Wire bonding machine time per wire WR
NwrBD – Number of wire bonded connectors per board 
TprepBD – Panel preparation time per board 
TprepPT – Panel preparation time per part 
NptgoldBD – the board Number of gold plated parts on 
Tmantht  – Manual insertion time (hours) per component CP
NcpmanthtBD – ed manually on board Number of THT radial components to be insert
Nstation – Number of manual insertion stations used 
TcycleBD – Cycle time per board 
NbdHR – Number of required boards per hour 
TwaveBD – Wave solder machine time per board 
TwavePL1 – rst panel Wave solder machine time for fi
TwavePLS – hine cycle time Wave solder mac
CVLwave – Wave solder conveyor length size 
CVSwave – Wave solder conveyor speed 
SDwavePL – between panels  Wave solder conveyor separation distance 
SizePL – Assembly panel size (length) 
TrsgBD – Routing and singulation machine time per board 
TrsgPL – el Routing and singulation time per pan
TtestsBD – Tests machine time per board 
TcircuitBD – In-circuit test time per board 
TfunctionalBD – Functional test time per board 
TtouchBD – Touch-up time per board 
TfinalBD – Final assembly time per board 

TfinalC
Final assembly time per component to be placed in final assembly 

P – area 
NcpbrBD – components per board Number of brackets or sockets 
TfininsBD – Final inspection time per board 
NbdPL – Number of boards per panel 
NplBH – Number of panels per batch  
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Process time equations  

Kit Segre
i

Npn

gation BD Nbd
Npn*TTPK = CP PN

i=1BH

retpn +Tcount * Ncp∑  

Preform ref *Nprefcp  ing Tpref =TpBD CP BD

Bin U *Ncp *Npn  p TbinBD CP PN=Tbin
Sequen =Tseq *Ncpvcd  cer BDTseq CP BD

Auto Inserti =Tvcd *Ncpvcd  on VCD BTvcd D CP BD

 Insert *Ncpdip  BDTdip =TdipAuto ion DIP CP BD

Solder Paste PL
BD

PL

TscprTscpr =
Nbd

  Printing 

Glue Appl lap =Tglap *Ncpwrtop  ication Tg BD CP BD

Glue Applicati rbot  on Bottom BD CPTglapb =Tglap *Ncpw BD

Chip Shooter  Placement BD CPTchsh =Tchsh *NcpnfptopBD

Chip Shooter Plac Ncpnfpbot  ement Bottom BD CPTchshb =Tchsh * BD

Fine Pitch Placement Tfipi =Tfipi *NcBD CP BDpfp  
Manual Assembly of SMT Tmansmt =Tmansmt *Ncpconn  BD CP BD

( )PL1Tref +Tref
Tref = PLS BH

BD
BH

* Npl -1
Nbd

 

Reflow Oven or Reflow Oven 
Bottom  PL1

CVLrefTref =
CVSref

    

( )PL PL
PLS

SDref +Size
Tref =

CVSref
    

  

Ma ual An ssem
ttop    

mttop =Ncpfp +Ncpnfptop  bly of SMT  Ncps
BD CPTIsmt =TIsmt *Ncpsm BD

BD BD BD

Chip on Board W  ire Bonding BD WRTwire =Twire *Nw BDr
Panel Preparation BD PT BDTprep =Tprep *Nptgold  

Manual Insertion of THT BD CP BDTmantht =Tmantht *Ncpmantht  

( )PL1 PLS BH
BD

BH

Twave + Twave * Npl -1
Twave =

Nbd
⎡ ⎤⎣ ⎦  

Wave Solder  PL1
CVLwaveTwave =  
CVSwave

  

  

 
( )PLSDwave +S

Twave = PLize
CVSwave

 PLS
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Process time equations  
PL

BD
PL

TrsgTrsg =Routing and Singulation Nbd
 

Circuit and Fun +Tfunctional  ctional Test BDTtests =TcircuitBD BD

Touch BDTtouch  Up 

BD CP BDTfinal =Tfinal *Ncpbr  Final Assembly  

BDTfinins  Final Inspection 
 

Travel time terminology and equations 
 

Terminology 
TTRprefBD –  d Time to move kit to preforming area per boar
TTRprefBH –  Time to move kit to preforming area per batch 
TTRbinBD –  Time to move kit to bin-up area per board 
TTRbinBH –   per batch Time to move kit to bin-up area
TTRmanthtBD –  Time to move to manual insertion area per board 
TTRmanthtBH –  sertion area per batch Time to move to manual in
TTRseqBD – Time to move from sequencer to auto insertion VCD area per board 
TTRseqBH – Time to move from sequencer to auto insertion VCD area per batch 
TTRdipBD – Time to move to auto insertion DIP area per board 
TTRdipBH – Time to m per batch ove to auto insertion DIP area 

TTRaidBD – Time to move to either panel preparation or glue application area per 
board 

TTRglapBH – Time to move to glue application area per batch 
TTRprepBH – Time to move to panel preparation area per batch 

TTRspgaBD – Time to move from screen printing to glue application process per 
board 

TTRspgaPL – Time to move from screen printing to glue application process per 
panel 

TTRchshBD –  Time to move to chip shooter process per board 
TTRchshPL – Time to move to chip shooter process per panel 
TTRfipiBD –  Time to move to fine pitch process per board 
TTRfipiPL –  Time to move to fine pitch process per panel 
TTRmansmtBD 
– Time to move to manual SMT process per board 

TTRma smtPL 
– Time to move to manual SMT process per panel n

TTRrefBD – Time to move to manual reflow process per board 
TTRrefPL – Time to move to manual reflow process per panel 
TTRvinsBD – Time to move to visual inspection per board 
TTRvinsPL – Time to move to visual inspection per panel 
TTRprepBD – Total time to move to panel preparation process per board 
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Terminology 
TTRvinsBH – Time to move from visual inspection to wire bonding per batch 
TTRvinsbBH – Time to move from visual inspection to panel preparation per batch 
TTRvcdBD – Time to move to auto insertion VCD process per board 
TTRvcdBH – Time to move to auto insertion VCD area per batch 
TTRmanthtBD – Time to move to manual insertion area per board 
TTRmanthtBH – Time to move to manual insertion area per batch 
TTRmi sBD – Time to move to wave solder process per board w
TTRmi sBH – Time to move to wave solder process per batch w
TTRstationBD – Time to move to next manual insertion station per board 
TTRstationPL – Time to move to next manual insertion station per panel 
TTRrsgBD – Time to move to routing and singulation process per board 
TTRrsgBH – Time to move to routing and singulation process per batch 
TTRrsgPL – Time to move to routing and singulation process per panel 
TTRtestsBD – Time to move to tests area per board 
TTRtestsBH – Time to move to tests area per batch 
TTRtestsPL – Time to move to tests area per panel 
TTRtouchBD – Time to move to touch-up area per board 
TTRtouchBH – Time to move to touch-up area per batch 
TTRtouchPL – Time to move to touch-up area per panel 
TTRfinalBD – Time to move to final assembly area per board 
TTRfinalBH – Time to move to final assembly area per batch 
TTRfininsBD – Time to move to final inspection area per board 
TTRfininsBH – Time to move to final inspection area per batch 
NbdPL – Number of boards per panel  
NplBH – Number of panels per batch  

 
 

Travel Time equations  

Kit Segregation BH
BD

BH

TTRprefTTRpref =
Nbd

 

Preforming BH
BD

BH

TTRbinTTRbin =
Nbd

 

Bin Up BH
BD

BH

TTRmanthtTTRmantht =
Nbd

 

Sequencer BH
BD

BH

TTRseqTTRseq =
Nbd

 

Auto Insertion VCD BH
BD

BH

TTRdipTTRdip =
Nbd

 

Auto Insertion DIP 
( )BH BH

BD
BH

TTRglap *BS+TTRprep * 1-BS
TTRaid =

Nbd
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Travel Time equations  

Solder Paste Printing PL
BD

PL

TTRspgaTTRspga =
Nbd

 

Chip Shooter Placement PL
BD

PL

TTRchshTTRchsh =
Nbd

 

Fine Pitch Placement PL
BD

PL

TTRfipiTTRfipi =
Nbd

 

Manual Assembly of SMT PL
BD

PL

TTRmansmtTTRmansmt =
Nbd

 

Reflow Oven PL
BD

PL

TTRrefTTRref =
Nbd

 

SMT Visual Inspection PL BH
BD

PL BH

THGvins TTRvinsTTRwire = +
Nbd Nbd

 

SMT Visual Inspection 
Bottom 

PL BH
BD

PL BH

THGvins TTRvinsbTTRprep = +
Nbd Nbd

 

Chip on Board Wire Bonding BH
BD

BH

TTRvcdTTRvcd =
Nbd

 

Panel Preparation  

Panel Preparation BH
BD

BH

TTRmanthtTTRmantht =
Nbd

 

Manual Insertion of THT 

BH
BD BD

BH

TTRmiwsTTRmiws = +TTRstation
Nbd

 

PL
BD

PL

TTRstationTTRstation = *Nstation
Nbd

 

Wave Solder 
( )PLBH

BD
BH PL

TTRrsg * 1-CYTTRrsg *CYTTRrsg = +
Nbd Nbd

 

Tests 
( )PLBH

BD
BH PL

TTRtests * 1-CYTTRtests *CYTTRtests = +
Nbd Nbd

 

Touch Up 
( )PLBH

BD
BH PL

TTRtouch * 1-CYTTRtouch *CYTTRtouch = +
Nbd Nbd

 

Final Assembly BH
BD

BH

TTRfinalTTRfinal =
Nbd

 

Final Inspection BH
BD

BH

TTRfininsTTRfinins =
Nbd
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Labor Cost terminology and equations 
 

Labor Cost Terminology 
DLCksbd – Kit segregation direct labor cost per board 
TTksbd – Total kit segregation time per board  
DLCpfBD – Preforming direct labor cost per board 
TpfBD – Total preforming time per board  
DLCbubd – Bin-up direct labor cost per board 
TTbubd – Total bin-up time per board  
DLCseqBD –  Sequencer direct labor cost per board 
TSQBD – Total sequencer process time per board  
RateHR – A nagement) verage assembly hourly wage rate (provided by top ma
DLCvcdBD – A uto insertion VCD direct labor cost per board 

TAIVBD – Total au er to equation 
2.18) 

to insertion VCD process time per board (ref

DLCdipBD – Auto insertion DIP direct labor cost per board 
Total au rd (refer to equation 
2

to insertion DIP machine time per boa
.23) TAIDBD – 

DLCwireBD – Chip-on-board wire bonding direct labor cost per board 
TWBBD – Total wire bonding process time per board  
DLCprepBD – Panel preparation direct labor cost per board 

T ation 
2

otal panel preparation time allocated per board (refer to equ
.82) TPPBD – 

RateHR – A management) verage assembly hourly wage rate (provided by top 
DLCmiBD – Manual insertion direct labor cost per board 

TMIBD – T
2

otal manual insertion time allocated per board (refer to equation 
.87) 

DLCwaveBD – Wave solder direct labor cost per board 
TWSBD – Total wave solder process time per board  
DLCrsgBD – Routing and singulation direct labor cost per board 

TRSGBD – T er board (refer to equation 
2

otal routing and singulation process time p
.101) 

Nmeroute –  N achines umber of required routing and singulation m
EFrouteME –  R y outing and singulation machine efficienc
DLCtestsBD – Tests direct labor cost per board 
TTTBD – Total tests processes time allocated per board  
Nmetests –  Number of required tests machines 
EFtestsME –  Tests machine efficiency 
DLCtouch
– 

BD T d ouch-up direct labor cost per boar

TUP DB  – T  board  otal touch-up time allocated per
DLCfinalBD – Final assembly direct labor cost per board 
TFABD – Total final assembly time per board  
DLCfininsBD 
– Final inspection direct labor cost per board 
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Labor Cost Terminology 
TFIBD – Total final inspection time per board  

DYR – Annual demand 
NdayYR – Number of working days per year 
NhrsDAY – Number of working hours per day 
Ratehr – Average assembly hourly wage rate (provided by top management) 

 

 

Labor Cost equations  
Kit Segregation bd bdDLCks =TTks *Rate  hr

Preforming bd bdDLCpf =TTpf *Rate  hr

Bin Up bd BDDLCbu =Tbu *Rate  hr

BD BD HRDLCseq =TSQ *Rate  Sequencer 
Auto Insertion VCD BD BD HRDLCvcd =TAIV *Rate  
Auto Insertion DIP BD BD HRDLCdip =TAID *Rate  

d Bott

=TP +TP  

BD BD BD

r +TPglap +TPchsh +
+TMA +TPref +TVIT

BD1

TPscp

TP BD1top BD1bottom

SMT To  anp om 

B
BD1top

BD

TP =
TPfipi
⎡ ⎤D BD BD
⎢ ⎥
⎣ ⎦

 

lapb +TPchshb +TPref +TVIB  
=TP +TP  

BD

chsh ,
,TVIT

BD1bottomTP =TPg BD BD BD BD

BDSTP BDStop BDSbottom

BD BDTPscpr ,TPglap ,TP
TP =MAX

⎡ ⎤BD
BDStop

BD BD BDTPfipi ,TMA ,TPref⎢ ⎥
⎣ ⎦

 

BD BD
BDSbottomTP =MAX

,TVIB
TPglapb ,TPchshb ,⎡ ⎤

BD       TPref BD
⎢ ⎥

⎦
 

⎣
( )BD1 BHTP + Nbd -1 * BDSTP

 BDTPavg =
NbdBH

BDTSUscpr +⎡ ⎤⎛ ⎞

BDTSUglap +⎢ ⎥⎜ ⎟

BDTSUchsh +
⎢ ⎥⎜ ⎟
⎢ ⎥⎜ ⎟

BD BD
BD HR

TPavg  TSUfipi +
DLCsmt = + *Rate

⎛ ⎞⎢ ⎥⎜ ⎟
⎜ ⎟⎢ ⎥⎜ ⎟

⎢ ⎥⎜ ⎟  

SMT BD *Nop TSUref +⎝ ⎠⎢ ⎥⎜ ⎟
BDTSUglapb +

+
⎢ ⎥⎜ ⎟

BDTSUchshb⎢ ⎥⎜ ⎟

BDTSUrefb⎜ ⎟
⎢ ⎥⎜ ⎟
⎢ ⎥⎝ ⎠⎣ ⎦

 
Chip on Board Wire B Rate  onding BD BDDLCwire =TWB * HR
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Labor Cost equations  
Panel Preparatio  n BD BDDLCprep =TPP *RateHR

Manual Insertion BD BD HRDLCmi =TMI *Rate  
Wave Solder BD BD HRDLCwave =TWS *Rate  

Routing and Singulation 

BD
BD

TRDLCrsg = HRNmeroute
SG *Rate    

 
( )

YR BDD *TRSG

YR DAY MENday *Nhrs *EFroute
Nmeroute=Roundup 

⎡ ⎤
⎢ ⎥
⎢ ⎥⎣ ⎦

 

BDTTTDLCtests = *Rate  BD HRNmetests

)(

Tests 
YRNmetests=Roundup 

Nday *Nhr
BDD *TTT

YR DAYs *EFtests
⎡ ⎤
⎢ ⎥

ME⎢ ⎥⎣ ⎦
 

BDDLCtouchTouch Up BD HR=TUP *Rate  

BD BD HRDLCfinal =TFA *Rate  Final Assembly 
Final Inspection DLCfininsBD BD HR=TFI *Rate  

 

 

E t Cost term
 

quipmen inology and equations 

Equipment Cost terminology 

P – The   present value is the initial cost (IC) of the machine

The
representing the expected profit percentage from capital investments i –  interest rate is the MARR established by the company 

N – The product expected life (PEL) 

F – The future value is the salvage value (SV) of the machine 

A/P – Annualize given a present value 
A/F – Annualize given a future value 
MAR  –R  Minimum acceptable rate of return 
PEL – Product estimated life (years) 
Nday RY –  Number of working days per year 
NhrsDAY – Number of working hours per day 
ECPF D – PreB forming equipment cost per board 
ACPF – Preforming machine annualized cost 

Nmepref – Nu ming machines mber of required prefor
ICprefME – Preforming machine initial cost 
SVprefME – Preforming machine salvage value 
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Equ gy ipment Cost terminolo

TPFBD – Total performing time per board  
EFprefME –  Preforming machine efficiency 
ECAIDBD – Auto insertion DIP equipment cost per board 
ACAID – Auto insertion DIP machine annualized cost 

Nmedip – Number of required Auto insertion DIP machines 
ICdipME – Auto insertion DIP machine initial cost 
SVdipME – Auto insertion DIP machine salvage value 
TAIDBD – Total auto insertion DIP time per board 
EFdipME –  Auto insertion DIP machine efficiency 
ECSQBD – Sequencer equipment cost per board 
ACSQ – Sequencer machine annualized cost 

Nmeseq – Number of required sequencer machines 
ICseqME – Sequencer machine initial cost 
SVseqME – Sequencer machine salvage value 
TSQBD – Total sequencer time per board  
EFseqME –  Sequencer machine efficiency 
ECAIVBD – Auto-insertion VCD equipment cost per board 
ACAIV – Auto-insertion VCD machine annualized cost 
Nmevcd –  Number of required auto-insertion VCD machines 
ICvcdME – Auto-insertion VCD machine initial cost 
A/P – Annualize given a present value 
SVvcdME – Auto-insertion VCD machine salvage value 
A/F – Annualize given a future value 
DYR – Annual demand 
TAIVBD – Total auto-insertion VCD time per board  
EFvcdME –  Auto-insertion VCD machine efficiency 
ECSPBD – Screen printing equipment cost per board 
ACSP – Screen printing machine annualized cost 
Nmescpr –  Number of required screen printing machines 
ICscprME – Screen printing machine initial cost 
SVscprME – Screen printing machine salvage value 
TSPBD – Total screen printing time per board  
EFscpr  –  ME Screen printing machine efficiency 
ECGATBD – Glue application equipment cost per board 
ACGAT – Glue application machine annualized cost 
Nmeglap –  Number of required glue application machines 
ICglapME – Glue application machine initial cost 
PEL – Product estimated life (years) 
SVglapME – Glue application machine salvage value 
TGABD – Total glue application time per board 
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Equip gy ment Cost terminolo

TGAT  –BD  Total glue application time (top) per board  

TGABBD – 
Tot  board (refer to equation 
2.3

al glue application time (bottom) per
5) 

EFglapME –  Glue application machine efficiency 
ECCS  – Chip shooter equipment cost per board BD
ACCS – Chip shooter machine annualized cost 
Nmechsh –  Number of required chip shooter machines 
ICchsh  – ME Chip shooter machine initial cost 
SVchsh  –ME  Chip shooter machine salvage value 
TCS  – Total chip shooter time per board BD  
TCSTBD – Total chip shooter time (top) per board  
TCSBBD – Total chip shooter time (bottom) per board  
EFchsh  – ChiME   p shooter machine efficiency 
ECFP  –BD  Fine pitch equipment cost per board 
ACFP – Fine pitch machine annualized cost 
Nmefipi –  Number of required fine pitch machines 
ICfipi  –ME  Fine pitch machine initial cost 
SVfipi  –ME  Fine pitch machine salvage value 
TFP  – Total fine pitch time per board  BD  
EFfipi  –  Fine pitch machine efficiency ME
ECMABD – Ma r board nual assembly of SMT equipment cost pe
ACMA – Ma  cost nual assembly of SMT machine annualized
Nmemansmt –  Nu machines mber of required manual assembly of SMT 
ICmansmtME – Manual assembly of SMT machine initial cost 
SVmansmtME – Manual assembly of SMT machine salvage value 

Tot
2.5

al manual assembly time of SMT per board (refer to equation 
7) TMABD – 

EFmansmtME –  Manual assembly of SMT machine efficiency 
ECRFBD – Reflow oven equipment cost per board 
ACRF – Reflow oven machine annualized cost 
Nmeref –  Number of required reflow oven machines 
ICrefME – Reflow oven machine initial cost 
SVrefME – Reflow oven machine salvage value 
TREFBD – Total reflow oven time per board 
TRF  – Total reflow oven time (top) per board  BD  
TRFBBD – Tot   al reflow oven time (bottom) per board
EFrefME –  Reflow oven machine efficiency 
ECWB  – Chi board p on board wire bonding equipment cost per BD  
ACWB – Chip on board wire bonding machine annualized cost 
Nmewire –  Number of required chip on board wire bonding machines 
ICwireME – Chip on board wire bonding machine initial cost 
SVwire  – Chip on board wire bonding machine salvage value ME  
DYR – Annual demand 
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Equip gy ment Cost terminolo

TW  –BBD  Total chip on board wire bonding time per board  
EFwire  –  Chip on board wire bonding machine efficiency ME
ECMIBD – Manual insertion of THT equipment cost per board 
ACMI – Ma lized cost nual insertion of THT machine annua
Nmemantht – Number of required manual insertion of THT machines 
ICmanthtME – Manual insertion of THT machine initial cost 
MARR – Minimum acceptable rate of return 
SVmanthtME – Manual insertion of THT machine salvage value 
TMIBD – Total manual insertion of THT time per board  
EFmanthtME –  Manual insertion of THT machine efficiency 
ECWSBD – Wave solder equipment cost per board 
ACWS – Wave solder machine annualized cost 
Nmewave –  Number of required wave solder machines 
ICwaveME – Wave solder machine initial cost 
SVwaveME – Wave solder machine salvage value 
TWSBD – Total wave solder time per board  
EFwaveME –  Wave solder machine efficiency 
ECRSGBD – Routing and singulation equipment cost per board 
ACRSG – Routing and singulation machine annualized cost 
Nmeroute –  Number of required routing and singulation machines  
ICrouteME – Routing and singulation machine initial cost 
SVrouteME – Routing and singulation machine salvage value 
ECTTBD – Tests equipment cost per board 
ACTT – Tests machine annualized cost 
Nmetests –  Number of required tests machines  
ICtestsME – Tests machine initial cost 
SVtestsME – Tests machine salvage value 

 
 

Equipment Cost equations 
General 

to calculate 
Annualize the 
present and 

e of 
an investment 

( )
( )

N

N

i 1+i
A P=P*

1+i -1

⎡ ⎤
⎢ ⎥
⎢ ⎥⎣ ⎦

 equations used 

( )N
iA F=F*

1+i -1

⎡ ⎤
⎢ ⎥
⎢ ⎥⎣ ⎦

 future valu

 

BD
YR

ACPF*NmeprefECPF =
D

 

( )
( )

ME

ME

ICpref A/P,MARR,PEL  -
ACPF=

SVpref A/F,MARR,PEL

⎡ ⎤
⎢ ⎥
⎢ ⎥⎣ ⎦
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Equipment Cost equations 

( )
YR BD

YR DAY ME

D *TPFNmepref =Roundup 
Nday *Nhrs *EFpref

⎡ ⎤
⎢ ⎥
⎢ ⎥⎣ ⎦

 

 

BD
YR

ACAID*NmedipECAID =
D

 

( )
( )

ME

ME

ICdip A/P,MARR,PEL -
ACAID=

SVdip A/F,MARR,PEL

⎡ ⎤
⎢ ⎥
⎢ ⎥⎣ ⎦

 

( )
YR BD

YR DAY ME

D *TAIDNmedip=Roundup 
Nday *Nhrs *EFdip

⎡ ⎤
⎢ ⎥
⎢ ⎥⎣ ⎦

 

BD
YR

ACSQ*NmeseqECSQ =  
D

( )
 ( )MESVseq A/F,MARR,PEL

MEACSQ=
ICseq A/P,MARR,PEL -⎡ ⎤

 ⎢ ⎥
⎢ ⎥⎣ ⎦

( )
YR BDD *TSQNmeseq=Roundup 

Nday *Nhrs *EFseqYR DAY ME

⎡ ⎤
 ⎢ ⎥

⎢ ⎥⎣ ⎦

BD
YR

ECAIV =
D

 ACAIV*Nmevcd

( )
( )

ME

ME

ICvcd A/P,MARR,PEL -
ACAIV=

SVvcd A/F,MARR,PEL

⎡ ⎤
⎢ ⎥
⎢ ⎥⎣ ⎦

  

( )
YRDNmevcd=Roundup BD

DAY ME

*TAIV
*Nhrs *EFvcdYRNday

⎡ ⎤
⎢ ⎥
⎢ ⎥⎣ ⎦

 

BD
A

YRD
CSP*NmescprECSP =  

( )
 (

ACSP=
SVscpr A )ME

R,PEL -

/F,MARR,PEL
MEICscpr A/P,MAR⎡ ⎤

⎢ ⎥
⎢ ⎥⎣ ⎦

 

)(
YR BD

YR DAYNday *Nhrs ME

D *TSP
*EFscpr

Nmescpr=Roundup 
⎡ ⎤
⎢ ⎥
⎢ ⎥⎣ ⎦

 

 

ACGAT*Nmeglap
BDECGAT =  

YRD

( )
(

ACGAT=
SVglap A/F,MARR,PE

⎡

)
R,PEL -

L

⎤MEICglap A/P,MAR

ME

⎢ ⎥
⎢ ⎥⎣ ⎦

 

AB  BD BDTGA =TGAT +TG BD
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Equipment Cost equations 

( )
YR BD

⎡ ⎤

YR DAYNday *Nhrs * ME

TGA
EFglap

D *Nmeglap=Roundup ⎢ ⎥
⎢ ⎥⎣ ⎦

 

 

YR

ACCS*Nmechsh
D

 

(

BDECCS =

)
(MESVchsh A/F,MA )

RR,PEL -

RR,PEL
MEICchsh A/P,MA

ACCS=
⎡ ⎤
⎢ ⎥
⎢ ⎥⎣ ⎦

 

 

BD BD BDTCS =TCST +TCSB     

( )
YRD *Nmechsh=Roundup BD

YR DAY ME

TCS
y *Nhrs *EFchshNda

⎡ ⎤
⎢ ⎥
⎢ ⎥⎣ ⎦

  

 

 

BD
YR

ACFP*NmefipiECFP =
D

 

( )
( )

ME

ME

ICfipi A/P,MARR,PEL -
ACFP=

SVfipi A/F,MARR,PEL

⎡ ⎤
⎢ ⎥
⎢ ⎥⎣ ⎦

 

( )
YR BD

YR DAY ME

D *TFPNmefipi=Roundup
Nday *Nhrs *EFfipi

⎡ ⎤
⎢ ⎥
⎢ ⎥⎣ ⎦

 

 

BD
YR

ACMA*NmemansmtECMA =
D

 

( )
( )

ME

ME

ICmansmt A/P,MARR,PEL -
ACMA=

SVmansmt A/F,MARR,PEL

⎡ ⎤
⎢ ⎥
⎢ ⎥⎣ ⎦

 

YR BD

YR DAY

ME

D *TMANmemansmt=Roundup 
Nday *Nhrs
  *EFmansmt

⎡ ⎤
⎢ ⎥
⎢ ⎥
⎢ ⎥⎛ ⎞
⎢ ⎥⎜ ⎟
⎢ ⎥⎝ ⎠⎣ ⎦

 

 

BD
YR

ACRF*NmerefECRF =
D

 

( )
( )

ME

ME

ICref A/P,MARR,PEL -
ACRF=

SVref A/F,MARR,PEL

⎡ ⎤
⎢ ⎥
⎢ ⎥⎣ ⎦

 

BD BD BDTREF =TRF +TRFB  

( )
YR BD

YR DAY ME

D *TREFNmeref=Roundup
Nday *Nhrs *EFref

⎡ ⎤
⎢ ⎥
⎢ ⎥⎣ ⎦

 

 BD
YR

ACWB*NmewireECWB =
D
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Equipment Cost equations 

 
( )
(

ME

ME

ICwire A/P,MARR,PEL -
ACWB=

SVwire A/F,MARR,P )EL

⎡ ⎤
⎢ ⎥
⎢ ⎥⎣ ⎦

 

( )
YR BD

YR DAY ME

DNmewire=Roundup *TWB
Nday *Nhrs *EFwire

⎡ ⎤
⎢ ⎥
⎢ ⎥⎣ ⎦

 

 

BD
ACMI*NmemanthtECMI =

D
 

YR

( )
( )

ME

ME

ICmantht A/P,MARR,PEL -
ACMI=

SVmantht A/F,MARR,PEL

⎡ ⎤
⎢ ⎥
⎢ ⎥⎣ ⎦

 

YR BD

YR DAYNday *Nhrs

ME

D *TMINmemantht=Roundup 

   *EFmantht

⎡ ⎤
⎢ ⎥
⎢ ⎥
⎢ ⎥⎛ ⎞
⎢ ⎥⎜ ⎟
⎢ ⎥⎝ ⎠⎣ ⎦

 

 

BD
YR

ACWS*NmewaveECWS =
D

 

( )
( )

ME

ME

ICwave A/P,MARR,PEL -

SVwave A/F,MARR,PEL

⎡ ⎤
ACWS=  ⎢ ⎥

⎢ ⎥⎣ ⎦

( )
YR BD

YR DAY ME

D *TWSNmewave=Roundup 
Nday *Nhrs *EFwave

⎡ ⎤
⎢ ⎥
⎢ ⎥⎣ ⎦

 

 

BD
YR

ACRSG*NmerouteECRSG =  
D

( )
( )ME

ICroute A/P,MARR,PEL -

SVroute A/F,MARR,PEL
ME⎡ ⎤

ACRSG= ⎢ ⎥
⎢ ⎥⎣ ⎦

 

 

BD
ACTT*NmetestsECTT =

D
 

YR

( )
( )

ME

ME

ICtests A/P,MARR,PEL -
ACTT=

SVtests A/F,MARR,PEL

⎡ ⎤
⎢ ⎥
⎢ ⎥⎣ ⎦
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Material Cost Terminology and Equations 
 
 

Material Cost terminology 

TCM$BD – Total consumable materials’ cost per board 

CM$seqBD – Sequencer consumable material cost per board 

CM$scprBD – Screen printing consumable material cost per board 

CM$glapBD – Glue application consumable material cost per board 

CM$prepBD – Panel preparation consumable material cost per board 

CM$waveBD – Wave solder consumable material cost per board 

CM$allBD – Common materials cost per board 

AVGtapeCP – Average length of sequencer tape per component 

NcpvcdBD – Number of radial THT (VCD) components 
Tape$ – Sequencer tape cost 
AVGpasteCP – Average quantity of solder paste used per component 
NcpsmttopBD – Number of SMT components to be placed on top of board  
Paste$ – Screen printing solder paste cost 
AVGglueCP – Average quantity of glue per component 
NcpglueBD – Number of components that are glued to the board 
Glue$ – Cost of glue used in glue application 

NcpwrtopBD – Number of SMT non fine pitch components to be wire bonded on top 
of board 

Ncpwrbot umber of SMT non fine pitch components to be wire bonded on 
ttom of board BD – N

bo
AVGp prta ePT – Average length of protection tape per part to be protected 
Nptgo BDld  – Number of gold plated parts on the board 
Prtape$ – Panel preparation protection tape cost 
AVGsolderCP – Average quantity of solder per component 
NcpsolderBD – Number of components in wave solder 
Solder$ – Cost of solder used in wave solder 
NcpdipBD – Number of axial THT (DIP) components per board 
NcpvcdBD – Number of radial THT (VCD) components per board 
NcpmanthtBD – Number of THT radial components to be inserted manually on board 
AVGallBD – Average quantity of common materials per board 
All$ – Average common materials cost 
TMCBD – Total materials cost per board 
TCP$BD – Total components cost per board 
TCM$BD – Total consumable materials’ cost per board 
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Material Cost equations 
 

BD BD BD
BDTCM$ =

CM$prep +CM$wave +CM$allBD BD BD

CM$seq +CM$scpr +CM$glap +⎡ ⎤
⎢ ⎥
⎣ ⎦

 

 BD CP BDCM$seq =AVGtape *Ncpvcd *Tape$  
 BD CP BDCM$scpr =AVGpaste *Ncpsmttop *Paste$  
 BD CP BDCM$glap =AVGglue *Ncpglue *Glue$  

BD BD BDNcpglue =Ncpwrtop +Ncpwrbot  
 BD PT BDCM$prep =AVGprtape *Nptgold *Prtape$  
 BD CP BDCM$wave =AVGsolder *Ncpsolder *Solder$  

BD BD BD BDNcpsolder =Ncpdip +Ncpvcd +Ncpmantht  
 BD BDCM$all =AVGall *All$  
 
 

Utilities Cost Terminology and Equations 
 
 

Terminology 

T$UT bdIL  – Total utilities costs per board 

T$ELECb  board d – Total electricity cost per

T$H2Obd – Total water cost per board 

T$NITRObd – Total nitrogen cost per board 

$ELECpf ming process bd – Electricity cost per board in prefor
$ELECspbd – Electricity cost per board in screen printing process 
$ELE aCg Tbd – Electricity cost per board in glue application (top) process 
$ELECcsTbd – Electricity cost per board in chip shooter (top) process 
$ELECfp cess bd – Electricity cost per board in fine pitch pro
$ELECroTbd – Electricity cost per board in reflow (top) process 
$ELECcwbd – Electricity cost per board in wire bonding process 
$ELECseqbd – Electricity cost per board in sequencer process 
$ELECvcd  – Electricity cost per board in auto insertion VCD process bd
$ELECdipBD – Electricity cost per board in auto insertion DIP process 
$ELECgaBbd – Electricity cost per board in glue application (bottom) process 
$ELECcsB  – Electricity cost per board in chip shooter (bottom) process bd
$ELECroBbd – Electricity cost per board in reflow (bottom) process 
$ELECma  – Electricity cost per board in manual insertion process bd
$ELE ss Cwsbd – Electricity cost per board in wave solder proce
$ELECrsbd – Electricity cost per board in routing and singulation process 
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Terminology 

$ELECtestsBD – Electricity cost per board in tests process 
$H2OroTbd – Water cost per board in reflow (top) process 
$H2OroBbd – Water cost per board in reflow (bottom) process 
$NITR bdOroT  – Nitrogen cost per board in reflow (top) process 
$NITR ess OroBbd – Nitrogen cost per board in reflow (bottom) proc
ELECpref – process  Electricity consumption (kilowatt) in preforming 
$elecKWHR – Electricity cost per kilowatt hour 
TprefBD – Preforming time per board  
ELECscpr – Electricity consumption (kilowatt) in screen printing process 
TscprBD – Screen printing machine time per board  
ELECglap – Electricity consumption (kilowatt) in glue application process 

TglapBD – Glue application (top) machine time per board (refer to equation 
2.40) 

ELECchsh – Electricity consumption (kilowatt) in chip shooter process 
TchshBD – Chip shooter  (top) machine time per board  
ELECfipi – Electricity consumption (kilowatt) in fine pitch process 
TfipiBD – Fine pitch machine time per board  
ELECref – Electricity consumption (kilowatt) in reflow process 
TrefBD – Reflow machine time per board  
ELECwire – Electricity consumption (kilowatt) in wire bonding process 
TwireBD – Wire bonding machine time per board  
ELECseq – Electricity consumption (kilowatt) in sequencer process 
TseqBD – Sequencer machine time per board  
ELECvcd – Electricity consumption (kilowatt) in auto insertion VCD process 
TvcdBD – Auto insertion VCD machine time per board  
ELECdip – Electricity consumption (kilowatt) in auto insertion DIP process 
TdipBD – Auto insertion DIP machine time per board  
Tglapb  – Glue application (bottom) machine time per board  BD
TchshbBD – Chip shooter (bottom) machine time per board  

ELEC Electricity consumption (kilowatt) in manual insertion of SMT mantht – process 

TmanthtB  Manual insertion of THT machine time per board (refer to equation 
D – 2.89) 

ELECwave – Electricity consumption (kilowatt) in wave solder process 
TwaveBD – Wave solder machine time per board  

ELECrsg Electricity consumption (kilowatt) in routing and singulation – process 
TrsgBD – Routing and singulation machine time per board  
ELECtests – Electricity consumption (kilowatt) in tests process 
TtestsBD – Tests machine time per board  
NITROrefHR s – Nitrogen consumption (cubic feet per hour) in reflow proces
$nitroCF – Nitrogen cost per cubic feet 
H2OrefHR  reflow process  – Water consumption (gallons per hour) in
$h2oGL – Water cost per gallon 
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Utilities Equations 
 bd bdT$UTIL =T$ELEC +T$H2Obd bd+T$NITRO  
 

bd bd bd

bd

bd bd

ECsp +
ECcs +

$ELECcw +$ELECseq +

$ELECroB +$ELECma +
+

⎢

⎤bd$ELECpf +$EL
$ELECgaT +$EL
⎡
⎢

bd

bd bd
⎥
⎥

bd bd$ELECfp +$ELECro +⎢ ⎥
⎢ ⎥

bd bd

T$ELEC = $ELECvcd +$ELECdip +
⎢ ⎥
⎢ ⎥

bd bd

bd

$ELECgaB +$ELECcsB +

$ELECws +$ELECrs

bd$ELECtessssssssts⎣

⎢ ⎥

⎥
⎥

⎢ ⎥

 
⎢ ⎥
⎢ ⎥
⎢
⎢

⎦
 bd bdT$H2O =$H2OroT +$H2OroB  bd

 bd bdT$NITRO =$NITROroT +$NITROroB  bd

 bd kh bd$ELECpf =ELECpf*$elec *TTpf  
 bd kh$ELECsp =ELECsp*$elec *TTs bdp  
 bd kh bd$ELECgaT =ELECga*$elec *TTgaT  
 bd kh$ELECcsT =ELECcs*$elec *TTcs  bd

 bd kh bd$ELECfp =ELECfp*$elec *TTfp  
 bd kh bd$ELECroT =ELECro*$elec *TTroT  
 bd kh$ELECcw =ELECcw*$elec *TTcw  bd

 bd kh bd$ELECseq =ELECseq*$elec *TTseq  
 BD kh bd$ELECvcd =ELECvcd*$elec *TTvcd  
 bd kh$ELECdip =ELECdip*$elec *TTdip  bd

 BD kh$ELECgaB =ELECga*$elec *TTgaBbd  
 BD KWHR BD$ELECchshb =ELECchsh*$elec *Tchshb  
 BD KWHR BD$ELECrefb =ELECref*$elec *Tref  
 BD KWHR BD$ELECmantht =ELEC $elec *Tmantht  mantht*
 BD KWHR BD$ELECwave =ELECwave*$ ve  elec *Twa
 BD KWHR BD$ELECrsg =ELECrsg*$elec *Trsg  
 BDests =ELECtests*$e  KWHR BD$ELECt lec *Ttests
 BD HR$ Oref =NITROref *$nitro *Tref  CF BDNITR
 BD HR CF BD$NITROrefb =NITROref *$nitro *Tref  
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Utilities Equations 
 BD HR GL BD$H2Oref =H2Oref *$h2o *Tref  
 $H2Orefb =H2Oref *$h2o *Tref  BD HR GL BD

 

Space Cost Terminology and Equations 
 

Space Terminology 
T$SPACEBD – Total space dependent overhead cost per board 
AREAprocessi – Required area for assembly process i 

$HVAC – year 
Heating ventilation and air conditioning cost per square feet per 

$LIGHT – Lighting cost per square feet per year 
$RENT – Building rent cost per square feet per year 
$OTHERS – Others fixed costs per square feet per year 
DYR – Annual demand 
AREAmantht – Required area for THT manual insertion process 
AREAwave – Required area for wave solder machine 
AREArsg – Required area for routing and singulation machine 
AREAtests – Required area for tests machines 
AREAtouch – Required area for touch-up process 
AREAfinal – Required area for final assembly process 
AREAfinins – Required area for final inspection process 
Factor – Space (aisles, etc.) allowance factor 
Nopkit – Number of required operators in kit segregation process 
SPACEopkit – Required space per kit segregation operator 
Nmepref – Number of required preforming machines  
SPACEpref – Required space per preforming machine 
Nopbin – Number of required operators in bin-up process 
SPACEopbin – Required space per bin-up operator 
Nmeseq – Number of required sequencer machines  
SPACEseq – Required space per sequencer machine 
Nmevcd – Number of required auto insertion VCD machines  
SPACEvcd – Required space per auto insertion VCD machine 
Nmedip – Number of required auto insertion DIP machines  
SPACEdip – Required space per auto insertion DIP machine 
AREAscpr – Required area for screen printing machine 
AREAglap – Required area for glue application machine 
AREAchsh – Required area for chip shooter machine 
AREAfipi – Required area for fine pitch machine 
SPACEmansmt – Required space for SMT manual insertion 
AREAref – Required area for reflow machine 
SPACEvins – Required space for SMT visual inspection 
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Space Terminology 

Nmescpr – Number of required screen printing machines (refer to equation 
4.15) 

SPACEscpr – Required space per screen printing machine 

Nmeglap – Number of required glue application machines (refer to equation 
4.19) 

SPACEglap – Required space per glue application machine 
Nmechsh – Number of required chip shooter machines 
SPACEchsh – Required space per chip shooter machine 
Nmefipi – Number of required fine pitch machines  
SPACEfipi – Required space per fine pitch machine 
Nmeref – Number of required reflow machines  
SPACEref – Required space per reflow machine 
Nmewire – Number of required wire bonding machines 
SPACEwire – Required space per wire bonding machine 
Nopprep – Number of required operators in panel preparation process 
SPACEopprep – Required space per panel preparation operator 
Nmemantht – Number of required manual insertion of THT machines  
SPACEmantht – Required space per manual insertion of THT machine 
Nmewave – Number of required wave solder machines 
SPACEwave – Required space per wave solder machine 
Nmeroute – Number of required routing and singulation machines 
SPACErsg – Required space per routing and singulation machine 
Nmetests – Number of required tests machines  
SPACEtests – Required sp e ace per tests machin
Noptouch ber of required operators in touch-up process  – Num
SPA d space per touch-up operator CEoptouch – Require
Nop Number of required operators in final assembly process final – 
SPA irCEopfinal – Requ ed space per final assembly operator 
Nop mbe ss finins – Nu r of required operators in final inspection proce
SPA Required space per final inspection operator CEopfinins – 

 
 
 
 

Space Equations 
 

i

BD
$OTHERS

T$SPACE = ⎝ ⎠  
YR

$HVAC+
$LIGHT+

AREAprocessi*
$RENT+

D

⎛ ⎞
⎜ ⎟
⎜ ⎟
⎜ ⎟
⎜ ⎟

∑
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Space Equations 
 

AREAbin+AREAseq+

AREAprep+AREAmantht

AREAt REAtouch+
AREAfinal+AREAfinins

⎢ ⎥

⎢ ⎥

⎢ ⎥
⎢ ⎥
⎢ ⎥⎣ ⎦

( )

AREAkit+AREApref+

AREAvcd+AREAdip+
AREAsmt+AREAwire+

AREAprocessi= * 1+Factor

+AREAwave+AREArsg+

⎡ ⎤
⎢ ⎥
⎢ ⎥
⎢ ⎥

⎢ ⎥

⎢ ⎥
⎢ ⎥

∑  
i

ests+A

AREAkit=Nopkit*SPACEopkit   
 AREApref=Nmepref*SPACEpref  
 AREAbin=Nopbin*SPACEopbin  
 AREAseq=Nmeseq*SPACEseq  
 AREAvcd=Nmevcd*SPACEvcd  
 AREAdip=Nmedip*SPACEdip  
 AREAscpr+AREAglap+

AREAchsh+AREAfipi+
AREAsmt=

SPACEmansmt+
AREAref+SPACEvins

⎡ ⎤
⎢ ⎥
⎢ ⎥
⎢ ⎥
⎢ ⎥
⎣ ⎦

 

 AREAscpr=Nmescpr*SPACEscpr  
 AREAglap=Nmeglap*SPACEglap  
 AREAchsh=Nmechsh*SPACEchsh  
 AREAfipi=Nmefipi*SPACEfipi  
 AREAref=Nmeref*SPACEref  
 AREAwire=Nmewire*SPACEwire  
 AREAprep=Nopprep*SPACEopprep  
 AREAmantht=Nmemantht*SPACEmantht  
 AREAwave=Nmewave*SPACEwave  
 AREArsg=Nmeroute*SPACErsg  
 AREAtests=Nmetests*SPACEtests  
 AREAtouch=Noptouch*SPACEoptouch  
 AREAfinal=Nopfinal*SPACEopfinal  
 AREAfinins=Nopfinins*SPACEopfinins  
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L Cost Terminology and Equations 
 

ead Time and Support Personnel 

Terminology 
MLTBD – Manufacturing lead time per board 

TG1BD – Group 1 process time per board (kit segregation, preforming and 
bin-up) 

TG2BD – Group 2 process time per board (SMT top processes and wire 
bonding) 

TG3BD – Group 3 process time per board (sequencer) 

TG4BD – Group 4 process time per board (auto insertion VCD, auto insertion 
DIP, SMT bottom processes and panel preparation) 

TG5BD – 
Group 5 process time per board (manual insertion, wave solder, 
routing and singulation, tests, touch up, final assembly and final 
inspection) 

TTksbd – Total kit segregation time per board  
TTpfbd – Total preforming time per board  
TTbubd – Total bin-up time per board  
TTspbd – Total screen printing time per board  
TTgaT  – Total glue application time (top) per board bd
TTcsTbd – Total chip shooter (top) time per board  
TTfp  – Total fine pitch time per board  bd
TTmabd – Total manual assembly time per board  
TTroT  – Total reflow (top) time per board  bd
TTviTbd – Total visual inspection time (top) per board  
TTcwbd – Total Chip on Board Wire Bonding time per board  
TTseqbd – Total sequencer time per board  
TTvcdbd – Total Auto Insertion VCD time per board  
TTdipbd – Total Auto Insertion DIP time per board  
TTgaBbd – Total glue application time (bottom) per board  
TTcsBbd – Total chip shooter (bottom) time per board  
TTroBbd – Total reflow (bottom) time per board  
TTviBbd – Total visual inspection time (bottom) per board  
TTpp  – Total panel preparation time per board  bd
TTmi bd – Total manual insertion time per board  
TTws  – Total wave solder time per board  bd
TTrsbd – Total routing and singulation time per board  
TTtests  – Total tests time per board  BD
TTtubd – Total touch-up time per board  
TTfabd – Total final assembly time per board  
TTfibd – Total final inspection time per board  
T$SUPbd – Total support personnel cost per board 
SUPhrshr – Average support personnel hours per hour of product processing 
MLTbd – Manufacturing lead time per board  
$SUPavghr – Average support personnel cost per hour 
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Manufacturing Lead Time and Support Personnel Cost equation 

BD
BD BD BD BD

BD

TG2 ,
MLT =MAX TG1 ,max +TG4 +TG5

TG3
⎡ ⎤⎛ ⎞
⎢ ⎥⎜ ⎟

⎝ ⎠⎣ ⎦
 

[ ]bd bd bdTG1 = TTks +TTpf +TTbu  bd

 
bd bd bd

bd
bd bd bd bd

 TTsp +TTgaT +TTcsT +TTfp
TG2 =

+TTma +TTro +TTvi +TTcw
⎡ ⎤
⎢ ⎥
⎣ ⎦

 bd

bd bTG3 =TTseq  d

 
bd dip bd

bd
bd bd bd

     TTvcd +TTdip +TTgaB + 
TG4 =

TTcs +TTroB +TTvi +TTpp
⎡ ⎤
⎢ ⎥
⎣ ⎦

 
bd

bd bd bd
bd

bd bd bd b

   TTmi +TTws +TTrs +
TG5 =

 TTtestsssssss +TTtu +TTfa +TTfi
⎡ ⎤
⎢ ⎥
⎣ ⎦

 
d

hrbdhrbd SUPavgMLTSUPhrsSUPT $$ ∗∗=  
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PENDIX C. USER OR PRODUCT DEVELOPER / 

DESIGNER OF THE APPLICATION  
 
Getting Started for Pro ct Developer/Des
 
Introduction 

• An examination of power electronics products revealed that they share the 

basic characteristics of any modern electronic product, this is, a printed circuit 

board (PCB) with electronic components that are soldered to it. Given that 

assumption, a cost model was developed for the board level assembly of 

electronics products assuming a typical and generic assembly sequence and 

processes. These sequences include all typical processes for the assembly of a 

PCB-based electronic product. The processes identified are the ones used in 

the assembly of through hole technology (THT) components, surface mount 

technology (SMT) components, chip on board wire-bonded components, or 

any combination of them.  

AP MANUAL F

du igner 

• The PCB Assembly Cost Model is an application that complements the 

research done by Mendez to develop cost models that can be used to estimate 

the cost of new power electronics systems and products that are being 

developed.   

• The project was sponsored by the Center for Power Electronics Systems 

(CPES).  

• This research addressed a need for cost models to be used as a decision 

making tool from the early stages of the conception of the device to guide the 

research and development process. 
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• The cost model was developed with the power electronics product developer 

as the main user.  Nevertheless, the user needs in this area are very similar to 

those of the developer of any other type of electronic product. Basically, this 

person will develop a series of product specifications.  Given those 

specifications, the cost model can be used as a tool to estimate the cost of the 

product considering how it is manufactured. The basic product specifications 

to provide include: a bill of materials (BOM), the printed circuit board (PCB) 

characteristics, the expected market demand, and the expected product life. 

The resulting cost estimates can be used to compare one design alternative 

versus another without having to build a unit of the product. 

• The cost model assumes that an electronic product consists essentially of a 

PCB with electronic components soldered to it. It is assumed that this kind of 

assembly will follow a series of generally sequential steps.  In each step of the 

assembly sequence, resources will be consumed and hence cost will be 

incurred. 

• The resources and costs included in the model are direct labor, materials and 

components, equipment, support personnel, utilities, and space.  Each 

assembly manufacturing process step is analyzed to understand how the 

resources are consumed and costs allocated to every board produced.  

• Once the cost model was developed, CPES was interested in the development 

of an application that could implement the model developed by Mendez to 

estimate the cost of an electronic product and to evaluate the feasibility of 

design alternatives in terms of cost. 
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• The PCB Cost Model application implements a revised version of the cost 

model developed by Mendez and extends its capabilities. Primarily, the cost 

model was developed thinking on the designer of an electronic product as the 

only user but its implementation has been improved allowing the creation of 

custom facilities. This capability allows that a process engineer or planner of a 

facility can define its own facility to determine the cost of its existing 

 Estimate the cost of an improved or current electronic design and evaluate the 

improvements of the designs in terms of cost. 

• Estimate the time it will take to manufacture a batch of boards or images in 

your facility to see if you can meet product demand. 

• Visualize the efficiency of your processes and manufacturing lines. 

The PCB Cost Model environment 
If PCB Cost Model is not already running, start it from the Windows Start menu 

and navigate to Programs/PCB Cost Model. The PCB Cost Model modeling 

environment will open with a login window, as shown below. 

products. 

 

Now that you have an idea of the motivation for the creation of the PCB Cost 

Model application, we will proceed to explain the capabilities of the PCB Cost 

Model. 

With the PCB Cost Model you can: 

• Estimate the cost of a new electronic design and study the feasibility of 

alternative designs in terms of cost. 

•
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If you are a new user, you must create a new account to use the PCB Cost 

Model. When you click in the button “Create New Account”, you will be 

redirected to the form “Create New Account” as shown below. 

 

In this form you provide a username and password to create your new 

tify 

ser you are in this application.  There are two choices in 

e user type”: Product Developer/Designer or Process Engineer. 

account. Once you provide your username and password, you must iden

yourself as the type of u

th
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  If you choose Product Developer/Designer you can: 

• Create, edit or delete products. 

• Add, edit or delete part numbers from your products. 

• Add component types. 

• Calculate the cost of your products in all the registered facilities in the 

application evaluate the feasibility of a design in different facilities. 

• Edit the Components Catalog of the application. 

• Create a product copy. 

• Calculate Cost of Product(s) on Default Facility of the application. 

If you choose Process Engineer you can: 

• Create, edit or delete a facility. 

• Create, edit or delete processes from a facility. 

• Calculate products cost in the facility created. 

• It will also have all the capabilities presented previously to the product 

designer Product Developer/Designer. 

Once you know how to create a new account, let’s explain in detail the capabilities of 

each account.  

Product Developer/Designer account capabilities 

ity included to make the cost calculations of your products. 

This default facility includes the typical processes found on an electronic manufacturing 

 
If you log in as a Product Developer/Designer, there are some things you need to 

know prior to the generation of products and cost calculations. The PCB Cost Model 

application has a default facil
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environment that were specified in Mendez research. The processes considered and th

layout of the

e 

 processes is shown on the following figure.  
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Sequencer Kit Segregation 

Preforming 

Bin Up 

Auto Insertion VCD 

Auto Insertion DIP 

Glue Application Bottom 

Chip Shooter Bottom Placement

Reflow Oven Bottom 

SMT Bottom Inspection 

Panel Preparation 

Manual Insertion 

Wave Solder 

Routing and Singulation

Circuit Test

Functional Test

Touch Up

Final Inspection

Level= 

Level= 

THT Solder Paste Printing 

Glue Application 

Chip Shooter Placement  
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roceed to show you how the PCB Co ation works. Let’s explain you how 

the PCB Cost Model works with a sample situation. Let’s suppose that your facility 

contain the processes shown on the figure below. These processes are basically the 

es found on the electronics industry to make the placement and soldering 

of Surface Mount Technology (S

processes on a SMT line that place com

Cost Mode ith the part 

numbe

called “Component Type” that allows you to associate part numbers of a product with 

process  

with the co

with the Component Type SMT Non Fine Pitch. What the application does is that it 

search the component types associated with each part number of a product and then 

search the processes that locates those component types. Once the processes that locate 

components are identified, another method is used to retrieve the required complementary 

processes needed to complete the SMT process. This method is called “Group Name”. 

This method basically associates processes in a facility. Consider the processes shown in 

the figure below. The white boxes represent the complementary processes in SMT that 

need to be made if an SMT component is assembled onto a PCB. What the Group method 

does is retrieve the complementary processes needed when a particular process that 

locates components is needed.  

Once you know the processes that are included on the default facility, let’s 

st Model applicp

typical process

MT) components.  The boxes in red represent the 

ponents onto a PCB. The idea behind the PCB 

l is to associate the processes that place components onto a PCB w

rs of a product. How this is done? Well, basically the application has a method 

es. In the figure shown below, the process Chip Shooter Placement is associated 

mponent type SMT non fine pitch and the part number P1 is also associated 
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The

wit

 PCB Cost Model has created some Component Types to associate processes 

h part numbers of a product. The part numbers included are: 

Component Types 
Component Type Description 

BRACKETS OR SOCKETS Usually assembled in the process Final Assembly 
DIP Usually assembled in the process Auto Insertion DIP 
GOLD PLATED PARTS Usually assembled in the process Panel Preparation 
SMTCHIP_BOTTOM Usually assembled in the process Chip Shooter Bottom 
SMTFINEPITCH Usually assembled in the process BGA/Fine Pitch Placement 
SMTMANUAL Usually assembled in the process SMT Manual Insertion 
SMTNFP_TOP Usually assembled in the process Chip Shooter Top 
THT Usually assembled in the process THT Manual Insertion 
VCD Usually assembled in the process Auto Insertion VCD 
WIRE Usually assembled in the process Chip on Board Wire Bonding

 

 

Although these are the only Component Types available so far, you can create your own 

component types to complement the existing ones. We will show you later how to it. 

Solder Paste Printing 

Chip Shooter Placement  

BGA/Fine Pitch Placement  

SMT Manual Insertion 

Reflow Oven 

SMT Inspection 

T ToSM p 

process can 
locate onto a 
PCB 

Part Number Component Type Q

Processes of a facility 
Component 
type(s) that a 

uantity 
P1 SMT Non Fine Pitch 10 
P2 SMT Fine Pitch 5 
 

SMT Fine Pitch 

Product Part Numbers 

SMT Non Fine Pitch 
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Our Task:
In this section we will present you how to create a new product design and 

estimate the cost of your product. To begin with the creation process, you must log in the 

PCB Cost Model Application and be registered as a Product Developer/Designer user. 

Once you have made the log in, the form called Designer Main Window is shown. 

 Estimate the cost of a new design as a Product Developer/Designer 

 

 

To create a new product, we will choose the option “Create a Product” and click 

the button “Access”. Once you click the “Access” button, the “Product Creation” form is 

presented as shown below. 
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The necessary prompts and valid entries to create a product are on the following table: 

Prompt Valid Entry Example 
Product Name  String ABC 
Product Description String Computer Board 
Number of Images per Panel Number (integer) 2 
Panel Cost ($) Number (double) 1.00 
Assembly Panel Size  
(length in feet) Number (double) 1.00 

Assembly Image Size  
(length in feet) Number (double) .50 

 

add part numbers to your new product? If 

you cli you click no you will be 

returned to e  as we will do now, you will be referred to 

the form “ a  you can practically 

Once all the necessary information for the creation of a product is made, click the 

“Create Product” button. When you click this button a message box appears that says 

“Product was created”. Following this message box appears another message box that 

asks you the following: Do you want to 

ck No, you will returned to the main window. If 

 th  main window. If you click yes,

M nage Products” which is shown below. In this form
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perform al s rm 

contains the ge

mo t all the things required to obtain the cost of your new design.  This fo

neral characteristics of a product and the part numbers registered. 

 

 

At this point, no part number has been added to our product ABC. We will now 

proceed to add some part numbers to the product ABC. Because at this point it is 

assumed that you are using the PCB Cost Model for the first time, we will guide you to 

register part numbers to the catalog of the application prior to add them to a product 

design. The reason to have a components catalog is because you would need to register a 

part number only one time and they reuse it in other product designs. To access the 

components catalog from the “Manage Products” form go to Edit/Components Catalog 

and the figure shown below will appear.  
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To add a new part number to the “Components Catalog” form go to File/New/Part 

Number and the form shown below appears: 
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The necessary prompts and valid entries to register a part number to the application are 

on the following table: 

Prompt Valid Entry Example 
Part Number Name  String P1 
Part Number 
Description String Radial Component 

Unit Part Number 
Cost  Double Number 1.00 

Component Type Choose from 
existing options VCD 

Component Type Usually assembled in the process 
Description String Auto Insertion VCD 

 

Note: The “Component Type” field is a method to relate the part numbers being added in 

the Components Catalog with the machine or manual operation that place or insert part 

numbers in a product. The PCB Cost Model application already has few component types 

added by default. The “Component Types” added to the application were those most used 

in the industry. An example of this is the Component Type called VCD. This component 

belongs to the class of Through Hole Technology (THT) components which are inserted 

through an image and then soldered on a wave solder machine.  The peculiarity of this 

“Component Type” is that it belongs to the type of components that are inserted through 
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a PCB on an Auto Insertion VCD machine. There are different types of THT components 

and the most common used in the industry are registered on the application.   

 

Once you have made the registration process of your part numbers, the “Components 

Catalog” form should look like this: 

 

 

At this point, we ha . The first 

component is a VCD component which was pr onent 

 a THT component that is placed on an Auto Insertion DIP machine. The third 

omponent is a Surface Mount Technology component. Surface Mount Technology 

ve added three components to the catalog

esented previously. The second comp

is

c
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(SMT) refers to the placement of components in a PCB and the soldering of the 

components onto the PCB with a Reflow Oven machine. Unlike THT, SMT components 

ce the registration of 

our new part numbers have been mad eed to add these part numbers to our 

product assuming these are the on d for our design. This is only for 

illustration on how to use the applic ell known that a typical PCB uses 

many components. To add par ct, go to File/Return to Main 

Window and the following form appea

 

are only placed on the board and not passed through the board. These two technologies 

are the two leading strategies to manufacture PCB’s nowadays. On

e, we will proc

ly part numbers require

ation because it is w

t numbers to the produ

rs: 
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As you can notice, the previous form is the Designer Main Window form 

presented to you earlier but with more options now. The reason why these options are 

now available is because when you started to use the application there were no products 

registered or created in the application. To proceed with the product we were creating, 

choose the option called “Edit Product Components and Calculate Product Cost” and 

choose the product ABC on the combo box provided and click “Access”.  When you do 

that, the form “Manage Products” appear. Then go to File/New/Part Numbers from the 

Components Catalog and the following form appears: 

 

 

 

To add a part number to the ABC product simply check the part number that you 

want to add to ABC and click “Add Part Number”. When you do this, the following form 

appears requesting the quantity needed of that part number and the Unit Cost of the part 

number to be added.  
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The necessary prompt and valid entry to register a part number to a product are on the 

following table: 

Prompt Valid 
Entry 

Example

Quantity  Number 
(Integer) 10 

 

Once you add the required part numbers to the product, the “Manage Products” form 

should look like the one below. 
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Once all the part numbers has been added to the product you are designing, you are ready 

to estimate the cost of your new design. All you have to do at this point is go to 

Tools/Calculate Product Cost. The form Calculate Product Cost is shown appears and is 

shown below.  
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The last steps you need to do to perform your cost estimate are to specify the following 

parameters: 

Prompt Valid Entry Example 
Number of Panels per 
Batch  

Number 
(Integer) 200 

Product Demand Number 
(Integer) 10000 

 

Choose the facility that you want to be included in the cost calculations. In this case we 

will use the Default Facility. After you choose the default facility click on the button 

e 

been made and the following report appears: 

“Calculate Product Cost” and wait a message box appears that tells that calculations hav
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APPENDIX D. USER MANUAL FOR THE PROCESS ENGINEER OF A 
FACILITY   

 

Getting Started for Process Engine

Introduction 

• The PCB Cost Model is an application that complements the research done by 

Mendez to develop cost models that can be used to estimate the cost of new 

power electronics systems and products that are being developed.   

onic product, this is, a printed circuit 

board (PCB) with electronic components that are soldered to it. Given that 

assumption, a cost model was developed for the board level assembly of 

electronics products assuming a typical and generic assembly sequence and 

processes. These sequences include all typical processes for the assembly of a 

PCB-based electronic product. The processes identified are the ones used in 

the assembly of through hole technology (THT) components, surface mount 

er 

 

• The project was sponsored by the Center for Power Electronics Systems 

(CPES).  

• This research addressed a need for cost models to be used as a decision 

making tool from the early stages of the conception of the device to guide the 

research and development process. 

• An examination of power electronics products revealed that they share the 

basic characteristics of any modern electr
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technology (SMT) components, chip on board wire-bonded components, or 

any combination of them.  

• The cost model was developed with the power electronics product developer 

as the main user.  Nevertheless, the user needs in this area are very similar to 

those of the developer of any other type of electronic product. Basically, this 

person will develop a series of product specifications.  Given those 

specifications, the cost model can be used as a tool to estimate the cost of the 

product considering how it is manufactured. The basic product specifications 

to provide include: a bill of materials (BOM), the printed circuit board (PCB) 

characteristics, the expected market demand, and the expected product life. 

The resulting cost estimates can be used to compare one design alternative 

versus another without having to build a unit of the product. 

• The cost model assumes that an electronic product consists essentially of a 

PCB with electronic components soldered to it. It is assumed that this kind of 

assembly will follow a series of generally sequential steps.  In each step of the 

• The resources and  the aterials and 

components, equipm l, utilities, and space.  Each 

assem  process step is analyzed to understand how the 

resources are consumed and costs allocated to every board produced.  

assembly sequence, resources will be consumed and hence cost will be 

incurred. 

 costs included in model are direct labor, m

ent, support personne

bly manufacturing

• Once the cost model was developed, CPES was interested in the development 

of an application that could implement the model developed by Mendez to 
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estimate the cost of an electronic product and to evaluate the feasibility of 

design alternatives in terms of cost. 

• The PCB Cost Model application implements a revised version of the cost 

model developed by Mendez and extends its capabilities. Primarily, the cost 

model was developed thinking on the designer of an electronic product as the 

only user but its implementation has been improved allowing the creation of 

custom facilities. This capability allows that a process engineer or planner of a 

facility can define its own facility to determine the cost of its existing 

products. 

 

Now that you have an idea of the motivation for the creation of the PCB Cost Model 

application, we will proceed to explain the capabilities of the PCB Cost Model. 

With the PCB Cost Model you can: 

• Estimate the cost of a new electronic design and study the feasibility of 

alternative designs in terms of cost. 

• Estimate the cost of an improved or current electronic design and evaluate the 

improvements of the designs in terms of cost. 

• Estimate the time it will take to manufacture a batch of boards or images in 

your facility to see if you can meet product demand. 

• Visualize the efficiency of your processes and manufacturing lines. 
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The PCB Cost Model environment 
If PCB Cost Model is not already running, start it from the Windows Start menu and 

navigate to Programs/PCB Cost Model. The PCB Cost Model modeling environment will 

open with a login window, as shown below. 

 

If you are a new user, you must create a new account to use the PCB Cost Model. When 

you click in the button “Create New Account”, you will be redirected to the form “Create 

New Account” as shown below. 
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In this form you provide a username and password to create your new account. Once you 

provide yo u

are in this ype”: Product 

Developer/ s

If you c

• Create, edit or delete products. 

• Add, edit or delete part numbers from your products. 

 Create a product copy. 

• Calculate Cost of Product(s) on Default Facility of the application. 

• elete a facility. 

processes from a facility. 

he facility created. 

Once you know how to create a new account, let’s explai w to create a 

facility and calculate costs of your products in your facility or lt facility of the 

applica

Pro
If you log in as a Process Engineer, there are some thi  to know prior 

to th ucts to make cost calculations. The PCB Cost 

Model applic lt facility included to make cost calculations of products. 

ur sername and password, you must identify yourself as the type of user you 

application.  There are two choices in the user t

De igner or Process Engineer. 

hoose Process Engineer as we will do you can: 

• Add component types. 

• Calculate the cost of your products in all the registered facilities in the 

application evaluate the feasibility of a design in different facilities. 

• Edit the Components Catalog of the application. 

•

Create, edit or d

• Create, edit or delete 

• Calculate products cost in t

n in detail ho

 in the defau

tion.  

cess Engineer account capabilities 
ngs you need

e generation of facilities and prod

ation has a defau
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This default facility includes the typical processes found on anufacturing 

envi ndez research and it contains times and details 

from a . The processes considered and the layout of the 

processes is shown on the following figure. Due to the f are a process 

engineer in a facility, you should create your own facility to calculation of 

your products because it will contain the processes and times you have on the facility you 

 an electronic m

ronment that were specified in Me

 research made in a company

act that you 

 make the cost 

belong. You can either choose to calculate the costs of your products with the default 

facility or you can make your own facility to calculate the cost of your products. 
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Once you know the processes that are included on the default facility, let’s proceed to 

show you how the PCB Cost Model application works. Let’s explain you how the PCB 

Cost Model works with a sample situation. Let’s suppose that your facility contain the 

processes shown on the figure below. These processes are basically the typical processes 

found on the electronics industry to make the placement and soldering of Surface Mount 

ith the part numbers of a product. How 

this is done? Well, basically the application has a method called “Component Type” that 

allows you to associate part numbers of a product with processes. In the figure shown 

below, the process Chip Shooter Placement is associated with the component type SMT 

non fine pitch and the part number P1 is also associated with the Component Type SMT 

Non Fine Pitch. What the application does is that it search the component types 

associated with each part number of a product and then search the processes that locates 

those component types. Once the processes that locate components are identified, another 

method is used to retrieve the required complementary processes needed to complete the 

SMT process. This method is called “Group Name”. This method basically associates 

processes in a facility. Consider the processes shown in the figure below. The white 

boxes represent the complementary processes in SMT that need to be made if an SMT 

component is assembled onto a PCB. What the Group method does is retrieve the 

complementary processes needed when a particular process that locates components is 

needed.  

Technology (SMT) components.  The boxes in red represent the processes on a SMT line 

that place components onto a PCB. The idea behind the PCB Cost Model is to associate 

the processes that place components onto a PCB w
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The PCB Cost Model has created some Component Types to associate processes with 

part numbers of a product. The part numbers included are: 

 

Component Types 
Component Type Description 

BRACKETS OR SOCKETS Usually assembled in the process Final Assembly 
DIP Usually assembled in the process Auto Insertion DIP 
GOLD PLATED PARTS Usually assembled in the process Panel Preparation 
SMTCHIP_BOTTOM Usually assembled in the process Chip Shooter Bottom 

Solder Paste Printing 

Chip Shooter Placement  

BGA/Fine Pitch Placement  

SMT Manual Insertion 

Reflow Oven 

SMT Inspection 

SMT Top 

Processes of a facility 
Component 
type(s) that a 
process can 
locate onto a 
PCB 

Part Number Component Type Quantity 
P1 SMT Non Fine Pitch 10 
P2 SMT Fine Pitch 5 
 

SMT Fine Pitch 

Product Part Numbers 

SMT Non Fine Pitch 

SMTFINEPITCH Usually assembled in the process BGA/Fine Pitch Placement 
SMTMANUAL Usually assembled in the process SMT Manual Insertion 
SMTNFP_TOP Usually assembled in the process Chip Shooter Top 
THT Usually assembled in the process THT Manual Insertion 
VCD Usually assembled uto Insertion VC in the process A D 
WIRE Usually assembled hip on Board Wi in the process C re Bonding
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Although these are the only Component Types available so far, you can create your own 

sting ones. We will show you later how to it. 

ames which are the most common found in the 

hown on the following table 

component types to complement the exi

The application also has some Group N

electronic industry. These groups are s

Group Name 
Group Name 

AUTO INSERTION DIP 
AUTO INSERTION VCD

FINAL ASSEMBLY 
MANUAL INSERTION 

REQUIRED OPERATIONS
SEQUENCER 

SMT BOTTOM 
SMT TOP 

THT 
WIRE BONDING 

 

Although these are the only Groups available so far, you can create your own Groups 

types to complement the existing ones.

ow that you know how the PCB Cost  understand that you can make 

 default facility, let’s create a new facility , add 

 calculate  to illustrate the uses of the PCB 

Our Task: Create a New Facility as a Process Engineer 
cility 

late the cost of a product w d. To begin with the 

CB Cost pplication and be registered as a 

  

 

N  Model work’s  and

calculation of your products with the

processes to it and design a product and  its cost

Cost Model application. 

  

In this section we will present you how

and calcu

 to create a facility, add processes 

ith the new facility create

to your fa

creation process, you must log in the P Model A
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Process Engineer user. Once you have made the log in, the form called Designer Main 

shown. Window is 

 

 

 

To create a new facility, we will ch

button “Access”. Once you click the 

presented as shown below. 

oose the option “Create a Facility” and click the 

“Access” button, the “Facility Creation” form is 
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The necessary prompts and valid entries of the first tab in the “Facility Creation” form 

are on the following table: 

 

 
Prompt Valid Entry Example 

Facility Name  String AB 
Facility Description String Computer Manufacturer
Number of Working Days 
per Year Number (integer) 250 

Number of working hours Number (double) 8 
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Prompt Valid Entry Example 
per day 
Rate per Hour ($/hour) Number (double) 7.00 
Minimum Attractive Rate of 
Return(MARR) 

Number (double) 
0 < MARR <= 1 .15 

 

Once you have provided the fields of the first tab, proceed to the second tab as shown 

below. In this tab, you must specify all the utilities that are used on your facility. The 

most common utilities found in the electronics industry are already available to be added. 

These ones are: Electricity, Water and Nitrogen. If you want to include any other utility 

you can make it selecting the option Custom. After you click the button “Add” you will 

be requested to specify the cost per hour of each utility in your facility. In you choose to 

add a “Custom” utility you must provide the name of the utility.  

Note: You must be careful to maintain integrity in the units you are using. If you use 

kilowatts as the unit to specify electricity consumption, you must remember to specify all 

the electricity consumption of the processes of your facility in kilowatts. This point will 

be discussed later in the creation of a process. 
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If you are creating the sample facility with us, provide the following utilities and costs: 

Utility Cost per Hour 
Electricity .10 
Water .10 
Nitrogen .10 

 

Once you have chosen the Utilities to add, proceed to the third tab as shown below. In 

this tab, you must specify all the costs that depend on the space used in the facility. The 

most common space dependent costs found in the electronics industry are already 

available to be added. These ones are: Heating and Air Conditioning, Building and Rent 

and Lightning. If you want to include any other space dependent cost you can make it 
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selecting the option Custom. After you click the button “Add” you will be requested to 

specify the cost per square feet per year of each space dependent cost in your facility. In 

you choose to add a “Custom” space dependent cost; you must provide the name of the 

cost. A space factor is also required. A space factor is an allowance that you give to each 

operation in the facility  

 

 

ple facility with us, pro ing space dIf you are creating the sam vide the follow ependent 

costs: 
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Space Dependent Cost Cost per Square Feet 
per Year 

Heating and Air .10 Conditioning 
Building and Rent .10 
Lightning .10 

Space Factor 
.5 

 

Once you have chosen the Space Dependent Cost roceed to the fourth tab as 

 all the p  that support the production 

in the electronics 

dustry are already available to be added. These ones are: Plant Manager, Buyer, 

d” you will be requested to specify the salary per year of each support person 

 your facility. In you choose to add a “Custom” support person; you must provide the 

position of the person. The “Average Number of Hours per Year that Support Personnel 

dedicate to product processing” is also required. 

 

 

to add, p

shown below. In this tab, you must specify ersonnel

of products in the facility. The most common support personnel found 

in

Supervisor, Material Controller, Product Engineer, Process Engineer, Process Technician, 

Test Support Technician and Maintenance Technician. If you want to include any other 

support personnel you can make it selecting the option Custom. After you click the 

button “Ad

in
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If you are creating the sample facility with us, provide the following support personnel 

information: 

Utility Salary per Year 
Plant Man  ager 100000
Process E  ngineer 60000
Product Engineer 70000 

 

At this point you are ready to register 

application. Click on the button “Cre

your new facility in the PCB Cost Model 

ate Facility” a sage box ap g nd a mes pears indicatin
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that your new facility has been created. Once you click “Ok” in the pre age 

ox, another message box appears asking you the following: “Do you want to add 

t this point we will click “Yes” to add processes to our new 

 products cost. Once you click “Yes” in the previous message box, 

sses” appears and is shown below.  In this 

r facility and control the logic and order of 

ave created all the processes and logic of your 

ently being produced in your facility and 

 

vious mess

b

Processes to your facility?”. A

facility and calculate

the form called “Edit Facility and its Proce

form you can register all the processes of you

the processes in your facility. Once you h

facility you can create the products curr

calculate its cost.      
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Our Task: Register a General Process to the application  
 

Prior to the registration of processes in your te a General Process 

in the PCB Cost Model application. A General Process in the PCB Cost Model 

a general characteristic of a process and reuse 

eation of facil cess has the following 

The availab scripti  the 

 facility, let’s crea

application is a method used to establish 

these processes in the cr ities. A General Pro

characteristic: Process Type. le Process Types and its de on are

following:  
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cesses where mostly all the work is made by a 

erator intervention is required. 

processes where an electronic product is 

 with a specified length and velocity.  

s that are made by operators.  

The id ause the PCB Cost Model Application has 

several processes already defined and ready to use. The general processes defined in the 

onics industry and its type has been 

 in the PCB Cost Model are the 

• MACHINE – it refers to pro

machine and minor or no op

• CONVEYOR- it refers to 

processed through a conveyor

• MANUAL – it refers to processe

 

ea of a General Process is used bec

PCB Cost Model are those most used in the electr

previously specified. The processes previo

following: 

usly defined

 

Process Name Process Type 
AUTO INSERTION DIP MACHINE 
AUTO INSERTION VCD MACHINE 

BIN UP MANUAL 
CHIP ON BOARD WIRE BONDING MACHINE 

CHIP SHOOTER MACHINE 
CHIP SHOOTER BOTTOM MACHINE 

CIRCUIT TEST MACHINE 
FINAL ASSEMBLY MANUAL 
FINAL INSPECTION MANUAL 

FINE PITCH PLACEMENT MACHINE 
FUNCTIONAL TEST MACHINE 
GLUE APPLICATION MACHINE 

GLUE APPLICATION BOTTOM MACHINE 
KIT SEGREGATION MANUAL 

MANUAL ASSEMBLY OF SMT MANUAL 
MANUAL INSERTION OF THT MANUAL 

PANEL PREPARATION MANUAL 
PREFORMING MACHINE 

REFLOW OVEN BOTTOM CONVEYOR 
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Process Name Process Type 
REFLOWOVEN CONVEYOR 

ROUTING AND SINGULATION MACHINE 
SEQUENCER MACHINE 

SMT VISUAL INSPECTION MANUAL 
SMT VISUAL INSPECTION ( BOTTOM) MACHINE 

SOLDER PASTE PRINTING MACHINE 
TOUCH UP MACHINE 

WAVESOLDER CONVEYOR 
 

Although these are predefined processes ready to use in the application, you can create 

your own general processes. Let’s create a general process now. Let’s go to the general 

form “Process Engineer Main Window”. If you are following us from the previous 

section called “Create a New Facility as a Process Engineer” go to File/Return to Main 

mply choose 

from the option “Create a General Process” and click “Access” and the following form 

appears

Window and the form “Process Engineer Main Window” take the focus. Si

: 

 

 

 

cessary prompts and valid entries of the “Create a General Process” form are on 

owing table and when your are finished locating prompts click the bottom “Create 

The ne

the foll
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Process

created

” and a message box appears indicating that a new general process has been 

. 

Prompt Valid Entry Example 
Process Name String PCB Coating 

Process Type 
MACHINE 
MANUAL 

CONVEYOR 
CONVEYOR 

 

Once you have created your new facility and you how to add general processes to the 

application, let’s add a process to your new facility. The section of this document will 

show you how to register a process to your facility. Choose “Edit the Processes of a 

Facility and Calculate Products Cost” from the main menu options and select the facility 

“ABC” and click “Access” and it will take you to the form “Edit Facility and its 

Processes” and go to File/New/Process(es) and the following form shown below will be 

presented to you. 
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As you can see, the PCB Cost Model application has several processes already defined. 

These processes are the most common used in the electronic industry and its more 

general characteristics has been previously defined.  

 

Our Task: Register a machine process to a facility 
Let’s register a new process to the facility ABC. From the previous form, choose the 

process AUTO INSERTION DIP and click the button “Add Process to Facility”. When 

you click the button the following form appears: 
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This form has five tabs. In the first tab you must specify the following parameters: 

Times Tab (All times must be specified in minutes) 

Prompt Valid Entry Example 
Group – Method to retrieve the 
processes that are required when a 
component type is required. 
A typical example found in the 
electronics industry is the placement 

Any Group registered in 
the application 

AUTO INSERTION 
DIP 
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Prompt Valid Entry Example 
of Surface Mount Technology 
(SMT) components in an image. 
This group typically includes a 
Placement Machine, Solder Paste 
Printer and a Reflow Oven. In this 
case, the application will retrieve the 
Placement process when a product 
has SMT components but it will not 
retrieve the Reflow Oven process 
becaus
assembled on the Reflow Oven or on 
the Solder 
method allows the retrieval or 
inclusion 
Oven and Solder Paste Printer where 
no compon
needed when SMT components are 
assemb

e no components are 

Paste Printer. The group 

of the processes Reflow 

ents are assembled but is 

led on a placement machine. 
Component Type- It is a method to 
specify the
are inserted or placed in a process. 
Note: T
Type = BATCH(DESIGN) or  
Process Type

 type of components that Any Component Type 

his option is visible only if Setup 

= DESIGN  

registered in the 
application 

DIP 

Setup Type – It refers to the type of 
setup that is made in this process. 

PANEL(# PANELS 
PROCESSED) IMAGE(# 
IMAGES PROCESSED) 
BATCH(DESIGN) 
NOTAPPLY 

BATCH(DESIGN) 
 

BATCH, PANEL, IMAGE,

 

Fixed Setup Time- the amount of 
fixed time spent preparing the 
machine or manual operation to 
process an image, panel, batch, etc.  

Double 10 

Variable Setup Time- it refers to 
the time is spent locating the rolls of 
the part numbers required. 
 Note: This option is visible only if Setup 
Type = BATCH(DESIGN)  

 .0333 

Loading Type- It refers to the type 
of loading that is made in this 
process. 

PANEL, IMAGE 
PANEL(# PANELS 
PROCESSED) IMAGE(# 
IMAGES PROCESSED) 
NOTAPPLY 

PANEL 

Loading Time- time spent locating 
a panel, image, etc. in the machine Double .0333 
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Prompt Valid Entry Example 
of manual operation where it will be 
processed. 

Process Type – It refers to the type 
of process time that is applied in this 
process. 
 

BATCH, PANEL, IMAGE,
PANEL(# PANELS 
PROCESSED) IMAGE(# 
IMAGES PROCESSED) 
DESIGN 
NOTAPPLY 

DESIGN 

Process Time- time spent 
processing the machine or manual 
operation to process an image, panel, 
batch, etc.  

Double .05 

Unloading Type- It refers to the 
type of unloading that is made in 
this process. 

PANEL, IMAGE 
PANEL(# PANELS 
PROCESSED) IMAGE(# 
IMAGES PROCESSED) 
NOTAPPLY 

PANEL 

Unloading Time- time spent 
removing a panel, image, etc. from 
the machine of manual operation 
where was processed. 

Double .0333 

Travel Type- It refers to the type of 
travel that is used or made to move a 
panel, image, etc to the next process. 
Note: If CONVEYOR option is chosen you 
must specify Conveyor Length, Conveyor 
Speed, and Separations Distance Between 
Panels.  

BATCH, PANEL, IMAGE,
PANEL (# PANELS 
PROCESSED) IMAGE (# 
IMAGES PROCESSED) 
CONVEYOR, 
NOTAPPLY. 

BATCH 

Travel Time- time spent 
transporting a panel, image, etc. in 

achine of manual operation 
here it was processed to the next 

Double 1 the m
w
process. 
Machines are Arranged in Series 

 - Is a method to specify 
 the identical machines of your 

ed in parallel or in 
ries. It only applies when the 

umber of machines is greater than 
.   

SERIES,PARALLEL PARALLEL 

or Parallel?
if
facility are arrang
se
n
1
N
re

umber of Machines Available- It 
fers to the number of identical 
achines that you have in your 
cility and that are either in series 

r parallel.  
ote: In the Default Facility, this option is 

Integer 2 m
fa
o
N
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Prompt Valid Entry Example 
not available because the number of 
machines required is calculated. 
Machine Efficiency (0-1). It refers 
to the capacity of the machine to 
process panels, images, etc. 

Double number greater 1 than 0 and less than 1 

Do you want to Replicate the 
Process as needed? 
Note: If this option is checked, the textbox 
provided to specify the number of machines 
or operators available is disabled.  This 

determine the number of required machines 
or manual operators that are needed to 
manufacture a specific product based on its 
annual demand.  

Checked=Yes Unchecked 
option allows you to let the application Unchecked=NO 

Do you want to Replicate the 
Process based on time? 

provided to specify the number of machines 

option allows you to let the application 
determine the number of required machines 
or manual operators that are needed to 
manufacture a specific product based on it’s 

the process. You must provide the number 
of required images per minute in this 
process.  
 

Checked=Yes 
Unchecked=NO 

Note: If this option is checked, the textbox 

or operators available is disabled.  This 

the number of required images per hour in 

Unchecked 

 

Once the necessary prompts and valid entries in the first tab are specified proceed to the 

second tab. The second tab is shown below. In this tab you specify all the Rework or 

Occurrence operations of the process. This tab is optional because it will depend on each 

process requirements. As an example of the electronics industry, a Solder Paste Printer 

machine, which is used to locate solder flux in an image or panel, needs to be cleaned 

after a specified number of panels have been processed. This type of operation is 

considered an Occurrence operation because its frequency is not on each image or panel 

processed. Its time is attributed to each image depending on the number of panels 

processed before an occurrence operation takes place. Another example is when a 
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component needs to be reworked prior to be inserted in the panel or image been 

processed.  

 

 

e will add a rework operation to the process AUTO INSERTION DIP and its required 

parame rs are shown below  

Occurrence and Rework Operations Tab 

W

te

Prompt Valid Entry Example 
Operation Type- method to choose OCCURRENCE REWORK 
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Prompt Valid Entry Example 
between occurrences or rework 

is defined as an operation that will be 

panels or images are processed. A 

rework of a panel, image, etc. that 

OPERATION 
operations. An occurrence operation 

done after a specified number of 

rework operation consists in the 

will be reworked again due to failure. 

REWORK 

Name of Occurrence or Rework- it 
refers to the name of the rework or 
occurrence operation 

String DIP Components 
Rework 

Process Type- It refers to the type of 
rework or occurrence operation 
Note: DESIGN option is only visible if 
Process Type = “DESIGN” or Setup Type is 
“BATCH(DESIGN)”  

PANEL,IMAGE,DESIGN DESIGN 

Process Time per Occurrence- it 
refers to the time spent making an 
occurrence or rework operation 

 .02 

Fraction of Unsuccessful 
Components- It refers to the faulty 
rate of panels, images, etc. 
Note: It only applies when Operation Type is 
rework  

Double number greater than 
0 and less than 1 .15 

Number of (Panels/Images) per 
Occurrence- It refers to the number 
of panels that must be processed prior 
to an occurrence operation. 
Note: this option is visible only is 
Operation Type is OCCURRENCE 

Integer  

Component Type- it refers to the 
type of components that are 
affected by the rework operation.  
Note: this option is visible only is 
Operation Type is OCCURRENCE 
and Process Type= DESIGN 

Choose from existing 
Component Types DIP 

 

Once the necessary prompts and valid entries in the second tab are specified proceed to 

the third tab. In this tab you will specify the costs of the machine used in this process and 

specify the type of equipment of resources you are using to transport the images to the 

next station or process. 
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The prompts and valid entries for the AUTO INSERTION DIP process are shown below  

Equipment Tab 

Prompt Valid Entry Example 
Machine Equipment 
Initial Cost ($)- is the initial cost of the 
machine   Double 100000 

Salvage Value ($)- is the salvage value of 
the machine Double 0 
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Prompt Valid Entry Example 
Machine Estimated Life (years)- is the  30 machine estimated life or years of usage Double

Machine Efficiency (0-1). It refers to the 
capacity of the machine to process panels, 
images, etc. 

A number greater than 
0 and less than 1 .95 

Transportation  Equipment 
Travel Type- it refers to the use of 
persons of machines to transport panels, 
images, etc to another process.  

MACHINE, MANUAL MACHINE 

Initial Cost ($)- is the initial cost of the 
machine   Double 1000 

Salvage Value ($)- is the salvage value of 
the machine Double 0 

Machine Estimated Life (years)- is the 
machine estimated life or years of usage Double 30 

 

Once the necessary prompts and valid entries in the third tab are specified proceed to the 

fourth tab. In this tab you will specify the space in feet it occupies this process and the 

utilities used by this process. The material used in this process if any will also be 

specified. 
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The prompts and valid entries for the AUTO INSERTION DIP process are shown below  

Space, Utilities and Material Tab 

Prompt Valid Entry Example 
Space (ft2)-It refers to the space in square 
feet that is occupied by a machine or 
manual operation.   

Double 12 

Material Type- It refers to the type of 
material that is used in this process.  
DESIGN- is when the quantity of material 
used depend on the components 

DESIGN 
BATCH 
PANEL 
IMAGE 

NOTAPPLY 
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Prompt Valid Entry Example 
processed in this process. 
 

NOTAPPLY 

Material Cost ($) - it is the cost of 
material used in this process. 
Note: When Material Type is NOTAPPLY, this 
textbox is not available  

  

Quantity of Material Used- It refers to 
the quantity of material used in this 
process.  
Note: You must be careful when 
specifying this quantity because it must 
have the same units of the material cost.  
Note: When Material Type is NOTAPPLY, this 
textbox is not available 

Number  

Component Type- it refers to the type 
of components that are affected by the 
rework operation.  
Note: this option is visible only is 

Choose from existing 
Component Types  

Material Type is DESIGN 
 

essary prompts and ntries in the fourth roceed to 

the fourth tab. In this tab you will specify the type of labor you will be using and specify 

 intervention is requi e process. 

 

 

Once the nec  valid e  tab are specified p

if any human red in th
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Direct Labor Tab 

Prompt Valid Entry Example 
Human Intervention is Required?-It 

required on the machines.  

all the operations.  
NO
operation 
PARTIAL = it refers to the requirement of an 
operator mon a specified operation of the 

YES, NO, PARTIAL 
INDIRECT,PARTIAL AND 
INDIRECT  

YES 

refers to the type of human labor that is 

YES = it means that an operator is required in 

= it means that no operator is required in this 
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Prompt Valid Entry Example 
process.  

Technology (SMT), two operators are 

• Example. You could have a group or 

operators to maintain machines up and 
nning and have special or other 

perators to setup the machines.  
 

• Example: Operator is required only to 
setup the machine. 

INDIRECT- is a method to distribute persons 
that are required on several processes of a same 
group. 

• Example: On a Surface Mount 

required to setup, supply the 
components required to the machines 
and maintain the processes of that group 
or manufacturing line running. 

PARTIAL AND INDIRECT – it refers to 
the last two options combined. 

manufacturing line that requires 

ru
o

Select the Activities where Partial 
Human Intervention is Required 
Note: This option is visible only is  Human 
Intervention is Required?= “PARTIAL” or when  
Human Intervention is Required?= PARTIAL 
AND INDIRECT 

SETUP 
LOADING 
PROCESS 
UNLOADING 
TRAVEL 
OCCURRENCE 

 

Number of operators required in this 
operation  Integer Number  

 

Once you know how to register processes to your facility, the two variations of Process 

Type are Conveyor processes and Manual processes. The only difference between a 

Conveyor process and the Machine process previously registered is that the process time 

in the Conveyor process is based on the length and speed of the conveyor and the 

separation distance between panels in the conveyor. The difference between a machine 

process and a manual process is that the tab for the Direct Labor is not included because 

it is assumed that direct labor is required due to the fact that it is a manual operation. 
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Assuming that you have registered all the needed processes in your facility and have 

provided all the needed information of the processes, there are three more sections that 

would help you to finish the integration of your facility to make cost calculations. The 

first of them is related to the number of operators that are required on a particular group 

of processes. This type of labor is what was called in the previous section Indirect Labor. 

Indirect Labor refers to the number of operators that are required on a group of processes 

but that are not dedicated to a particular process. An example of this is found on 

operators in a Surface Mount Technology line that need to setup and maintain running the 

placem t and solder paste printer machines. 

Our Task: Indirect Labor 
To explain this part, you must register the following processes: 

1) Solder Paste Printing 

2) Chip Shooter Placement 

3) BGA/Fine Pitch Placement 

4) Reflow Oven 

Because at this point you would need to repeat all the process of registering a 

process to the facility four times, we have a facility called ABC that has these four 

processes with its details to ease the explanation of this section. This group of 

d as indirect labor in these processes is the following: Go to the form “Edit 

Facility and its processes” choosing the facility ABC as the facility to be edited 

en

processes belongs to the group called SMT TOP, and in the Labor tab of the 

process registration form, Indirect Labor was the method chosen to characterize 

these processes. What you have to do is to specify the number of operators 

require
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and go to the Labor tab as shown below. Proceed to the lower part of the tab and 

choose the group SMT TOP and provide a 1 in the Indirect Labor textbox 

indicating that 1 person is required to setup and maintain this group of processes 

running and up. 
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Our Task: Levels, Global Groups and order of your processes 
This section will explain you why you need to create levels, global groups and the need 

to order the processes of your facility. The explanation refers to the figure shown below.  
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Sequencer Kit Segregation 

Preforming 

Bin Up 

Auto Insertion VCD 

Auto Insertion DIP 

Glue Application Bottom 

Chip Shooter Bottom Placement

Reflow Oven Bottom 

SMT Bottom Inspection 

Panel Preparation 

Manual Insertion 

Wave Solder 

Routing and Singulation

Circuit Test

Functional Test

Touch Up

Final Inspection

Level= 

Level= 

THT 
Solder Paste Printing 

Glue Application 

Chip Shooter Placement  

BGA/Fine Pitch Placement  

SMT Manual Insertion 

Reflow Oven 

SMT Inspection 

SMT Top

Auto Insertion VCD 

Auto Insertion DIP 

SMT Bottom 

Pa tion nel Prepara

Final Assembly 

Sequencer 

Global Group 1 Global Group 2 Global Group 3 

THT Manual Insertion

Final Assembly 

Global Group 4 
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Imagine that the layout of your facility is the one shown below which is the one used by 

default in the PCB Cost Model. In this layout the processes follow a logical order. In 

order to manufacture a PCB who uses all the processes in the layout you must order your 

processes like this. But this order has three characteristics that helps you to define this 

layout. 

1) The green line represents the levels of your facility. In this case there are two 

levels. Levels are used to join all the processes or groups that can be 

manufactured in parallel and that the maximum time of the processes or 

groups in that level is the time to be considered to calculate lead times. 

2)  The black boxes represent the global groups of the facility. The global groups 

is a method to relate groups of processes in a same level 

3) The blue boxes represent the groups of the facility. These groups are the ones 

specified in each processes registration form. 
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Our Task: Required processes from other Groups 
Let’s explain you the last process to need to make to complete the requirements of a 

facility to make cost calculations in the PCB Cost Model. This step is optional but you 

art by looking a particular situation so that 

we can make you understand the point. In the default facility of the PCB Cost Model, the 

rocess Wave Solder is used if there are components to be placed in the following 

cesses Auto Insertion DIP and Auto Insertion 

VCD belongs to a different group. The way that the PCB Cost Model is programmed 

only retrieve those processes that belongs to a particular group but that do not place 

components. Let’s imagine now that you have a product that has components to be placed 

on a Auto Insertion Dip machine or in an Auto Insertion VCD machine but no Manual 

 THT components is required. If you run the application at this point, the 

e included in the 

calculations because the process that locates components in the group is not required. To 

ust relate the process in the “Required processes from other groups” 

aced with processes 

from another group in case these processes are not included in the calculations because its 

primary process or the process (es) where components are placed in this group are not 

need to make sure you don’t need it. Let’s st

p

processes: Manual Insertion of THT, Auto Insertion DIP and Auto Insertion VCD. But as 

you can see in the previous figure, the pro

Insertion of

calculations will be made but the Wave Solder process will not b

alleviate that problem and provide the inclusion of the Wave Solder process in the 

calculations you m

section. In this section you relate a process where components are pl

needed.  
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To illustrate the use of this section go to the tab Required Processes from Other groups in 

the form “Edit Facility and its processes” and choose the process that you want to relate 

to another from other group.  
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Our Task: Estimate the cost of a new design  
t you how to create a new prodIn this section we will presen uct design and estimate the 

u must log in the PCB Cost 

Mo  the 

log in, own. 

cost of your product. To begin with the creation process, yo

del Application and be registered as a Process Engineer user. Once you have made

the form called Process Engineer Main Window is sh

 

 

 

To e 

button “Access”. Once you click the “Access” button, the “Product Creation” form is 

presented as shown below. 

create a new product, we will choose the option “Create a Product” and click th
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cessary prompts and valid entrieThe ne s to create a product are on the following table: 

Prompt Valid Entry Example 
Produ  ct Name  String ABC
Produ  Board ct Description String Computer
Number of Images per Panel Number (integer) 2 
Panel Cost ($) Number (double) 1.00 
Assem
(leng ber (double) 1.00 bly Panel Size  

th in feet) Num

A
(l

ssembly Image Size  
ength in feet) Number (double) 1.00 

 

Onc  

Produc age box appears that says “Product 

was created”. Following this message box appears another message box that asks you the 

following: Do you want to add part numbers to your new product? If you click No, 

you will returned to the main window. If you click no you will be returned to the main 

window. If you click yes, as we will do now, you will be referred to the form “Manage 

Products” which is shown below. In this form you can practically perform almost all the 

e all the necessary information for the creation of a product is made, click the “Create

t” button. When you click this button a mess
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things required to obtain the cost of your new design.  This form contains the general 

characteristics of a product and the part numbers registered. 

 

 

 

 

At this point, no part number has been added to our product ABC. We will now proceed 

to add some part numbers to the product ABC. Because at this point it is assumed that 

you are using the PCB Cost Model for the first time, we will guide you to register part 

numbers to the catalog of the application prior to add them to a product design. The 

reason to have a components catalog is because you would need to register a part number 

only one time and they reuse it in other product designs. To access the components 
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catalog from the “Manage Products” form, go to Edit/Components Catalog and the figure 

shown below will appear.  

 

 

 

To add a new part number to the “Components Catalog” form, go to File/New/Part 

Number and the form shown below appears: 
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The necessary prompts and valid entries to register a part number to the application are 

on the following table: 

  

Prompt Valid Entry Example 
Part Number Name  String P1 
Part Number 
Description String Radial Component 

Component Type Choose from existing 
options VCD 

Component Type 
Description String Usually assembled in the process Auto 

Insertion VCD 
 

Note: The “Component Type” field is a method to relate the part numbers being added in 

the Components Catalog with the machine or manual operation that place or insert part 

numbers in a product. The PCB Cost Model application already has few component types 

added by default. The “Component Types” added to the application were those most used 

in the industry. An example of this is the Component Type called VCD. This component 

belongs to the class of Through Hole Technology (THT) components which are inserted 

through an image and then soldered on a wave solder machine.  The peculiarity of this 

“Component Type” is that it belongs to the type of components that are inserted through 
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a PCB on an Auto Insertion VCD machine. There are different types of THT components 

and the most common used in the industry are registered on the application.   

 

Once you have made the registration process of your processes, the “Components 

Catalog” form should look like this: 

 

At this point, we have added three components to the catalog. The first component is a 

VCD component which was presented previously. The second component is a THT 

component that is placed on an Auto Insertion DIP machine. The third component is a 

Surface Mount Technology component. Surface Mount Technology (SMT) refers to the 

placement of components in a PCB and the soldering of the components onto the PCB 
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with a Reflow Oven machine. Unlike THT, SMT components are only placed on the 

board and not passed through the board. These two technologies are the two leading 

strategies to manufacture PCB’s nowadays. Once the registration of our new part 

numbers have been made, we will proceed to add these part numbers to our product 

assuming these are the only part numbers required for our design. This is only for 

illustration on how to use the application because it is well known that a typical PCB uses 

many components. To add part numbers to the product, go to File/Return to Main 

Window and the following form appears: 
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As you can notice, the previous form is the Designer Main Window form presented to 

you earlier but with more options now. The reason why these options are now available is 

because when you started to use the application there were no products registered or 

created in the application. To proceed with the product we were creating, choose the 

option called “Edit Product Components and Calculate Product Cost” and choose the 

product ABC on the combo box provided and click “Access”.  When you do that, the 

form “Manage Products” appear. Then go to File/New/Part Numbers from the 

Components Catalog and the following form appears: 

 

 

To add a part number to the ABC product simply check the part number that you want to 

add to ABC and click “Add Part Number”. When you do this, the following form appears 

requesting the quantity needed of that part number and the Unit Cost of the part number 

to be added.  
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The necessary prompts and valid entries to register a part number to a product are on the 

following table: 

 

 

Prompt Valid 
Entry 

Example

Quantity  Number 
(Integer) 10 

 

Once you add the required part numbers to the product, the “Manage Products” form 

should look like the one below. 
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Once all the part numbers has been added to the product you are designing, you are ready 

to estimate the cost of your new design. All you have to do at this point is go to return to 

the main window go to the facilities tab and choose Edit the processes of a Facility and 

Calculate Product Cost, choose DEFAULT FACILITY and click Access. Go to 

Tools/Calculate Product Costs or Times and. The form Calculate Product Costs appears 

and is shown below.  
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The last steps you need to do to perform your cost estimate are to specify the following 

parameters: 

Prompt Valid Entry Example 
Number of Panels per 
Batch  

Number 
(Integer) 200 

Product Demand Number 
(Integer) 10000 

 

Choose the facility that you want to be included in the cost calculations. In this case we 

will use the Default Facility. After you choose the default facility click on the button 

“Calculate Product Cost” and wait a message box appears that tells that calculations have 

been made and the following report appears: 
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Glossary 
BATCH – refers to a typical production run or lot that needs to be processed  

Example: 200 panels of the product ABC need to be produced today. 

IMAGE- A substrate of epoxy glass, clad metal or other material upon which a pattern of 

conductive traces is formed to interconnect components.  

PANEL – several images joined to be manufactured together. 

PANEL(# PANELS PROCESSED) = it refers to the number or panels processed  

IMAGE(# IMAGES PROCESSED)=  it refers to the number of images processed 
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BATCH(DESIGN)- is a method to specify the part numbers that will be used in a setup 

operation 

Example: The part number P1 is assembled on a Chip Shooter machine to locate three 

parts of this part number in an image. BATCH(DESIGN) is a method to describe the rolls 

that are typically inserted or placed on a Chip Shooter machine to put parts to an image. 

When you specify BATCH(DESIGN) as your Setup Type in a  machine operation you 

need to provide a variable setup time. This variable time is typically the time it will take 

you to locate a roll of a particular part number and put it on the machine.   

DESIGNT- T is a method to specify the part numbers processed on a machine 

Example: The machine Chip Shooter locates the part numbers P1, P2, P3 of the product 

ABC. DESIGN is a method to describe the part numbers that are processed by a machine. 

When you specify DESIGN as your Process Type in a machine operation you need to 

provide a process time. This time is variable and it will depend on the number of parts 

assembled on the machine. Let’s say that the process time is specified as .5 minutes and 

the number of parts to be processed is 5, then the process time will be .5*5 = 2.5 minutes. 

You only need to specify the time per part processed. The quantity of parts processed will 

depend on each product design. 

CONVEYOR- is a method to specify that a conveyor is used to transport panels to the 

next station.  

Example: In a typically SMT line, the processes are connected through conveyors.  

SERIES- it refers to machines that are one next to the other as on the following diagram. 

In this case you need to be processed by the first Machine 1 in order to be processed by 

the second Machine 1.  
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In this example, you must pass through the machine 1 to pass to the machine 2 

 

PARALLEL- it refers to the following diagram. In this case the incoming product can be 

processed by either one of the Machines 1 

 

             

YES = it means that an operator is required in all the operations.  

NO= it means that no operator is required in this operation 

PARTIAL = it refers to the requirement of an operator on specified operations of the 

process.  

Example: Operator is required only to setup the machine. 

INDIRECT- is a method to distribute persons that are required on several processes of a 

same group. 

Example: On a Surface Mount Technology (SMT), two operators are required to setup, 

supply the components required to the machines and maintain the processes of that group 

or manufacturing line running. 

PARTIAL AND INDIRECT- it refers to the last two options combined.  

Machine 1 Machine 1 

Machine 1 

Machine 1 
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Example. You could have a group or manufacturing line that requires operators to 

maintain machines up and running and have special or other operators to setup the 

machines.  
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APPENDIX E. EXPLANATION OF THE MOST RELEVANT ROUTINES 
OF THE APPLICATION  

 
The most relevant routines of the application are explained. 

1) Setup Time- This routine calculates the setup time per image of a product in a 

particular process and sends it to a temporary table. 

2) Loading Time- This routine calculates the loading time per image of a product in 

a process and sends it to a temporary table. 

3) Process Time- This routine calculates the process time per image in a process and 

sends it to a temporary table. 

4) Unloading Time- This routine calculates the unloading time per image in a 

process and sends it to a temporary table. 

5) Travel Time - This routine calculates the travel time per image in a process and 

sends it to a temporary table. 

6) Occurrence time- This routine calculates the time per image of all the special 

operations of a process. This includes the predetermined and the random special 

events. 

7) Total process time- This routine calculates the total process time per image in a 

process and sends it to a temporary table. 

8) Calculate Number of Machines Required Designer To Replicate Processes- this 

routine calculates the number of required machines needed to manufacture a batch 

of images.  

9) LeadTime2- This routine calculates the lead time of the product and send it to a 

temporary table 
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10)  Cost Components Cost- this routine calculates the total cost of the components of 

a product. 

11)  Costs Direct Labor Cost- this routine calculates the direct labor cost of a product 

in a process.  

12) Costs Direct Labor Cost Indirect- This routine calculates the cost of indirect labor 

which is defined as the labor cost that is distributed in a group of processes where 

an operator or operators are needed to operate a group of processes instead of one 

as made in the direct labor cost routine. 

13) Costs Equipment Cost- this routine calculates the equipment cost of a product in a 

process a product in a process. 

14) Costs Equipment Cost Travel Equipment- this routine calculates the cost of the 

equipment that is used to transfer a product image to the next station. 

15)  Costs Material Cost- This routine calculates the cost of the material used by a 

product in a particular process. 

16) Costs Utilities Costs- This routine calculates the cost of all the utilities that are 

used while a product is being processed in a manual or machine operation. 

17) Costs Space Cost- This routine search all the space related costs of a facility and 

calculates the cost of a process for a product. 

18) Costs Total Process Cost- This routine calculates the total cost that is allocated to 

a product in a process. It is the sum of all the previous process costs. 

19) Costs Support Personnel Cost- This routine calculates the support personnel cost 

that is allocated to a product based on the hours that support personnel dedicates 

to product processing.  
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20) Costs Total Product Cost- This routine sum all the costs necessary to calculate the 

total product cost. 

21) Retrieve All Required Processes Time Calculations- This routine makes the 

search of all the processes needed to assembly an image. The following steps are 

made in the routine.  

a.  It searches the distinct component types of a product. 

b. For each distinct component type, the process or processes needed to 

assemble this component are identified.  

c. Once the process or processes needed to assemble this component on the 

image are identified, the complementary processes that accompany this 

process are identified. 

d. Once all the necessary processes to assemble an image of a product are 

identified, all the processes that are required for all images are identified. 
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